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PREFACE
The notion of studying dreams originated from my interest in small-scale societies with an
‘environmental cosmology’, especially peoples such as the Australian Aborigines. In these
societies dreams or rather dream sharing forms an important element in the oral tradition
where people enjoy story telling for entertainment. And, here dreams also have a function in
the transference of traditional knowledge. In my MA thesis I focussed on the spirit-conception
dreams of Australian Aborigines. In these nocturnal dreams the connection with the
cosmology carries implications that influence a child’s socio-religious identity and its
relationship with the land. I found this aspect particularly fascinating and the idea that this
connection would also enforce a certain function of dreams started taking shape.
From the very beginning of my research on the functionality of dreams, I had planned to
carry out the required fieldwork among Yolgnu women in North Arnhem Land, Northern
Territory, Australia. The initial contacts with the universities and institutions indicated that
this would be no problem, so I set off for Canberra and began with a library and archive
research at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Studies
(AIATSIS) and Australian National University (ANU) at Canberra. Surprisingly, the research
centre of Maningrida, North Arnhem Land, did not grant the required permission to conduct
the research. Thus with the sad prospect of conducting no fieldwork in Australia, I decided to
use the material collected from the literature for comparative purposes, and divert my
fieldwork to the indigenous people of the littoral of Suriname.
The choice for Suriname needs some explanation. When it became clear that fieldwork in
Australia was no longer feasible for me, I recalled the frustration of a friend from Suriname
living in the Netherlands for many years. Even though he is an Amerindian (with a Kari’na
mother and Arawak father), he had hardly any knowledge of his own people and culture and
had realised that there was very little literature available on the subject. So when hearing
about my deep interest in dreams and Australian Aborigines, he asked me why I didn’t go to
Suriname, because he considered it more useful to write about his people than about
Australia, and, ‘weren’t these people and their culture not already described extensively?’
This line of argumentation indeed sounded quite logical, and considering the fact that both
cultures attach great value to their dreams, it actuated the idea of to compare their ways of
dealing with dreams. Hence, without completely dropping the original idea to work on the
Australian Aborigines, I decided to extend my research to the lowlands of the Amazon.
Over a period of 5 months in 2001 and 4 months in 2004 I conducted interviews in the
coastal area of Suriname in Arawak and Kari’na villages. I also interviewed a number of
people in Paramaribo. I spoke on dreams and culture with around 75 persons, including in
depth interviews with around 30 persons. The dreams discussed in this thesis are not
exceptions, not extremities of Arawak and Kari’na dream life but rather the commonalities,
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each in their own field. In my descriptions of the dream settings I have not included all
personal data and ideas of the participants in order to protect their privacy and their ideas of
what can be made public and what should remain within the privacy of the family and the
community.
In the coastal indigenous villages the lingua franca is Sranan Tongo, though most people
understand Dutch very well, and only the elder generation has problems speaking it. During
conversations with the elderly my husband served as interpreter. As a Surinamese Indian
(Hindustani) he easily connected with the people and the respondents felt free to correct him
occasionally when they did not agree fully with his Dutch translation for me. This shows that
though some of them would shy away from speaking Dutch, their knowledge is good enough
to understand spoken Dutch.
The initial phase of my fieldwork was very hard, as there was very little response to my
questions about dreams and stories. Eventually, I began to tell stories from their own
mythology and from that of other Surinamese Amerindian clans. After realising that I was
well acquainted with the rituals and habits of the traditional past, they opened up to me and
were inclined to pass on more information about their initiation and mourning rites.
Nevertheless fieldwork remained hard: the Arawak and Kari’na are not talkative people.
Initially I wanted to visit several villages and stay for as long as required for the fieldwork,
but unexpectedly the village heads (‘kapitein’, lit. captain) seemed not too eager to
accommodate me, my husband and teenage son for a long stay. I therefore decided to stay
only a few days each time in any village. Even though this travelling up and down the villages
consumed much of our time and energy, it appeared to be highly appreciated, because after
some months ‘kapitein’ Arumijo, the village head of Bigi Poika, declared that we could come
whenever we wanted and stay as long as we wished. With this kind commitment, we were
saved a lot of time and energy contacting the people and making appointments with them.
However, I realised that from a strategic point of view, long stays would probably not be very
wise. Disagreements and quarrels are part of daily life, and in this regard our short stays of not
longer than a few days were a blessing in disguise as it created some distance and a sense of
neutrality that avoided involvement or partiality. I found an exception in the Arawak village
Cassipora. The first time I visited Cassipora it was by invitation for a farewell party of a
Dutch intern. Taking the recent history of the village (of the events of the inland war) into
account I was surprised that one of the basja’s (‘assistant of the chieftain’) Carel Orassie
invited me to continue my research in his village. His invitation and his help in making
appointments with the villagers after consulting the self-proclaimed piyai, Egbert Biswane
(see chapter 3), created a basis of trust that facilitated my research. Nonetheless, an ambiguity
remained of willingness to share and reticence to communicate with outsiders.
Only after three years, in 2004, was I able to return to the villages to complete my
fieldwork, viz. to verify the collected material and to have questions answered that came up
while processing the material. These dream narratives formed the basis for comparing
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nocturnal dreams. A comparison of some of the most striking features of the structure of the
cosmologies of the Surinamese Amerindians and the Australian Aborigines proved quite
enlightening, particularly when following an individual in the process of becoming a religious
specialist.
An advantage of changing the original plan of the present work, is that the notion of the
transitional function of nocturnal dreams can be placed in a wider discourse on dreams. The
Australian Aborigines have attracted the attention of many scholars, and a wide range subjects
are discussed in innumerable books and articles. These publications formed the basis of my
research on the Australian Aborigines. On the other hand, there are only few publications on
the Surinamese Amerindians, although fortunately this position is changing, particularly in
the field of linguistics, even though it is already too late for a number of peoples. I
acknowledge the efforts and contributions, which were helpful in this research.
I wish to thank the Arawak and Kari’na people for their hospitality and confidence.
Without their help, I could not have written this book. Although I cannot thank everyone, my
special thanks go to chieftain Charles Arumijo, aunt Dora Teërome, granny Nora Artist of
Bigi Poika and chieftain Percy Martin, basja Carel Orassi, his wife Sonja Makossi, the
brothers Adolf and Antonius Sabajo and Reinout Sabajo of Cassipora. My special thanks go
for the help and friendship of Josien Aluman. My short visits to aunt Wiesje of Pikin
Powakka on the way to other villages were an enjoyable break; I hope to continue our
meetings in the future. I also want to remember here my late friend Andre Cirino; I hope that
his enthusiasm and dedication for the Amerindian traditions remain an inspiration for
generations to come.
On the professional side, I wish to express my profound gratitude to my supervisors Prof.
Dr. Ad Borsboom and Dr. Eric Venbrux, for their unstoppable flood of new reference material
and suggestions, sometimes to my utmost despair though always useful. I also want to thank
Rene van der Haar for his help in finding articles and particularly his continuous
encouragements by email. He proved to be right with his ever encouraging words ‘you can do
it’! I am grateful for the picture for the cover of the book and the picture of my friend Josien
(p. 57) donated by the photographer Hijn Bijnen.
I also should like to thank the people of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders Studies (AIATSIS) and particularly dr. Luke Taylor for the facilities they
provided to me during my literature research in Canberra.
I am enormously grateful to those people who helped and encouraged me to finish the
book. Jane Harvey for the English corrections; Kim Take for her support; Cees Koelewijn for
his generosity in sharing his material.
I thank my friends for their support, especially Taco Visser and Rossana Rivero for their
hospitality and friendship. Special thanks I owe to my mother for her support and hospitality
for the months I could return to my ‘own room’ when back in the Netherlands after moving to
Suriname. My regrets are for my father who, living in the shadows of Alzheimer’s, is not able
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anymore to share the feelings of joy to see this book completed.
Last but not least, my gratitude goes to my husband Narinder without whose assistance my
fieldwork would not have been this successful. I thank my son Satyakam for his patience,
presence and illustrations. I thank them both for their patience and sacrifice they made in
Suriname, during the months I had to be in the Netherlands.
Paramaribo, December 23, 2004
1
INTRODUCTION
1.1  ‘DREAMS PREPARE YOUR EMOTIONS.’
Many of my Arawak and Kari’na respondents often concluded their dream narratives saying
‘dreams prepare your emotions’. This emic1 point of view answers one of the main issues of
my research,  viz. the function of dreams around important life cycle events. How are these
dreams experienced by the dreamers themselves; how do they value these dreams within their
own framework of understanding? How do they arrive at this conclusion?
This study focuses on dreams around death, birth and menopause. The latter category of
dreams is important as it provides insight into women’s role in the processes of dream
sharing, dream interpretation and acquiring knowledge through dreams. Do these dreams
eventually help them to get through life-changing events, and do they help in the long-life
maturational process? The experience and belief of the dreamers and the function they
attribute to dreams will also be related to the etic point of view through the theoretical
framework. Following the Amerindian statement on the function of dreams, the subtitle of this
works too refers to one of the results of this research. Accordingly, the depiction of a road on
the cover plays with the metaphor used by Freud (1900) who referred to dreams as ‘the royal
road to the unconscious mind’. In this case, however, ‘the royal road’ leads towards an
understanding of indigenous people.
To explain the assumed maturational and facilitating function of dreams, I have adopted
the object relations theory. As it focuses, amongst other things, on the dynamic interaction
between individual and culture, I have selected this theory as the basis of my theoretical
framework for discussing and comparing the transitional aspect of dreams in small-scale
societies with a living oral tradition. Object relations theory does not focus exclusively on
psychoanalytic theorising, but is, in Mitchell’s words (1988, p.17), ‘a social theory of mind’
and relates to other disciplines such as linguistics, anthropology and comparative religion. It
also offers the possibility to view different ways of experiencing reality. Anthropology has
already pointed out that reality is culturally constructed, and that there are multiple ways of
experiencing reality and the world (Hume 2002, p. 5). Object relations theory shows how
these ways of experiencing develop within the relational field of the individual, as will be
further explained in the next chapter. More specifically, in my approach to dreams I follow
D.W. Winnicott’s idea of transitional phenomena (1971), from which I have developed the
idea of ‘dreams of passage’ as a specific genre of dreams.
                                                
1 The linguist Kenneth Pike (1967, p.37) coined the terms etic and emic from the words phonetic and phonemic,
following the conventional linguistic usage of these latter terms. He defined the terms as ‘The etic viewpoint
studies behaviour as from outside of a particular system, and as an essential initial approach to an alien system.
The emic viewpoint results from studying behaviour as from inside the system’.
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To make human experiences social and interactive, they have to be translated into
language, be structured through language. This is part of the process of giving meaning to the
experiences and making them understandable for others.2 Accordingly, experiences, including
the nocturnal dream experiences, can be made subject of research; in other words the verbal
communication of dreams is essential for understanding. Hence, I had to find people willing
and able to communicate their dreams to me.
When collecting ethnographic material, and as is the case with much anthropological field
work, I too was not spared my share of problems in the beginning as illustrated by the
following statement made by ‘aunt’ Dora Teërome, one of my main Kari’na respondents,
during our first meeting:
‘We have no dreams… And if we would have dreams, we wouldn’t remember them… And
if we would remember them, we would not talk about them.’
With these words, I felt that my research on dreams among the Kari’na and Arawak in
Suriname had ended even before getting started. It illustrates the kind of problems one faces
during the initial stages of fieldwork. I wondered whether I would ever find people willing to
share their dreams and ideas on dreams with a stranger. Especially when one considers the
sensitivity of the topic where dreams are regarded as either secret or sacred (or both).
The words cited above appeared to reflect the reality of the contradictions in life. Things
never are as they appear at first sight, or as Rivière (1994) put it ‘what you see is not what you
get’. These words not only express the caution people take in communicating with outsiders
but reveals an essential part of their cosmology. It took me months to establish relationships
of trust enabling frank conversations with people, who initially had appeared to be unwilling
to share their dreams with an outsider. When I did become a confidant and was seen as
someone who respected their dream experiences and cultural heritage, they readily co-
operated.
1.2  PROBLEM AND ARGUMENT
This study focuses on the function of dreams, which occur during major transitions in the life
cycle, of the indigenous people of Suriname and Australia. It builds on the remarkable
observation among Amerindians of Suriname, namely that dreams ‘help preparing emotions’.
They believe that only specific dreams have this particular function. This study aims at
understanding this phenomenon, i.e. the transitional aspect of dreams. In this regard the
cosmology of the indigenous people of Suriname and Australia proves useful for
understanding the position and function of dreams in these societies.
                                                
2 Although not excluding non-verbal forms of communication.
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In short, the hypothesis of this study is that in the traditionally3 orientated indigenous
societies of Suriname and Australia, certain dreams not only accompany important socio-
cultural transitions but also facilitate these events. By comparing the similarities and
differences in the structure of cosmology of both societies, I hope to show that the notion of
dreams facilitating life crises and supporting the maturational process could be more widely
applicable than only to the societies discussed.
For this genre of dreams, I have coined the term, ‘Rêves de Passage’ (dreams of passage),
to characterise the distinct nature of these dreams (Mohkamsing-den Boer 1998, 2004). This
term is not only useful for easy reference for a specific category of dreams, but as such
helpful in eventually analysing these kinds of dreams with the object relations theory. It
should be clear that in coining the term, I have consciously adapted Van Gennep’s (1909)
Rites de Passage and Róheim’s (1945) Mythe de Passage. From the object relations theory I
have taken Winnicott’s theory on transitional phenomena into account; Rêves de Passage
refers not only to the individual psychological value of these dreams as events accompanying
social changes, but also to their function for individuals as transitional phenomena facilitating
those transitions.
With this study of dreams, I also try to obtain a better understanding of the indigenous
people concerned. The dream life of indigenous peoples of North America (for instance, Irwin
2001,1994; Devereux, 1969; Morgan 1932) is a widely discussed subject and the presumed
importance generally attached to their dreams, particularly to the research on, for example, the
Navahos, is well-known. This is in contrast to the dream life of the people of South America.
In particular the low land of the Amazon belongs to one of the areas where research on the
subject is scarce. The indigenous population of Suriname only recently attracted some
attention from scholars, yet little attention has been paid to dreams.4
                                                
3 By the label ‘traditional’ I refer to those groups of Australian Aborigines who live mainly in remote,
autonomous areas and Suriname indigenous people who live in Amerindian villages and try to live as they think
their ancestors did. Although their life-style differ greatly from modern city-life, both peoples have also
incorporated elements from modern western society. I do not discuss the urban indigenous people of Australia
and Suriname.
4 Examples for recent attention are, Versteeg’s (2003) Suriname voor Columbus/Suriname before Columbus  and
some recent overview works on Suriname, which also include chapters on the indigenous people. For example
Atlas of the Languages of Suriname (Carlin & Arends, 2002) and Een Geschiedenis van de Surinaamse
Literatuur (Van Kempen, 2002). Since the first exploration/expedition in 1598 reports were written with some
scarce material on the indigenous people. It took until the 20th century for more substantial studies to be made.
Ahlbrinck’s encyclopaedia of Karib (1931) is still the most complete work on Kari’na culture. Also F.P. Penard
& A.P. Penard (1907) and De Goeje (1943) contributions are valuable in this field. More recent is Hoff’s The
Carib Language, 1968 and Kloos’ work (1971) that gives us a closer look on Kari’na culture in Galibi. The
Surinamese Arawak literature is more scarce, with the exception of linguistic books, such as Pet 1987; Van
Baarle et al, 1989. Rivière (1969) provides us with a closer look on Trio life in the south. The Trio stories
collected and published by Findlay (1971) and Koelewijn (1983, 2003) in particular provide us with an idea of
their life, mythology and conception of the world/cosmos. For information on the small clans in the south, the
Wayana and Akuriyo, we depend on a number of articles. Descriptions of the last of the Mawayana, whose
language belongs to the Arawak linguistic family, the Sikiiyana and Tucayana, who linguistically belong to the
Carib unit and all live in the interior are lacking and only a few notes on their life and vocabulary small lists will
remind future generations of their existence. On dreams of the indigenous people only some cursory remarks
have been made by, for instance, Jara (1996), Magana (1989), Ahlbrinck (1931), de Goeje (1943).
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The situation for Aboriginal Australia on the other hand, is very different with general
anthropological studies and dreams more specifically. Although anthropological studies
regularly refer to (men’s) dreams in relation to social change, there are rarely studies in the
depth. Geza Róheim (1945) as both an anthropologist and psychologist, long remained an
exception, for he analysed the Aboriginal dreams. Recently, other anthropologists (Dussart
2000, 1988; Poirier 2003, 1994, 1990; Lohman 2003) have shown also an interest in the
content and context of Aboriginal dreams (including those of women). Therefore, sufficient
data are now available that allow for a comparison with my findings in Suriname.
1.3  A COMPARATIVE APPROACH
The fact that dreams belong to the very personal area of human experience makes them an
extremely sensitive subject for research, especially dreams related to the cosmology. To study
this private realm naturally gave rise to specific problems with respect to approach and
methodology, as I needed to find people willing to share their dreams with me. Among the
Yolgnu (North Arnhem Land, Australia), my initial objective for research comprised dreams
related to the cosmology, which are considered secret and sacred. Therefore, they are not
easily accessible to outsiders.5 My subsequent attempts to limit the investigation only to
women was also of no avail and seemed to pose an even bigger taboo, leading first to the
refusal of the research permit and ultimately to the cancellation of fieldwork in Australia.
I decided to divert my fieldwork to indigenous people with similar aspects in their
cosmology and similar aspects in their way of living. The material collected from the
literature as a preparation for the Australian fieldwork would be useful for comparative
purposes. A perusal of the literature indicated that the structures of the cosmologies of the
Australian Aborigines and the Amazon Amerindians have much in common. These
resemblances made me consider the possibility of writing a study with comparative elements.
Moreover, their religions have attracted comparative remarks such as for example Peter
Rivière’s (1987) exposé on the religion of the Amazonians. Note in the following example his
comparison with Australian parallels:
‘The term He does not refer just to these instruments but also means “ancestral” or
“mythical,” and conceptually it has much in common with the Dreaming [EM: cosmology]
of the Australian Aborigines. It is timeless, and although created long ago, He persists as an
alternative aspect of reality’ (1987, p. 474).
Maddock (1972, p. 112) compares the Aboriginal individual and clan dreamings (referring
to the transcendental powers of the spiritual power of the Ancestor heroes in the land, in
                                                
5 The issue of religious beliefs and practices is problematical and sensitive especially in indigenous Australia, in
general, with much material being of secret and sacred nature (Hume 2002, p. 3).
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certain sites, and in species of fauna and flora) with American totemism.6 Also Róheim (1943,
p. 8) hints at the possibility of comparing. Although most of his work is based on his research
among the Australian Aborigines, he also did research among the Yuma Indians (South
America). In ‘The Origin and Function of Culture’ (1943) he uses both his fieldwork results
from the Aborigines and the Yuma in his arguments on medicine men.
Thus different authors refer to a central concept in Aboriginal cosmology, viz. the notion
of spiritual continuity of the present with the Aboriginal Ancestral past. This idea relates to
the concept of ‘environmental cosmology’ as found in both the Amazonian and the Australian
worldviews. Also the notions of the difference between life and death mirroring the
relationship of the invisible to the visible, invite comparison. These ideas are related to the
view on the different states of consciousness. In both societies we find what Laughlin et al.
refer to as ‘polyphasic consciousness’.7 This means that ‘in these societies, all experience is
meaningful regardless of the phase of consciousness (such as waking, dreaming, trance)
during which it arises. In fact, reality, conceived as existing at multiple levels, may be verified
by being experienced in different phases of consciousness’. I use these notions on the
cosmology and view on the different states of consciousness as the basis for comparing these
two different societies.
The Australian Aborigines and Surinamese Amerindians are the indigenous people of their
countries, both small minorities, who for a long time remained without a voice in their own
country, struggling for their landrights. In my research I have focussed on that part of the
indigenous people who are traditionally orientated, mostly living in small villages. Both in
Suriname and Australia these people depend on fishing and hunting (and gathering), and in
Suriname on their slash-and-burn-gardens. Thus, for the Australian data I rely on the available
literature on dreams, whereas for the Surinamese data I draw on my own fieldwork as well as
published materials on other Amazonian indigenous peoples. This comparative approach may
contribute to the understanding of the function of dreams in the societies discussed and also to
small-scale societies in general.
1.4  RESEARCH IN SURINAME
1.4.1 Introduction
My research on the Surinamese case is based on two short but intensive terms of 5 months in
2001 and 5 months in 2004 of fieldwork carried out in the Kari’na village of Bigi Poika and
the Arawak village of Cassipora (see map 2 & 3, pp. 152, 153). Other villages which I also
visited but play a minor role in my research, are Pikin Powakka, Alfonsdorp, Mata, Colombia
and Galibi. This fieldwork yielded a considerable amount of material on the cosmology,
                                                
6 Cf. Hulsker 2002, p. 221.
7 Cited in Hume 2002, p. 4.
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rituals and lifestyle of the Arawak and Kari’na. However, due to restrictions of time and
space, not all this material could be utilised in the present work, apart from some cursory
remarks to it.8
These villages are all located in the coastal area of Suriname. Suriname is also known as
one of the five Guyanas9, located in the lowlands of Amazonia. Suriname has an estimated
450,000 inhabitants of which about 1½ % belong to one of the indigenous groups, and of
whom around 60% live in indigenous villages. Both the north and the south of Suriname are
inhabited mainly by Amerindians belonging to the Carib linguistic family, to which the
Kari’na in the north and the Trio, Wayana, Akuriyo, Warau and a handful of Sikiiyana and
Tunayana in the south belong. Both the Arawak of the coastal region and a few Mawayana in
the south belong to the Arawak linguistic units (see map 1, p. 151) (Carlin & Boven, 2002
p.37).
The Arawak community is spread over the north of the country. Only a few of the elder
generation speak the Lokono language.10 Along with this decline in the number of speakers,
stories, traditions and rituals also disappear rapidly. Literature on this group in Suriname is
scarce.11 Apart from linguistics, almost nothing is known about behaviour and cosmology. For
some regions and many indigenous inhabitants of Suriname it seems already too late to
change this situation, especially for the Sikiiyana, Tunayana and Mawayana in Suriname who
are virtually on the edge of extinction. The southern indigenous people lived in a fairly
isolated way until the 1970s when an airstrip was constructed. Until then their traditional way
of living had remained almost unaffected by western lifestyle. In the past three decades about
80% of these southern indigenous people have converted to Christianity.
The similarities between the culture and cosmology of the different indigenous groups in
the coastal area are striking and justify a comparative approach, and this without drawing
conclusions about the structure and content of stories of the past.12 Rivière (1987, p. 303) also
argued ‘that the myths of the Amazonian Indians incorporate many identical components that
have roughly similar meanings, but the way in which any particular group combines them is
idiosyncratic; this idiosyncrasy being the expression of the group’s social and cultural
                                                
8 I intend to use a part of the material for a forthcoming publication on the reconstruction of Kari’na cosmology.
9 Also known as the Guyana shield, part of five nations: Suriname, French Guyana, Guyana, Venezuela and
Brazil, i.e. the area bordered by the Atlantic Ocean in the north, the Orinico river in the east, and the Amazon
River in the west.
10 The decrease of the number of people speaking Lokono was accelerated during the recent domestic war, as
most felt it was more convenient to adapt to the Surinamese lingua franca Sranan as the government at the time
discouraged the use of their own language.
11 For the other Guyanas there is more literature on the Arawak, for instance Hill and Santos-Granero (eds.,
2002).
12 The Arawak became established around 500 AD in the coastal areas of Surinam, 600 years later the Kari’na
came to Surinam. The Arawak were a semi-nomadic people who lived in small groups of around 20 people. The
Arawak not only differ in language, but were known as a peaceful people, contrary to the Kari’na who were seen
upon as fierce warriors, and believed to be cannibals up to a century ago. The Arawak themselves find evidence
of this in their own culture, such as their songs and dances which are peaceful, expressing the beauty of their
surroundings, while the songs and dances are said to be much more directed towards war and hunting. However,
Penard and Penard (1907-1908) also include more peaceful songs and dances in their studies of the Kari’na.
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uniqueness’.13 Similarly, there are differences and resemblances between the southern and the
northern regions. However, the present Trio groups do not appear to form a homogenous
population whereas the alleged distinction between the coastal Kari’na and inland Trio is not
clear, even though they are supposed to descend from a number of different migratory groups
which sought refuge in the southern part of the country (Carlin & Boven, 2002, p. 16).14 A
comparison is also possible because for spiritual matters the coastal people accept the
southern groups for their alleged authenticity. This is attested to for example by the invitation
of a Trio piyai (religious specialist) from the south to inaugurate the Saron bridge near Pikin
Saron in 1963. Although this event happened more than 40 years ago, coastal Amerindians
use this example to testify to the power of the southern religious specialists, followed by more
recent examples of their capacity as healers.
1.4.2 Indigenous people as a minority in a multi-ethnic society
The written history of the present indigenous peoples in Suriname is of a relatively recent date
and begins with the ‘discovery’ of the coast of Suriname by the Spaniard Alonso de Hojeda,
who first sailed by the ‘wild coast’ in 1499.15 Over the past 500 years, after the first white
contact, the inhabitants of the coastal area, the Arawak and Kari’na, have had periods of
accommodation and resistance to the explorers and later the colonists. The indigenous history
tells us first of all the story of tremendous discontinuity in number, as since the first European
contact, the number of the Amerindians has been decimated. The first Amerindian contacts
with Europeans were restricted to occasional encounters with mainly European explorers. The
English and early Dutch had better experiences; the early period of colonisation (1650-1686)
started under British colonial reign and met almost no resistance from the Amerindians.
However, when the Dutch had taken over from British colonial rule (1686), a period of armed
conflict ended in the defeat of the Amerindians. Eventually, the indigenous response to
contact situations after the peace treaty of 1696, was (one of) retreat. The result is that today,
the Amerindians are a very small minority without a voice in their own country.16
In the modern multi-ethnic society the Indians (known as Hindustani’s) constitute the
largest ethnic community, followed by the Creoles and the Maroons. The other communities
are Jews, boeroes (‘farmers’, descendants from Dutch colonists and farmers), Javanese,
                                                
13 The dynamics in cosmology are obviously related to the individualism and independence of the people. Kloos
mentions that individuals change and embellish ideas; he cites Chagnon (1969, p.4) ‘In Yanomamö society is
place for thinkers’. According to Kloos (1974, p. 26), this statement refers probably to many indigenous
societies.
14 Kloos (1971, p. 2) remarks that ‘the difference between the Trio and Carib must have been small.
15 On the history, and in particular recent history, a range of books and articles have been published, some
noteworthy books and articles have also been published on indigenous traditions, but the majority of these
publications are in Dutch. Exception are, for instance, Van Lier 1979, Price 1983.The recently published
archaeological study Suriname before Columbus of Versteeg (2003), both in English and Dutch, is a valuable
exception.
16 For further reading see Carlin & Boven 2002, pp. 40-42.
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Chinese, Lebanese.17 Nowadays the Brazilian community is increasing very fast, whereas a
new wave of Chinese migration is also noticeable.
Recent Surinamese history starts with its independence from the Netherlands in 1975. This
was also the beginning of an unstable political and economic period that has not yet ended.
The announcement of independence, which was not welcomed by the majority of the
population, resulted in an exodus to the Netherlands. Towards the end of 1976 around
130,000 Surinamese had settled in the Netherlands of which 50,000 came at around
independence, and another 25,000 to 30,000 followed in 1979 and 1980 (Buddingh 1995,
p.301). In 1980 the military (headed by Desi Bouterse) seized power plunging the country
into a state of military rule up to 1987, with its nadir in the so-called ‘December killings’ of
1982. Then, 15 of the most prominent members of the opposition were executed. This was
followed by the ‘Domestic war’, a guerrilla war led by the Aucaner Brunswijk (‘Jungle
commando’) against the reign of Bouterse from 1986 to 1992.18 During this war the military
regime destabilised and terrorised the interior of the country, Maroon villages were destroyed
and also the Amerindians became involved.19 Bouterse continued his strategy of destabilising
the interior by arming some Amerindians youths. These Amerindians called themselves
Tukayana Amazons and pretended to represent the Amerindian population (Buddingh 1995,
p. 348-352). This resulted in a rather confusing period for the Amerindian settlements, as their
position in the conflict remained ambiguous. Initially they were not part of the conflict, but
were ultimately sucked into it and exploited by the military through the policy of divide and
rule. On the one hand they were in conflict with the guerrillas of Brunswijk and on the other,
with the Tukayana Amazons - some of their own youngsters who supported Bouterse and
harassed and destroyed some Amerindian settlements.
The inhabitants of some those settlements depended for their income on nearby agricultural
research stations. With the destruction of these projects an important source of income had
been cut off for many Kari’na and Arawak. Even today many settlements have not yet
recovered from this economic disaster. The life of the Amerindians in the villages of the
coastal region still suffers from its recent past and the people struggle to recover socially,
economically and culturally. During the domestic war in most indigenous villages in the
coastal area, people switched from their own language to Suriname’s lingua franca Sranan,
which has caused irrecoverable linguistic loss, although some Kari’na villages now fight this
with language courses for youngsters (for instance Galibi and Bigi Poika). The domestic war
                                                
17 The Indians were brought in from India from 1873 to 1916 as indentured labourers. Javanese migration started
already in 1873; however, the majority of the indentured labourers were brought in between 1890 – 1939
(Buddingh 1995, pp. 212,219, 220). Suriname had a large community of Jewish planters. Officially the first
group of Jewish planters came in 1664 from Cayenne, though British documents show that some Jewish people
were already living in Suriname as early a 1643 (Buddingh, 1995, pp. 53, 54). For an overview of Surinam’s
colonial history, see Van Lier 1971 [1949].
18 The Aucaner are one of the Maroon groups living in Suriname. In Suriname on the grassroots level the Dutch
word bosneger, ‘bush negro’, is used for Maroons.
19 For more details on the cruelties in the interior see Price 1995.
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and its aftermath affect their dream life which shows in their nightmares, though not discussed
in this study for reasons explained below.
As just indicated, these days a notable consciousness of Amerindian cultural heritage is
growing and revivalist movements are ‘carefully’ gaining momentum among the Amerindian
community both in Suriname and the Netherlands, even though the culture and traditional
way of living is threatened by the ongoing damage to their environment. Notable in this
regard is the loss in flora and fauna, the pollution of the rain forest because of both illegal and
legal gold mining, logging and illegal hunting. The increase of substance abuse with the
recent pushing of drugs in the villages of Amerindians and Maroons, has become more and
more worrying for the continuity of social village life. In particular the increasing number of
HIV-infected is worrisome. The latest threats are the advanced plans of the government to
build a new dam to create a reservoir in western Suriname near to the Guyana border. When
this plan is realised a number of small Amerindian villages will disappear due to inevitable
inundation. The overexploitation of the physical environment by logging companies, gold-
and bauxite miners and hunters, combined with the modern, materialistic western way of life
to which villages are increasingly exposed to is usually accepted with open arms, but the poor
living conditions only fuel the exodus to the capital Paramaribo and the Netherlands.
1.4.3 Amerindian Village Life
When entering an Arawak or Kari’na settlement, what struck me the most was the quietness
of the village. The houses or huts of a Carib village are built in clusters of nuclear families.
Directly related families live near to each other. But in Arawak families, we can hardly speak
of clusters in the smaller villages; the huts are more widely diffused; that means that the
distances between them are bigger than those in the Kari’na villages.
The Arawak and Kari’na are shifting cultivators, hunters, fishermen and gatherers in the
tropical forest or savannah. The technology used is simple, and though bow and arrow have
been replaced by guns long ago, and the cassava graters by electric grinders, the sieve or the
traditional matapie has been preserved. Although men and women have their own area of
work, both contribute equally to subsistence and as such are recognised and appreciated (see
chapter 4, the girl’s rite de passage, ‘the ant test’).20 The difference between men and women
is on the one hand found in the division of labour, and on the other, in their social position in
the family. When growing up, a girl is incorporated more and more into the household and is
supposed to run a household soon after her first menstruation, the first sign for getting ready
for marriage (around 14 years), where after her ties with her parents will become closer. A
boy, however, will loosen these ties more and more because when he marries he will leave for
                                                
20 Cf. Kloos 1985, 1971.
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his wife’s residence.21 The indigenous people of Suriname could, until recently, be
characterised as a matrilineal and matrilocal society. The last few decades this pattern has
been changing; children, both boys and girls, move more and more away from traditional
village life and end up settling in the capital Paramaribo or in the Netherlands. And, as men
have more access to cash money, their position changes faster. In villages such as Galibi,
fishing has increasingly become a family business in which boys start working closely with
their fathers. This changes the post marital residence pattern of a boy. Traditionally a boy
would shift to the village of his wife, but nowadays he will try his best to remain in his own
village.22
At first sight the Amerindian people of Suriname appear to be highly individualistic, but
even though the interaction seems minimal, there are communal activities. These may range
from helping out with clearing a new slash-and-burn garden (kostgrondje) to mourning rituals,
but should not be overestimated.23 Recently new communal activities have developed in the
form of language and traditional dance lessons. In Galibi, for example, there seems to be a
low level of interaction between the families. For the last few years, this village has had its
own radio station. On the one hand this phenomenon lessened communal activities in the
evenings, yet on the other hand it has increased the villagers’ contacts with their counterparts
in nearby French Guyana. The radio station is also a helpful means to the cultural revival, as
programs on Kari’na stories and language are broadcast. However, these communal activities
in most villages generally function at a very low level, as we notice in the women’s
organisations, for example, where minor reasons are seized upon to cancel their meetings. As
social activities, ritual life is also centred around a small group of people; the extended family,
funeral and mortuary rites involve the largest gatherings. An interesting exception is found in
the annual communal feast of the Kari’na village of Bigi Poika (which will be discussed in the
next chapter) in which social ties are strengthened and in which, until the recent
social/political divide of the village, the whole village participated.24
1.4.4 The Setting for Dream Sharing
Certainly among Arawak a high level of communication is not common place, and problems
are avoided rather than solved through negotiations. When anything problematic or strange
happens, the general attitude seems to be that of a passive eyewitness or observer: ‘I am
watching’ (‘me lookoo’). Regarding this attitude, the former captain of Cassipora, Adolf
Sabajo, explained that ‘when an Arawak faces problems he will rather walk away; we are a
very intolerant people’. Rivière mentions this intolerance to conflict as well with regard to
                                                
21 Cf. Kloos 1985, p.p. 8,9, 1984, pp. 4-6: 197.
22 Cf. Kloos 1984, p. 10; Carlin & Boven 2002, p. 39.
23 Cf. Kloos 1971, p. 3.
24 For full report on this feast Boven 1998c.
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Amazonians in general and Guyana Amerindians in particular; for instance, the Trio reaction
is generally to leave and go elsewhere. This behaviour is attested to in stories as well
(Koelewijn & Rivière 1987, pp. 32-36; 307). My own experience concurs partly with this
attitude. I have experienced on the one hand that when trouble comes from ‘outside’ their own
group, the indigenous people show their non-involvement by literally turning their backs. But
on the other hand, as in the case of disagreements around the position of the chieftain in 2001
in the village Bigi Poika, the majority of the adult inhabitants gathered in the community hall
and had tough discussions on these disagreements.
Surprisingly, against this background, the level of communication on dreams, sharing
dreams among each other, is certainly relatively ‘high’, despite aunt Dora’s initial
discouraging words (see p. 2) and thus proving the opposite.25 Contrary to some Australian
Aboriginal groups who have restrictions on sharing knowledge about cosmology and dreams,
there is no taboo on sharing cosmological knowledge and dreams in Suriname. However, the
indigenous people of Suriname are very introverted and careful in socialising with strangers
and outsiders, sparse in their words. In particular, the Trio in the south are cautious due to
earlier experiences with strangers. Because of this attitude, other inhabitants of Suriname
label the indigenous people as ‘difficult’, i.e. not easy to approach. Not seldom, an
opportunity is seized to ridicule the Amerindians and their beliefs. Therefore, it is true that it
takes some  time and effort to establish confidence. Once this hurdle had been crossed, I
learned to appreciate them as friendly and soft-spoken people, who come forward
spontaneously to share and discuss their knowledge and experiences, with the exception of the
‘secret and sacred’ realm of the religious specialist, the piyai.
Dreams belong to the very private realm that should not be shared too easily with
outsiders. However, it is not only the colonial past and personal mistrust that has made the
people withdrawn about indigenous religious matters, as indicated by Mark Plotkin in his
search for shamans:
There’s this one fellow who was described to me as a poisoner. And every time I’d ask about
healing plants or poisonous plants, he’d say, ‘I don’t know anything about that. I don’t know
a thing about healing plants, don’t know poisonous plants, don’t know anything about
medicine’. Well twelve years later it turns out he’s the paramount shaman. And when I ask
him why he spent twelve years denying that he smiled sweetly and said, ‘I was just pulling
your leg.’26
Whether Plotkin was ‘tricked’ or whether his approach perhaps incited this reaction, to
label this man as a trickster, in my opinion seems to be an overreaction. The Amerindians in
the Amazon appear to have a great sense of humour, and especially when the ‘victim’ is a
                                                
25 Cf. Kracke 1981, p. 261, ‘The fact that dreams are a focus of Kagwahiv cultural interest certainly helped to
make it seem less strange to informants to be asked to relate them and discuss them’.
26 www.theshamansapprentice.com
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stranger, or a researcher, the practical joke may assume timeless dimensions. At the end of my
fieldwork in 2004 I cross-checked the meaning of dream symbols of the Kari’na in an Arawak
village. One of the participants who had given a lot of information before, was responding
very ‘pragmatically’ to all my questions. When a Kari’na dreams of a leaky hut it is an omen
of death. My pragmatic Arawak respondent just replied ‘well, if you dream like that then you
must fix your roof’. To the interpretations of the Arawak symbols, he smiled and laughed and
responded in the most literal and pragmatic way he could think of. This, I found, makes it of
great importance to check and cross-check all information within a short period of time in
different villages. I found another interesting form of ‘checking’ dream symbols, in other
ethnic groups in Suriname. Indigenous knowledge about dreams has also spread among other
peoples in Suriname. ‘We learned it from the ingie (Amerindians)’, was the frank answer I got
from the inhabitants of the Maroon village Santigron in Saramacca (western Suriname) when
I asked them about their knowledge of dream symbols. Contrary to the situation among the
Amerindians, where talking about themselves, and for a long time, seemed almost unnatural,
the response I obtained during a short comparative investigation in the Maroon village
Santigron, was overwhelming. I made five one-day visits to this village in 2001, and two
visits in 2004. Santigron is an extraordinary Maroon village as it accommodates people of five
different Maroon groups: Aucaner, Kwinti, Ndyuka, Paramaccan and Saramaccan. I have only
compared and verified some common features among the dreams of the people of Santigron
and the dream material collected from the Amerindians (see further the tables of dream
symbols in chapter 3 and 4). References to this material are made in the footnotes.
1.4.5 Collecting Dreams
I collected dreams in a number of Arawak and Kari’na villages, though at the end the number
of villages became less due to the increasing co-operation and hospitality of a small number
of villages, particularly the Kari’na village Bigi Poika and the Arawak village Cassipora.
After several exploratory and ‘social’ visits to the villages I started to interview people about
dreams. The modus operandus of my fieldwork has been as follows: at the first research
session I recorded the stories and dreams of my respondents and during succeeding sessions I
verified the material by asking them to re-tell their stories, and finally read them my notes for
final verification. I checked their explanations while socialising with others in both their own
village and other villages, sometimes using the human eagerness to gossip. In a short period
of time, I have noted a number of common dream symbols prevalent in different villages. I
also verified whether the images and their meaning agreed in different communities. I have
also found most of the Amerindian dream symbols and dream content in the Maroon village
Santigron.
The findings of the field research will be described both from the inside and the outside
perspective, the emic and the etic as being part of a culture, a follower of a religion;
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understanding it as a devotional participant is a different thing than studying it. In this context
is important to note that I deal with accounts of dreams and with brief accounts of how these
are experienced. Thus, the word dream should be interpreted as the narrated dream. The
dream narrative will therefore be followed by a brief introduction of the dreamer and the
circumstances/setting of the dream. The dreams described are representations of the collection
of dreams I have recorded. Dreams around death are particularly common, and dreams on
plants with medical value are also common among individuals interested in the subject.
I have consciously chosen to exclude nightmares from this study – except for one dream
about medical plants - because during my interviews and further discussions with people I
noticed that the main theme of nightmares involved the traumatic experiences during the
recent domestic war. The trauma of the war is still an open wound that has not yet been
treated as became clear from some of the nightmares which men from the coastal region
shared with me.27 The themes of the nightmares appeared quite identical and the recounting
obviously caused a great deal of anxiety and stress. Some men told me that they would wake
up heavily sweating at night with the feeling of being strangled by a strong black arm, while
being surrounded by black people, whom they obviously identified as the Maroons with
whom they were engaged in battle in the domestic war. Knowing that there is no psychiatric
help available, I thought it wiser to let the topic rest.
1.4.6 The Spirit World and Dreams
In indigenous Suriname, the meaning and function of dreams is usually defined through the
conceptions of the spirit world. To understand the value and function of the dreams studied
here, I first make a survey of the conceptions of the spirit world and the way the indigenous
people relate to their environment. Knowledge of these subjects is usually passed down
through story telling28, dreams or through dream-connected stories. Van Kempen (2002, p.
144) observes that music, singing, dance and song texts are usually one inseparable whole,
embedded in ritual or festive events. I have observed that these form one whole with the
mythology, thus showing how in the traditional worldview nothing exists independently in
itself.
Openness on personal matters does not mean that one also has immediate access to the
private world of cosmology. This can be the exclusive area of the religious specialist, the
piyai. More specifically, only the initiated piyai has the knowledge of and entrance to this
secret and virtually mythical realm. This can be compared with the Australian position of the
medicine man (chapters 5, 6).
It is with reference to this world that we need to understand the socio-cultural place of
dreams and the role dreams play in cosmology and social life. To learn more about the origin
                                                
27 Cf. Carlin & Boven 2002, p. 38.
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of dreams and their implications, I refer to chapter 3 on the Trio myth of the origin of dreams.
Depending from which perspective one approaches dreams, there are as many ideas on what a
dream is and how they function. Sociological, psychological, religious, or other approaches
(in one or more combinations) offer different solutions. On the direct connection between
daily life on the one hand, and cosmology and dreams on the other, the anthropologist
Magana (1989, p.137) writes that myths, proverbs, ordinary sayings, etc, as well as
implements, farming the land and all kinds of acts in society are part of the cosmology, and
thus retraceable in daily life.
There exist different ideas on what a dream is and what happens when a person is
dreaming, also in an Amerindian context. The earliest records suggest a relationship between
dreams and important psychological and eschatological processes. The soul leaves the body
during sleep and accordingly both falling asleep and awakening are dangerous transitions. De
Goeje (1943, p. 7), for example, reports that according to the ‘Kaliña:
‘Sleep is temporarily death. During sleep the soul leaves the body: it issues from an opening
in the skull as small as a pin-prick. When we awake the harmony of times flashes through
the awakening brain as a dream and in its turn is formed into thought and speech. Dreams
mostly are vague memories of former lives, forming the life-cycle. To awaken somebody is
dangerous; the soul might not return’.
Jara (1990, p. 314) also refers to the relationship between dreaming and death among the
Akuriyo of Suriname: ‘Death is conceived as a journey through the world of dreams from
which there is no return’. Among the Kari’na and Arawak, I have found some evidence of the
idea of the soul leaving the body during sleep, as people insist that a person has to be
awakened very carefully or better not at all. This same idea is found in Australian Aboriginal
societies (see chapter 5). I have not found any evidence of memories of former lives. On
dreams De Goeje (1943, p.7) remarks that according to the Kari’na:
‘the soul or part of the soul (aka-ri) resides in the head. When a person is asleep the nature-
spirit (yurokon) comes, takes hold of the aks-ri and drags it into the wood; and that is the
dream. […] When the aka-ri has been taken away by a bad spirit, the person grows mad or
weak’.
He continues with this idea on the nature of dreams: ‘The Indian consider dreams as real
happenings or as a prophecy or a hint as to what he is to do’ (1943, p.8). This comes very
close to what I found and what will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4: the belief in the
portentous capacity of dreams.29 Many dreams are interpreted as premonitions about death,
health, social relations (such as change or disruption) and availability of game, mediated by
                                                                                                                                                        
28 For an overview on oral literature of the indigenous people of Suriname, see Van Kempen 2002, pp.133-187.
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dream symbols (see table 1, p. 77).30
Dreams were and are highly valued, and as already Nimuendaju (1914, p. 46), a Brazilian
of German descent, who has been accepted as a member of a tribe of Guaranis, writes about
this Brazilian Amazonians: ‘Who dreams, knows and can do much more, than who doesn’t
dream, therefore the medicine men cultivate the dreams as an important source of their
knowledge and power’.31 About the Sipaias he writes: ‘The source of the entire wisdom of the
medicine men is dreams’ (1919, p.xiv).32
Since the early days of colonisation the indigenous people of the coastal area have been
subjected to missionary activities. As a consequence, the majority have adopted the Christian
faith, i.e. Roman Catholic or EBG (Evangelische Broeder Gemeente, Evangelical Brethren
Community).33 Nevertheless, remnants of pre-Christian beliefs and rituals have survived,
especially those related to death and mourning rituals, and notions around the ‘visible’ and
‘invisible’ world also play a role.
An interesting challenge that faces us now is how to understand and translate the
indigenous cosmology into a comprehensible terminology. In the past the ‘invented patterns’
of understanding proved to be impracticable, as the world cannot be divided simply into
‘natural’ and ‘supernatural’ categories when speaking about spiritual life. This implies that
any form of theoretical construct or description is always the creation of the researcher, and
thus an invented pattern of understanding. According to the aforementioned dichotomy,
phenomena such as spirits, souls and ghosts are grouped in the ‘supernatural’ world.
However, what is one to do if the people concerned do not themselves conceive these spirits
in those terms?34
On the one hand, spirits form a part of daily reality, and the spirit world is an ‘extension’ of
the visible, social world, though ‘distinct yet not separate’.35 According to the indigenous
people, both the spirit and the animal societies do not differ much from human society, and
considered equal (Vernooij 1993, p.13). Or, as Boven (1998b, p. 15) observes among the
Wayana, ‘spirits are considered different by the Wayana, but are just as real as, for example,
Americans’. Animals are called inhabitants of the forest and the indigenous people inhabitants
of the villages, which have a relation of exchange. Notably, both groups, humans and animal,
are structured socially in a strikingly similar way; both have village heads, called grandfather,
                                                                                                                                                        
29 Cf. Ahlbrinck 1931, p.339; Penard & Penard 1907, p. 229
30 Cf. Kracke on the Kagwahiv: ‘dreams would be interpreted in terms of predictions about game or health,
mediated by traditional dream symbols, 1981, p. 261; cf. Gregor on the Mehinaku, an Arawak-speaking people
of Central Brazil, 1981, p. 354
31 Cited in De Goeje 1943, p. 2.
32 Cited in De Goeje 1943, p. 2.
33 For an overview of Christian missionary activities among the Amerindians in Suriname, see Jabini 2004, p.
38-54.
34 For continuation on this subject I refer to Platvoet’s (2004) discussion ‘Does God have a Body? On the
Materiality of Akan Spirituality’.
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and religious specialists (piyaikon) (Magana 1989, p.139; Jara 1990, p.172). The animal piyai
communicates with men mainly through dreams and the interpretation, sometimes with the
help of a piyay, determines what the dream will do during the day (Magana 1989, p. 141).36
On the other hand, a distinction is clearly discernible in the Cariban languages. Whenever
somebody or something from the spirit world is referred to, the related noun gets the suffix ‘-
me’. A Trio example:
wïtoto nërë
Human. being he
He is a human being
wïtoto-me nërë
Human. being-FACS [facsimile] he
He’s manifestly a human being (he is a human being but not inherently so, he’s a facsimile
human) (Carlin, 2002, p. 50)
Århem (1993; see also p.2) called this aspect in Amerindian cosmology ‘perspectival quality:
the conception, common to many peoples of the continent, according to which the world is
inhabited by different sorts of subjects or persons, human and non-human, which apprehend
reality from distinct points of view’.37
Rivière (1994) speaks of ‘What You See Is Not Necessarily What You Get’ in Amazonia.
Not everything is as it seems to be, the transformational nature is part of reality and
appearances can be deceptive. ‘The body serves only as a cover or “dress” for the free soul’38.
Malajuwara (1998, p. 63) claims of the Surinamese Kari’na that the soul is the energy that
provides life, this energy originates from the Origin, Tamusi, and therefore equal to the
Origin, thus every living being is pervaded by energy from the same source.
In particular outside the villages, in the forest there are many dangers connected with this
idea of the spirit taking different forms, and people are very much aware of these. For
instance, a hunter will be very careful about not just shooting anything, as when shooting a
bush spirit in disguise it will certainly kill him.39 In such a case the hunter must run for his
                                                                                                                                                        
35 With this I refer to Ter Haar & Ellis’ notion (2004, p. 14) ‘that religion refers to a belief in the existence of an
invisible world, distinct but not separate from the visible one, that is home to spiritual beings with effective
powers over the material world’.
36 These kinds of dreams should not be discussed openly which constitutes the only restriction on the
communication of dreams.
37 Cited from Viveiros de Castro 1998, p. 469.
38 Several authors on the Amazon Amerindians give these or similar descriptions about the soul and the
transformational body, for example, Rivière 1994, p. 256; Baer & Langdon 1992, p. 81; Frikel 1971, p. 139,
n.16. Descola (1994, p. 93) explains this as follows: ‘In mythical times, nature’s being had a human appearance
too, and only their name contained the idea of what they would later become’.
39 The impact of these beliefs on other ethnic groups in Suriname is notable. For instance, I recorded the story of
a Hindustani man who while hunting in the forest had urinated on a heap of sand (probably a termite hill) which
immediately started to foam. Afterwards this man became very sick and couldn’t urinate anymore. After some
time an Amerindian friend informed about his health, and upon hearing his condition, his conclusion was very
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life; if he doesn’t reach home before the spirit has reached him, he will die, and who is that
fast?
1.5  LITERATURE RESEARCH ON AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES
1.5.1 Indigenous People of Australia
The first inhabitants of Australia are known as the Australian Aborigines, a generic term for
the numerous different clans and language groups, of whom a great number have died out. At
present, the total Aboriginal population is around 400,000. This is about 2% of the total
Australian population. Since the 1970s, the government has started to return land rights to the
Aborigines. This also implies that they could (as far as possible) return to their traditional
ways of life in their territories of origin. It will be clear that it is impossible for the majority of
the clans to return to their own territories because cities have appeared there since the white
intrusion and subsequent destruction of the natural environment (Horton 1994). Hence, only
part of the Australian Aborigines live in villages with a traditionally directed way of living. In
this study I focus on these people. In Australia this way of living is inseparably connected to
the cosmology or rather cosmologies of the Aborigines. Several factors contribute to the
seeming diversity of Aboriginal cosmologies. Regional differences, not only in language and
social organisation, but also in terrain and climatic conditions, express themselves in a
diversity of religious responses. Despite these differences, in terms of ritual and mythic
sponsorship, some religious cults are spatially widespread and highly mobile. For instance,
the concept of the Dreaming is pan-Australian, as are the ideas around the mythic Ancestors
(R. Berndt 1987a, pp. 529,530; Hume 2002, p.11).
Dreams are often associated with the term the Dreaming, therefore, one would expect that
dreams are well documented. However this is an often-made mistake, firstly, because of the
confusing terms Dreaming or Dreamtime used for the cosmology (see further, 1.5.2), and
secondly, because dreams are often mentioned in the literature but were rarely extensively
discussed until recently (see above, p. 2). In spite of this lacuna, the literature on the
Australian Aborigines is extensive, even though areas such as the function of dreams have not
been covered.
1.5.2 ‘The Dreaming as Cosmology’
The notion of a ‘distinct yet not separate’ spirit world is fully applicable to the cosmology of
                                                                                                                                                        
clear. He had urinated on an apuku, a malicious kind of bush spirit. Thus, after this conclusion the appropriate
ritual action was undertaken and the man recovered.
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the Australian Aborigines.40 According to Aboriginal cosmologies, the Ancestors have created
everything in this world, both material and immaterial, and by leaving their own essence
behind in the inhabitable world they rendered it habitable. The Ancestral components (or
essence) are thus present in every living creature as well as in the landscape, making the latter
its representation and continuation. It is this omnipresence of the Ancestral essence that links
human beings with the Ancestral past and the Ancestors, on the one hand, and with the entire
creation, on the other. These mythical Ancestors in the end transformed into (‘became’) the
phenomena they had created – however without losing any of their essential life-giving
powers, which they continued to exert.41 Nothing exists which has no place in relation to the
Ancestors, materially, spiritually and in time. Knowledge of the Ancestral past and the human
bond with the Ancestors is recognised and transmitted through different ways such as rituals,
ceremonies, songs, narratives, art and particularly through dreams. Dreams also lack the idea
of time, and thus the abiding events of the Ancestors can come fully to life again.
The Dreaming as the Aboriginal cosmology, or rather cosmologies, cannot be seen as a
great, closed set of doctrines. It involves numerous insoluble inconsistencies, whereas many
of the revelations people obtain in it, raise more questions than they offer clear-cut answers.
These problems are further aggravated with the introduction of the confusing term
‘Dreamtime’. The analysis of this English word is open to misinterpretation and confusion.
First of all, it puts emphasis on ‘time’ and suggests either the general time in dreams or the
specific time when one has dreams. But since the Aboriginal worldview is not based on time
and history, but, at an absolute level, on sites and places; Aborigines ‘do not have a lifestyle
based on temporal philosophy’.42 It is not the passing of time which is of main importance but
the events and places. Stanner’s (1987 [1956], p. 225) term the ‘everywhen’ would perhaps be
more appropriate. One might say that for the Aborigines their land is a religious icon, since it
both represents the power of the Ancestors and transmits that power. Instead of a focus on
time, the Dreaming focuses on a class of Events, which, on the one hand, are beyond the
normal rhythms of life and eternally unchanging, while on the other, they are embedded in the
land. This makes them Abiding – place-bound – Events. It seems a paradox to state that the
Dreaming lacks temporal qualities. After all, do the Aborigines themselves not speak of it as
residing in the past? They also say, however, that the Dreaming Events exist in the here and
now, and in this regard ritual performances do not so much represent a past Ancestral action
as make something manifest, which is eternally enduring to them (Swain 1995, p. 20,21;
1993, p. 21; Bell 1983, p. 91; Maddock 1984, p. 24). Elkin (1964, p. 234) was the first scholar
who made an effort to show the difference in dealing with time:
                                                
40 I use the terms ‘Aboriginal’, ‘Aboriginal people’ and ‘Aborigines’, irrespective of the region and language of
the people  (See further Morphy 1991, p. 39).
41 Cf. Munn 1984, p. 78; Harmsen 1993, p. 4.
42 For the discussion on time see Swain 1995, p. 20
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But what is time? To us is it a series of then and now, the now almost immediately becoming
then. To Aborigines, however, time is now. Then is a past … that past, however is present,
here and now.
Furthermore, the use of the term the Dreaming is problematic; sometimes it is difficult to
distinguish if dreams or cosmology are discussed. The connection between the cosmology and
dreams (during sleep) has given rise to many discussions (see chapter 5.3), which have not yet
been solved.
1.6  TERMINOLOGY
Given the specific nature of this interdisciplinary investigation, some of the terms that will be
used frequently need a few introductory remarks.
The terms ‘transition’ and ‘transitional’, used throughout this study, have a slightly
different meaning in anthropology and psychology and this may sometimes lead to some
confusion.
By transition I mean the process of change from one state or stage in the life cycle to
another. For example, the wedding ceremony changes the bachelor into a married person, and
birth changes someone into a parent.
The term transitional is used in the sense of psychological object relations theory, where it
indicates an experiential bridging of the gap between subject (inner) and object (outer) world
(as explained further in chapter 2).
The pair subject and object also needs some clarification. Within the above mentioned
psychological theory ‘subject’ refers to the person whose case is being studied. ‘Object’ refers
to persons, animals, things or any phenomenon that affects or may affect the subject.
The word crisis, used in the case studies, refers to a new situation that threatens the sense
of competence of the person(s) involved, and which therefore has to be dealt with in a special
manner.
This study is about the ‘function’ of dreams. It presents a functional (and pragmatic)
explanation of dreams, attempting to relate the dreams on the one hand to the individual
circumstances of the dreamer, and on the other, to particular ideas about dreams which exist
within the particular societies, such as social relationships and cosmology. The correlation
between dreams, changes and behaviour, both personal and social, is sometimes obvious.
Some changes, though exceptionally, are cultural or cosmological, such as the village feast of
Bigi Poika (see chapter 3).
I use the term indigenous people for the ‘first inhabitants’ of Australia and Suriname in
both cases. The term ‘first inhabitants’ is used more and more by the Amerindians of north
America when referring to themselves as a group; otherwise they use their clan names. In
Suriname, at grassroots level the Dutch term indiaan, ‘Indian’ or their clan name is used,
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whereas organisations representing the rights and culture of the native population use the
adjective inheemsen, ‘indigenous’, as a noun for ‘indigenous people’.43 In Australia the
indigenous people are mostly referred to by their language name or as Australian Aborigines.
In the literature on Amerindians the word shaman is often used for the religious specialist.
I have chosen to use the Carib word piyai (plural piyaikon) instead of ‘shaman’ for the
religious specialist. Terms similar to piyai, used for religious specialist, are found in the
Cariban languages in the Amazon.44 Besides the term piyai also piyaiman and piyaiwoman are
used in Suriname, the last two to make an explicit reference to the gender of the religious
specialist. Furthermore, the term ‘shaman’ may lead to confusion for different reasons. First
of all it is a term from another continent, more specifically Siberia, and second, there are a
wide variety of interpretations and uses of the word in the New Age movement, (Neo)
Paganism and western spirituality.
When it comes to religious matters, the Australian Aborigines speak of ‘business’. Thus a
business woman or man is a person involved in religious matters and ritual. In Aboriginal
context the word ‘Law’ refers to the cosmology. Law men and women are those who have
mastered the narratives of the Dreaming, and are well-versed in ritual matters (Poirier 2003,
112).
The Surinamese indigenous people often use the Sranan word sani, meaning thing or
matter, to express the fact that someone has knowledge in a certain field; this can also refer to
religious matters.
Aborigines make a distinction between ‘dreams’ and ‘The Dreaming’ (with a capital ‘D’),
as the cosmology. With reference to the Babylonian confusion indicated above, T.G.H.
Strehlow45 notes that the terms ‘The Dreaming’ and ‘Dreamtime’ emerged from a
mistranslation of the Aranda/Arrente root altjira, which means ‘eternal, uncreated, springing
out of itself’. Altjira rama, literally ‘to see the eternal’ or ‘to see with eternal vision’, are the
evocative descriptions for human sleep-dreams, but ‘The Dreaming’ (so called) is derived
from a different compound, Altjiringa ngambakala: ‘that which derives from altjiri’.46 The
closest possible English equivalents Strehlow could think of were ‘having originated out of
one’s own eternity’, ‘immortal’, ‘uncreated’ (Swain 1993, p. 21; Williams 1986, p. 236).
Terms with the same meaning are found all over the Australian continent; for instance, the
Karadjiri people of the Kimberley in north-western Australia use Bugari, the Western Desert
people speak of Djugurba, the Warlpiri of Jukurrpa and the Murungin people of Wongar.
                                                
43 Cf. Carlin & Boven, 2002, p. 43.
44 For instance, Kracke mentions ipají used by the Kagwahiv for shamanic curers (1981, p.261). The Desana, a
Tukano subgroup from the Colombian Northwest Amazon, acknowledge the payé (a common term in the
Vaupés area) as ‘an intermediary between society and supernatural forces, who is also a curer’ (Reichel-
Dalmatoff 1971, pp. 15, 125). The Patamuna of Guyana use the term piya for individuals who have the power to
cure and kill, but who are primarily sought after for a cure (Whitehead 2002, p.5).
45 As the son of the anthropologist C. Strehlow he grew up as a native Aranda speaker.
46 For an overview of the lexical meaning, the glossary, compiled by David Wilkins and Alison Petch (pp. 487-
533), gives the different terms used in this context in the past.
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1.7  COSMOLOGY AND DREAMS
Eliade (1958, p. 128), one of the most influential historians of religions in the twentieth
century, believed that religion, rite and dream are connected, and that initiation appears less
often in ritual performances than it does in dreams. ‘But’, he observes, ‘there is yet more: the
imaginative activity and the dream experiences of modern men continue to be pervaded by
religious symbols, figures, and themes. As some psychologists delight in repeating, the
unconscious is religious’. Grimes (2000, p. 101) elaborates this notion when saying that ‘In
dreams, fantasies, psychotherapy, and the arts, we stumble unwittingly through initiation
patterns’. This process is probably often indeed unwittingly. However, in some cultures these
patterns are accompanied by rites and the associated dreams may appear to be noticed and
even treasured as forming part of the transition, as has already been noted by Róheim (1943).
Dreams with religious or rather cosmological and ritual elements are the main focus. To
avoid confusion I prefer the term ‘cosmology’ instead of ‘religion’ in both the Amerindian
and Australian Aboriginal cases, because in both societies the sacred and profane belong to
‘distinct yet not separated’ areas (cf. the discussion on this subject connected to the Australian
Aboriginal concepts ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ knowledge, chapter 5).47 Nature and the mechanism
of the universe are connected and interrelated in every possible way, including human beings
and all other creatures, as Mathews (1994, p. 12)48 recognises:
[A] cosmology serves to orient a community to its world, in the sense that it defines, for the
community in question, the place of humankind in the cosmic scheme of things. Such cosmic
orientation tells the members of the community, in the broadest possible terms, who they are
and where they stand in relation to the rest of creation.
My preference for the term cosmology instead of religion in both the Amerindian and the
Australian Aboriginal cultures is based on their cosmogonies.49 In this regard it is useful to
make a distinction between cosmologies which are based on the idea of creation of the
universe ex nihilo, such as we find in the Thora, and creation of the universe out of something
(already existing), for example as found in Australian and Hindu cosmogony. In the former
there is no natural bond between God and nature, for God did not share any of His substance
or body with nature; so nature is not ‘iconically’ connected with God. In the latter cosmology,
however, the pervasiveness of the spiritual or the divine is one of the features of religion,
                                                
47 I use the singular ‘cosmology’ as a collective name, acknowledging that a general statement on Australian
Aboriginal or on Surinam Amerindian belief systems cannot be made as they are too various and subtle, and
professional insight is not complete (Cf. Stanner 1998, p. 1). However, with regard to style I use the word
religious(ly) in terms of adverb/adjective.
48 Cited in Bowie 2000, p. 119.
49 With cosmogony is meant: the stories, myths, and theories relating to the origin of the universe, and of human
beings (Bowie 2000, p. 119).
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which means that there is a natural bridge between God and the created universe.50 I similarly
perceive Descola’s (1994, p.1) attempt to deal with ‘the conceptions of the world presented as
mutually exclusive: the one sees nature as an animate twin of society, the other conceives it as
the set of phenomena occurring outside the realm of human action’.
The physical environment determines and affects human life in general and particularly in
the Surinamese Amerindian and Australian Aboriginal culture. Reichel-Dolmatoff (1996, p.9)
in studying the Tukano of Colombia observes:
‘So if you see an Indian walking in the forest or paddling a canoe on a river, he is not ‘in
nature’ but he is entirely surrounded by cultural meanings, by meanings his cultural tradition
has given to his external surroundings’ .
This relationship is applied consciously in culture and cosmology. The relationship between
the human and spirit world as created through the notion of creation out of something, at least
in the Australian and Amazonian cases, leads to environmental cosmologies. Bowie (2000, p.
141) argues that the cosmology of the Aboriginal people of Australia is the most explicit
example of ‘environmental cosmologies’. She defines this as ‘cosmologies in which the
interdependence of human life and the ecosystems that sustain them are made conscious and
are embodied at the level of myth, ritual, language, and lifestyle’. The conception of the
cosmos, in both Aboriginal and Amazonian thinking, is accordingly ‘non-human centred and
non-hierarchical – all parts of the natural and supernatural world are equal, contain moral
agency and are sentient’ (Strang 1997, p. 238). The sacredness of living things and their
connections is central in (inter)action and thinking.51 Borsboom (2003, p. 82) attributes certain
qualities to the ‘religion’ of the most remote parts of Australia, which shows that the term
‘cosmology’ is indeed appropriate, as in those societies it penetrates into all realms (of
Australian Aboriginal and Amazonian) life: it is esoteric (religious in the Western sense of the
word), epistemological (it contains a theory of knowledge), and social (expressing and
imposing moral codes of behaviour). To which I add psychological as it forms and effects the
self.
I take the presumed natural bond between the spiritual and physical environment as one of
the starting points in the application of object relations theory as discussed in the next chapter
on the theoretical framework. To have contact with and to relate to the environment and the
spirit world (conceived as interrelated and inseparable), dreams, besides rituals, are
considered to play an important regulating and transmitting role. The importance and function
of dreams cannot be separated from the cosmology since much of their origin, meaning and
function is rooted in the mythology.
                                                
50 Cf. Tambiah 1990, p.6.
51 In this regard the discussion on the similarity with other religions and philosophies of life such as Hinduism,
Buddhism, neo-Paganism, New-Age, etc. would be interesting, leading Rappaport (1979), for instance, to the
notion of adaptive and maladaptive or dysfunctional cosmologies.
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1.8  OUTLINE
In the next chapter I discuss the theoretical framework that is crucial for my approach to both
dreams and cosmology. My starting point is the use of the object relations theory because I
focus on the dynamic interaction between individual and cosmology. D.W. Winnicott’s idea
of transitional phenomena is central in this relational approach. This notion forms the basis in
the approach of dreams as transitional phenomenon. I integrate these elements with Arnold
van Gennep’s theory of rites de passage and Geza Róheims’s concept of mythe de passage
into the new concept of rêves de passage, dreams that accompany and facilitate transitions.
Thus I try to demonstrate the usefulness of the so-called relational approach in both the study
of dreams and small-scale societies with an oral tradition.
The following two chapters deal with the application of the theory to the case material
from Suriname. I have chosen some themes that are valued as of utmost importance and
priority by both the Arawak and Kari’na communities. Thus chapter 3 deals with dreams in
which the spirits play a crucial role and chapter 4 with dreams related to death. In chapter 5 in
the same way I discuss dreams related to the spiritual maturation of men and women as found
in the literature on Australia.
In chapter 6 I consider the possibilities of comparing these cultures, their cosmology and
dreams, and will close with conclusions in chapter 7.
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2
THE RELATIONAL APPROACH TO DREAMS
For life is essentially transitional; it aspires to alter, to modify, to transform […]
(Victor Turner, 1985, p.206)
2.1  A SOCIAL THEORY OF MIND
Before I turn to the function of dreams of the Surinamese Amerindians and Australian
Aborigines, first I will give an outline of the theoretical approach I apply to study the
maturational and transitional function of dreams: the object relations theory and the
connection of this relational theory to dreams and cosmology. In the theoretical framework, I
integrate certain elements from the psychological object relations theory, especially D.W.
Winnicott’s theory of transitional phenomena (1971) and Masud Khan’s theory of the
transitional use of the dream-space (1993), with Arnold Van Gennep’s theory of rites de
passage (1909) and Geza Róheim’s notion mythe de passage (1943). Thus is coined the
concept of rêve de passage.
In the Surinamese Amerindian and Australian Aboriginal societies, dreaming is regarded
as closely connected to the cosmology, and when dreams are discussed, it implicitly (and
sometimes explicitly) touches upon cosmology and mythology, as the origin and meaning of
dreams can be traced back in these areas. Hence, cosmology is part of the relational field and
cannot be ignored in my theoretical approach to dreams and will be discussed from the
relational point of view. Therefore, I make use of object relations theory as it recognises that
life (and meaning) is thoroughly social and can only be understood if all relationships (social
and spiritual, material and immaterial) are considered. It recognises the notion that the
cosmogonies with a creation which is not ex nihilo show their integral link between human
beings, land and everything that inhabits the land. The individual can only be understood in
his or her relational field, thus instead of focussing on the individual mind the interactional
field is also taken into account and placed in the object relations theory, therefore also
understood as a social theory of mind.1 Winnicott’s idea of transitional space shows how, in
object relations theory, the individual internal world relates to the external world around him
or her, and indicates the importance of culture (in its broadest sense) in this process.
To learn about the maturational and transitional function of dreams, the latter first have to
be communicated; I will therefore discuss the questions related to the sharing of dreams.
Followed by a categorisation of the different genres of dreams, because dream sharing, which
is related to the narrative of myths, seems to be closely connected to the type of dream.
By analysing and comparing dream content and symbols in each different ‘traditional’
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Aboriginal, Kari’na or Arawak society, I present a plausible framework of understanding the
dreams. The focus is on the role dreams play in the creation of a binding relation with the
object world. Where Nancy Munn (1984, p.58) discusses ‘the transformation beyond the
artificial boundaries of mythology into the domain of socialisation or, more generally, the
problem of the relationship between the individual and the collectivity as mediated by the
object world’, I discuss the ‘psychological space’ where this transformation (of dreams) takes
place, the transitional space and the [creative] role dreams may play in the process of
maturation and socialisation. Finally the application of the dream as a transitional
phenomenon will be made clear in the framework of ‘les rêves de passage’ or ‘transitional
dreams’ and its tripartite structure.
2.2  TRANSITIONAL PHENOMENA AND TRANSITIONAL SPACE
The idea of transitional phenomena derives from the object relations theory of Donald
Winnicott which in turn developed from Freudian psychoanalysis.2 Here Winnicott’s ideas
related to the subject need further clarification.3
For Winnicott the development of the capacity of creative thinking and living plays an
important role. His notion of transitional phenomena in particular shows the origin of
imaginative living, which makes him a most interesting partner for studying dreams, culture
and religion within this field of theory. Creativity is ‘the doing that arises out of being’, makes
one be and feel alive; activity signifies creativity.4 It plays an important role in his ideas on
the relation between the internal to the external world of experience and how to bridge these
two different, though connected worlds. The latter takes place through an intermediate area
that indicates the importance of the creative use of transitional objects and transitional
phenomena. This eventually leads to a cultural-psychological approach, because it focuses on
how people relate to each other and to their cultural environment. How do people appropriate
cultural (and thus religious) traditions? What are the dynamics of cultural participation in
individual and group life? To understand the dynamic interaction between individual and
culture, Winnicott’s (1953, 1971) idea of transitional phenomena  turns out to be quite
helpful.
                                                                                                                                                        
1 This is in contrast to Freud, who portrayed the human being with mental content outside of and prior to social
experience (Mitchell 1988, p. 19).
2 In both Western Europe and the USA, classical drive theory had an immense and lasting impact. It formed the
basis of theorising on analysis and psychiatric treatment. Consequently, a diversity of theories, rooted in
Freudian theory, developed on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. Important representatives of the relational
approach are in the USA: the interpersonal psychoanalysts and the later generation self-psychologists in the line
of Sullivan and Kohut respectively. In Europe Klein is mentioned as ‘the real turning point in psychoanalytic
theory and therapy within the Freudian movement itself’ (Guntrip 1971, p. 47). The British object relations
theorists, especially Winnicott and Fairbairn, emphasised the internalisation of the pattern of relatedness (Kohut
1977, p. 49).
3 For further reading on object relations theory and its development see, for instance, Kohut 1977, Mitchell 1995,
Wulff 1991.
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According to Winnicott, the process of self-development is essentially relational. From the
earliest beginning of one’s life, every individual tends to realise oneself in the object-world -
what we could call the external world, the world around us. Thus every individual wants to
get involved in the world around him or her in various ways by engaging in relationships with
other persons, his or her surroundings, objects and cultural elements such as religion,
philosophy, art, traditions in general and the like. These actions which he calls transitional
activities bridge the internal and external place and, as such, they occur in an in-between
space. This transitional space is a third intermediate space as it is neither the subject (internal)
world nor the object (external) world, but a bridging, a meeting space. Winnicott (1971, p. 2)
describes this as
an intermediate area of experiencing, to which inner reality and external life both contribute
[...] a resting-place for the individual engaged in the perpetual human task of keeping inner
and outer reality separate yet interrelated.
Thus a central characteristic of transitional activity is that it involves both subjective and
objective elements. It is constructed from the individual’s longings, experiences and fantasies.
However, it should not be confused with phantasm or conceived as a hallucinatory
construction. The object-world offers the material for the experience; it complements and
corrects the individual when he only acts from the internal world of experience without
involving experiences from the outer world. On the other hand, the inner world is composed
from (the meaning of) one’s own multiple ways of experiencing the world.5 The pre-eminent
criterion for determining the transitional character of an experience is to see whether
communication about the experience is possible and whether it belongs to a shared reality6, so
that other people can - to a certain extent – relate to, understand and get in touch with the
experience. However, communication is not necessary, as long as the experience can be
understood by others. For instance, the dream world of the Amerindian religious specialist is
very private; it belongs to a secret-sacred realm, distinct yet not separated from the daily
routine. Hence, one will not share certain experiences such as dreams, but nevertheless these
experiences belong to the shared reality (being culture specific); when shared, other people
within the same cultural setting will be able to relate to one’s experiences and understand the
intrinsic value.
The first transitional activity that most people can relate to is that of a small child playing
with a ‘comforting’ object such as a teddy bear, blanket, etc as a transitional object. I use the
term ‘comforting’ as the child’s just-emerged and still-fragile self has difficulty keeping in
                                                                                                                                                        
4 Cf. Winnicott 1971, p. 39.
5 Cf. Hume 2002, p. 5.
6 Winnicott explains ‘If, however, the adult can manage to enjoy the personal intermediate area without making
claims, then we can acknowledge our own corresponding intermediate areas, and are pleased to find a degree of
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touch with the external world when the caretakers are absent, especially at moments of
discomfort. The Charlie Brown cartoon (Schulz 1962) below expresses Linus’ need for his
blanket to comfort him in the face of the external world. At this stage of his very young life he
needs this transitional object as a symbolic representation of the trust-evoking and supporting
experiences with the caretakers. To him it may appear as not fully part of the external world,
and therefore not entirely separate from the child’s own body and from his own inner
experience. Thus, it can help to maintain the relation with the outer world, and may be
comforting.
Winnicott argues that it is of the utmost importance for further development and realisation
of the self - a lifelong process - for the individual to keep consciously looking for transitional
experiences. For it is only thereby that the individual can experience meaning: ‘to feel that life
is real, to find that life is worth living’ (1971, p. 98). Creative and imaginative use of what the
surrounding world offers, gradually replaces the child’s transitional play with the teddy bear
or the blanket, retaining the ability to wonder. The transitional experiences help to maintain
the often tense relationship of the individual with the outside world, as well as support the self
in realising itself in the world.
During maturation a child eases away from its transitional object, especially in
confrontation with culture and when cultural interests develop.7 Of course, objects (for
instance, pictures and statues) also play a role in the cultural space. The crucial difference
between the child’s interaction with a transitional object and the adult’s transitional dealing
with cultural objects is that the latter’s symbolic capacity is fully developed, if his or her
surroundings have adequately reacted to his or her reaching-out in childhood. If a child gets
no adequate response to its own reaching out, and is rejected by the first caretakers, this
capacity will not fully develop. On the other hand, it can also not fully develop or not develop
at all if a child does not reach out, as in case of autism. Hence, the interplay between the
individual and human environment, especially in early childhood, is important for
development of the transitional space in which both nature and nurture play a role.8
Eventually, this means that the adult can separate self and object-world, which are still
                                                                                                                                                        
overlapping, that is to say common experience between members of a group in art or religion or philosophy’
(1971, p. 14).
7 cf. Winnicott 1971, p. 14
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blurred for the small child. For example, a child may be deeply convinced that his teddy is
alive, talks and experiences pain. By contrast, for a Roman Catholic, celebrating the Holy
Communion is a real (powerful) thing, although for the Protestant it is a symbolic act, that
triggers the religious experience which is considered to be real, whereas having supper at
home is a different thing. This conscious separation is clearly attested to in the Cariban
languages as explained in the former chapter (p. 16); the distinct point of view in the
‘perspectival quality’ is expressed by a suffix. In the grammar of the Cariban languages the
distinct (though not separated) world of the unseen has its own place. In Winnicott’s words
this is the capacity for object use, a necessary pre-condition for transitional activity. By this
he means the way an individual is capable of using things and thoughts from the external
world, his surroundings. This implies that one is capable of distinguishing between the
internal and external world. Only when one sees an object as different from oneself, having an
independent existence, can one really relate to it, usefully integrating it into one’s life.9
So Winnicott is primarily interested in the function of transitional phenomena in sustaining
the process of self-realisation and the experience of meaning. Prominent here is a basic
psychological capacity that might be summarised as ‘faith’.10 Winnicott speaks of trust,
confidence, belief in (i.e. belief in reliability) as a prerequisite for self-realisation and
functioning in the transitional space.11 ‘Faith’ then means a trustful attitude, being open to
involvement in the world. It should be noted that Winnicott is not interested in the various
manifestations of faith as a basic trust, that is, in the way transitional experiences are brought
about - such as religion, art, intellectual thoughts, dreams. For Winnicott it is important to
realise that transitional experiences represent a certain cultural tradition and its institution, in
which there is space for a creative interaction between the individual and one’s tradition, thus
furthering faith and enabling transitional experiences.12
2.3  RELIGION AND DREAMS
As mentioned in the first chapter, religion and dreams are inextricably linked, as also
Shulman and Strousma (1999, p. 6) observe ‘by the very liminality, dreams are at the
confluence of theology, cosmology, and anthropology. Object relations theory offers an
alternative to the traditional Freudian view for religion and dreams as Freud rejected religion
as infantile wish fulfilment, projection and illusion. The transitional space holds a central
position in the application to religion and dreams. In the transitional space a person bridges
the subjective (internal) and objective (external) world. In this space the individual uses
                                                                                                                                                        
8 Cf. Mitchell 1988, p. 19.
9‘To use an object the subject must have developed a capacity to use objects’ (Winnicott 1971, p. 89).
10 Note that a much broader concept than religious faith is meant here (Zock 1999, pp.442-444).
11 Eigen (1981, p. 413) characterises the transitional space as ‘area of faith’.
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numerous means in its very own creative and imaginative way to deal with the outside and
inside world. As mentioned above, art, literature, music, religion, politics, philosophy, science
etc. have their place in the transitional space. For Winnicott (1971, pp. 3, 13) religion is part
of culture  and therefore belongs to that space of culture. Winnicott does not define the word
culture. When he uses it he refers to ‘the inherited tradition, something that is in the common
pool of humanity, into which individuals and groups of people may contribute, and from
which we may all draw if we have somewhere to put what we find’. The accent is on
experience (1971, p. 99) and thus mainly pragmatic for psychological purposes. In the
interdisciplinary framework of understanding dreams I propose to broaden this notion of
culture with Geertz’ definition of culture ‘as an ordered system of meaning and symbols, in
terms of which social interaction takes place (i.e. the social system).’ Geertz (1993 [1973], p.
144) distinguishes between culture as a ‘framework of beliefs’ in contrast to ongoing
processes of ‘interactive behavior’. Culture is the set of meaningful terms people use for
interpretation and guidance; social system is the actual ‘form that action takes.’
What does this all mean for dreams and religion? In Home Is Where We Start From
Winnicott (1986 [1953], pp. 35-36) asserts that participation in religion may contribute to a
healthy life. Healthy people, according to Winnicott, live in three worlds: (1) “life in the
world, with interpersonal relationships” (the outer-world); (2) the life of the “personal
(sometimes called inner psychic) reality”; (3) “the area of cultural experience … including the
arts, the myths of history, the slow march of philosophical thought and the mysteries of
mathematics, and of group management and of religion”. In the context of religion, this means
that the focus is on religion as being handed down from the external world, and thus entering
the private world of the individual. For the peoples discussed in this study, religion (as
spirituality) is conceived as intrinsically present as a natural bond with God. Hence, when
religious traditions are handed down from the external world it is believed that these traditions
connect with this natural bond present  in the private, internal world of the individual.
As indicated above, the function of transitional phenomena is to provide comfort through
understanding the self and its relation with (and realisation in) the outer world: to understand
your place in the order of things. Hence, the transitional phenomena, including religion, have
an important function.13 As a transitional phenomenon, religion can have a place in facilitating
the never-completed transition towards accepting objective reality.14 In this process Rizzuto
(1979, p. 47) emphasises the creative and imaginative capacities of religion:
                                                                                                                                                        
12 On the basis of Winnicott’s theory of transitional phenomena, psychologists of religion have developed
theories about the specific functions of religious faith (for instance, Meissner 1984, McDargh 1983; see Zock
1999); this discussion, however, will not be pursued here.
13 Although emphasising their function, Winnicott’s writings hint at a relational model of the origins of culture
and social institutions, and thus also at religion (Jones 1991, p. 58), and so seem to have a reductionist intention.
14 The approach is relational and functional, along the lines of agnostic empiricism, as it is not my intention to
undo faith through psychological explanations. Nevertheless I am aware, and agree with Beit-Hallahmi, that ‘the
functional approach to religion, which views religion as a form of coping, or as helpful in coping, still does not
support or imply any genuinely religious notions about the reality of religious objects’ (1992, p. 126).
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‘We have forgotten about the powerful reality of non-existent objects, objects of our
creation… The fictive creation of our minds… have as much regulatory potential  in our
psychic function as people around us in the flesh… Human life is impoverished when these
immaterial characters made out of innumerable experiences vanish under the repression of a
psychic realism that does violence to the ceaseless creativity of the human mind. In this
sense, at least, religion is not an illusion. It is an integral part of being human, truly human in
our capacity to create nonvisible but meaningful realities… Without those fictive realities
human life becomes a dull animal existence’.
The regulatory potential of religion I found very present in the Amerindian and Aboriginal
cosmologies. The elements of a world view in which there is (still) place for the
unmentionable and the rationally impossible, as Rizzuto (1979) argues, largely lost under the
influence of rationalism in modern society, contribute to a creative and imaginative life, a life
where there is place for wonder and awe. I agree that in the spiritually impoverished
materialistic society there is no place for the experience that cannot be explained and often not
even expressed in words, such as religious experience, or events labelled as miracles. This
denial of human experience, as a denial of multiple ways of experiencing the world,15 may
lead to a schism in the internal and the outside world, between thinking and living. The
internal world seeks these experiences, that do not fit into the materialistic, rationalistic
worldview, in which there seems to be no place for the search for meaning, no place for the
numinous.16 Rizzuto does not mention dreams in this process, but dreams in particular
contribute to this capacity as communicative vessels from the spirit world; in these cases and
with ‘big dreams’ (see below 2.8), people often have trouble finding the right words to
express themselves.
Dreams, however, seem to be already part of this in-between space. On the one hand, they
come from the internal world of the unconscious, where the individual seems to have no
control, but ‘their contents show the dynamics of personal inner psychic reality’ (Winnicott p.
75). On the other hand, the images of the dream are part of the external world and culturally
retraceable. Dreams belong to the ‘personal reality’ and only when communicated, do they
enter the area of cultural experience, and then they often appear to belong to a shared reality,
for instance the body of dream symbols of the Amerindians of the Amazon (ch. 3 and 4).
Within the Amerindian context, the idea of ‘having no control’ is limited, as the notion of
lucid dreaming exists, especially in the realm of the religious specialist who is believed to be
able to conduct his own dreams and to travel in the dream and visit other persons in the
dream.
                                                
15 Cf. Hume 2002, p. 5.
16 With regard to religion, Guntrip (1969) quotes Fairbairn ‘If we psychoanalyse everything, what will there be
left?’
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2.4  RELATION WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
2.4.1 Creation-out-of-something
This cultural-psychological approach (which also includes sociological elements) focuses on
how people relate to each other, their cultural and material environments. All people enter
into relationships, no matter what society they live in. Why do people enter into relationships?
What is the motivation to relate? The most obvious answer seems to be because we are built
that way (Mitchell 1988, p. 21); as a survival technique; we need the other to survive; we have
to know our environment (everything that exists outside of us, personal and impersonal,
material and immaterial), and relate to it to survive.17 This makes the individual only
understandable in the context of primarily the interpersonal field and secondarily the rest of
the surroundings. On the one hand a human needs relationships to survive, on the other hand
the question pops up as to why an individual also continues destructive relationships, such as
the loyalty of abused children.18 As Fairbairn (1952) explained, ‘we crave relatedness’, as the
libido is not pleasure but object seeking. In societies with ‘an environmental cosmology’ these
relationships transcend the interpersonal.
My application of the object relations theory to the Surinamese Amerindian and Australian
Aboriginal societies includes the relations with the environment for spiritual reasons, as
explained in the previous chapter, in the discussion of the distinction between religion with
the idea of creation ex nihilo and creation out of something. The latter means for an
individual’s experience of his or her (natural) environment that one feels inseparable from his
or her surroundings, both interpersonal and impersonal because that which is conceived as the
life-giving-spirit is a particle of the creator. Every living and non-living, every material and
immaterial subject and object are pervaded by the same ancestral spiritual particle. Therefore
this makes everyone and everything implicitly connected, as their source of life is the same.
When thinking about personality as the centre of continuous interactions it implies an
organisation of the world around us. Whether the objects are manageable or unmanageable,
remote or immediate, ‘one has to maintain personal and communal existence through
necessary or pleasant functional activity – however unwittingly’.19 The individual is in
continuing interaction with his surroundings, people, animals and the non-personal (such as
housing, city, village, jungle, countryside). Here, religious ideas play an important role as the
cosmology has described the relation with the environment, which can be conceived as a safe
haven, a hostile environment full of (supernatural) dangers or something in between.
                                                
17 ‘Relational by design’ which draws on Darwinian theory and returns in the theory of Freud, was worked out in
a broader model by Bowlby (1953). The shift in perspective, not drive but relationally bound, marks the new
area with representatives such as Fairbairn (1952) and Sullivan (1940).
18 Here we arrive at the field of psychopathology which will therefore, not being relevant for the study, not be
entered.
19 Cf. Sullivan 1940, p. 34.
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In western society, a person may sometimes be overwhelmed by the impact of nature. In it
one may experience the greatness of the creator but generally will not translate that into his or
her whole style of thinking, living and experiencing. Some will tell, after experiencing the
Great Canyon or Sinai Desert, that at that moment they felt extremely small and vulnerable,
overwhelmed by the greatness of nature; some will afterwards interpret this as a religious
experience, but seldom describe it as oneself comprising a spiritual part of nature. When
compared with the idea of creation of environment and man, for example, in Aboriginal
Australia, we see a different view on and relation with the environment. The Aborigines are
aware of the difference in one’s outlook on and philosophy of life; Stanner (1979, p.24)
observed in the words of an old man:
White man got no dreaming.
Him go’nother way.
White man, him go different.
Him got road belong himself.
In the Aboriginal context the relationship with the land is termed in a religious way.
Australian Aborigines trace their relationship to their spirit world through the land in a
number of ways. For this we have to turn to the structure of their cosmology, which I see as
comparable to cosmological systems of several small-scale societies with an oral tradition. In
the Australian Aboriginal mythologies, at its most elementary level Swain (1995 p. 22)
distinguished four elements. First of all, something exists, in this case the Ancestors and the
shapeless land, who came from over the sea. The myth of its origination is not known.
Secondly, there is sudden activity, something becomes active. Thirdly, because of this
activity, certain aspects of life are provided with order and shape. Fourthly, spiritual entities,
the Ancestors, take on an enduring form.20 Miller (1991 [1987], pp. 12,13,50) adopts Munn’s
term objectification for the relation to the immaterial world through material objects. I,
however, prefer to speak of immaterial objects or rather phenomena in realising a relation
with the external world through these objects and phenomena. In these societies, individual
development cannot be cut loose from the relation with the human, material and spirit world.
This relatedness is an interconnectedness involving a religious realisation that not human
beings alone but the entire creation ‘craves relations’. As Hume (2002, p. 19) observes ‘thus it
is that one thing needs another to exist’.
The implications of such a structure of the relationships of society and its members with
the environment are that everybody and everything as, by fiat, connected, and these
relationships are developed by means of the cosmology. If the Australian Aboriginal
mythologies serve as a model, whereby the Ancestor(s) came, created the landscape and
everything in, on and above it through leaving some of their own essence behind in these
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creations, from which the spirits of the unborn children also originate, then in such societies
the pattern of social and spiritual relations is only comprehensible when it is related to the
land (Miller 1991 [1987], p. 54).
2.4.2  Pervasiveness in spiritual relations
What has been discussed above implies that there is an awareness of the all pervasiveness and
relatedness with each other, the environment and the spirit world. In terminology the
relationship with the spirit world is also different: Aborigines do not speak in terms of
spiritual and supernatural, but rather of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ (see further, chapter 5). The
outside is the material, the body, as is the bark of tree; the ‘inside’ is the essence of the being
and is related to the Ancestor. Every Aboriginal person received this essence at the time of the
‘spirit conception’ (see further, chapter 5.4). Not only humans, but everything, flora and
fauna, are connected through the ancestral essence. This implies that in such a society man
does not have to make a connection with the spirit world, but has this spirituality inside
himself; to contact the spiritual, he can look inside himself. Whereas in Judeo-Christian
societies, God belongs to the outside world and one has to contact the outside world to get in
touch with the spiritual, religious world to internalise these experiences later, in the traditional
Australian and Surinamese societies, one looks inside for contact. We also find this idea in the
‘distinct yet not separate’ spirit world of the indigenous people of the Amazon (as discussed
in chapter 1).
All relations, both interpersonal and non-personal, are dominated by this system, for
example, the (respectful) behaviour of different members of the family, especially man –
mother-in-law. The rules are laid down in myths. Through the narration of myths and stories a
child learns to contact and interact with the external world (human, inhuman and spiritual),
and learns how to get acquainted with its environment; the bridging (transitional space) from
the internal to the external world can be named in religious terms. Individuals grow through
this system, developing and maturing in the transitional space as described above.
Aborigines trace their relationship to the Ancestors, and consequently to the land in
different ways. Place of birth and place of conception, mother, father, place of residence, all
play their own role. All the factors are inextricably bound together as relationships are stated
and affirmed in terms of rights and responsibilities in the country of the Ancestors. One could
certainly state that an Aborigine derives his identity from the land.
Kohut (1984, p. 61) already stated that ‘A self can never exist outside a matrix of
selfobjects’. With this, he meant the context of the relationships with persons in which an
individual develops and grows, viz. the relational field, which has to be understood as cultural
specific. Applying this to the cosmology of the Aborigines and Amerindians, the matrix – as
                                                                                                                                                        
20 Cf. Munn 1973.
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the context of relationships – implicitly comprises the environment and surroundings. The
psychological importance of the land is based on this implicit and explicit relationship with
the land. The cosmological, sociological and psychological aspects are interconnected and
even inextricable. Returning to Winnicott’s idea of the transitional space and culture, we
notice that the environment is an important factor in the maturation process; one cannot
connect or grow without the environment; one needs it to feel safe and to make the connection
between the internal and external world. First a transitional object in childhood, when a
person matures, the surroundings become one of the many transitional phenomena.21
In the Australian environment we find one of the most positive ways of experiencing the
environment, which does not exclude the narrowing and even frightening elements of the
cosmology. In Suriname too, despite a long history of Christianization, still all things, both
the animate and inanimate worlds including the waters and the stars, are believed to have a
spirit. In the Kari’na and Arawak societies these elements are still alive nowadays, but
because of influence from the Christian mission, they have come to be perceived as
predominantly frightening. The surroundings are similarly important, but the idea of the
pervasiveness of the spirit world in the flora and fauna is most of all an element that should be
pacified. Even the elderly conceive their traditions as pagan but have not completely lost the
belief in spirits, which are presently mainly conceived as malicious, this in contradiction with
the beliefs of their ancestors (Penard & Penard 1907, p. 225). This pervasiveness of the belief
in spirits is found in Suriname among both the Amerindians and the Maroons.
The Kari’na consider the different types of cultural expressions as transitional phenomena.
In this regard I refer to the curious phenomenon of one particular action effecting a similar, or
even an opposite result. Ahlbrinck (1947) refers to Frazer’s idea of the sympathetic magic and
especially the law of similarity (Frazer 1993 [1911], p. 11). According to Ahlbrinck this law
(wet der gelijkenissen) ‘governs the complete life of the Indian from birth to death’. He even
calls it their constitution.22 According to Ahlbrinck (1947, p. 7) ‘the Indian is convinced that
the relations, existing between two beings, contain magical power’. It is because of the
‘magical power’ that two beings strive for unification. For example, when a Kari’na child is
born, the first week the father will rest in his hammock, as he is supposed to ‘stay idle’ so that
he might not harm his child indirectly with his actions. For instance, when the father gets
tired, the new-born, tender child will also be exhausted; if the father smokes, the child may
get blisters; and when the father uses a knife or an axe, the child might hurt himself. The
father will therefore not work, hunt, cook or even take a bath in the creek or river as he may
                                                
21 Considering this we get a clearer view of ‘uprooting’ in its most literal meaning: people snatched away from
the safe, ‘transitional’ environment, the ‘soothing’ environment. I will let this matter rest here as it does not
contribute further to the argument.
22 Ahlbrinck’s wet der gelijkenissen has been so influential that some of the elder and literate men who are
familiar with the term, use it to denote the way they conceive their traditions. He further states that this ‘law’ is
found among Caraibs, Wayana and Wama (1947, p. 7). Kracke (1981, p. 267) describes a similar ‘law’ among
the Kagwahiv. For example, with respect to the birth of a child, it has to be observed that ‘When he is born, you
don’t go working … If you do, the child won’t grow up – he’ll die’.
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arouse the water spirit, who will come and abduct the new-born baby. These relationships
exceed the interpersonal to the non-personal and the spirit world. They can be traced to the
mythological stories. A relationship does not develop but is present from the beginning of
existence. Religion or cosmology provide the relationships and make people feel easily rooted
in the environment, as being part of it. The latter seems partly incorporated to bridge the
internal and external world, and seems to be incorporated in the transitional space. Magana
(1989, p.137) recognises this in the indigenous people of Suriname as myths, proverbs,
ordinary sayings, etc, as well as implements, farming the land and all kinds of acts in society
are part of the cosmology, and thus retraceable in daily life.
According to the Amerindians the animal societies do not differ much from human and
spirit society. Animals are called inhabitants of the forest and humans inhabitants of the
villages, which have a relation of exchange. Humans and animals are structured in the same
way; both have village heads, called grandfather, and religious specialists, piyai (Magana
1989, p.139). The animal piyai communicate with men mainly through dreams and the
interpretation, sometimes with the help of a piyai, determines what the dream will bring
during the day (Magana 1989, p. 141). Here, the interrelatedness of the human, animal and
spirit world is so strong that it is often difficult to determine whether one is dealing with a
human, an animal or a spirit. Hence showing the notion, ‘what you see is not what you get in
Amazonia’ (see further below, chapter 4).
2.5  EXPERIENCING TRANSITIONS
2.5.1  Rites and myths as transitional phenomena
Van Gennep (1960, pp. 2, 3) wrote that the life of an individual in any society is a series of
passages from one age to another and from one occupation to another. He stressed a change in
status as the ultimate aim of the rites of passage. In this way he recognised the important role
of the collective notions of a community concerning its own identity and the whole range of
individual, social and spiritual relations. In this regard rites of passage do not merely aim at
effecting a particular change in status by representing new activities and responsibilities and
symbolising the transition. They also serve as transitional phenomena and thus facilitate the
maturational process. As mentioned above, Winnicott distinguishes a third, intermediate space
of reality (next to the subjective and objective spaces): the transitional space. In the object
world rites and myths are offered to the initiate. The (emotional and physical) preparation of
the changes generally starts at a very young age. An Amerindian girl in the lowlands of the
Amazon, for instance, knows from a very early age that she will undergo the ‘ant-test’ after
menarche. To prepare herself physically for the pain she will have to endure during the rite,
she will purposely have herself bitten by the kind of ants used for the rite. Long before the
rite, she will know about the procedures.
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The experience of the actual ritual, the preparations leading to it and mythical activity take
place in the transitional space. This implies two things. First, rites and myths may help to
establish a more harmonious relationship between a subject and her or his world. They
stimulate involvement, by showing individuals their place, role and responsibility in their own
society, in the world, and even in the cosmos. This helps to prevent man from succumbing to
his primary fears of separation and isolation. The performance of rites and narrative myths
stimulate and confirm the belonging to a particular group. Secondly, rites and myths stimulate
a creative interaction with the object-world. Through creative, transitional activity the initiate
learns how to deal with the new situation in the outside world just as the child learns how to
deal with the outside world through the transitional object.23 In a creative form the moment of
transition is marked; from this moment on the individual will behave according to the new
status.
It is especially important in this context to note that the function of transitional objects and
transitional phenomena is not a transient one, because it is through transitional experiences
that a human being can experience his or her life as meaningful and realise oneself (Zock
1996). As with culture in general, rites and myths offer the possibility of authentic self-
realisation.
2.5.2 The Dream as transitional phenomenon
Winnicott did not pay much attention to dreams but focussed mainly on transitional activities
in waking life. However, his influential writing on the evolution of the capacity to play, and
his thinking on the development of this symbolic capacity has influenced the way many
psychoanalysts conceive of the dream.24 In particular his student Masud Khan (1993)
developed the notion of the dream-space from his ideas, as described below. Winnicott’s
subsequent inquiry into the development and function of playing illuminates the function of
dreaming, its place in emotional and mental life, and in the psychoanalytic process:
Dream fits into object relating in the real world, and living in the real world fits into the
dream world in ways that are quite familiar, especially to psychoanalysts (1971 p. 26).
Dreams form part of the activities in the internal and external world of the individual.
Activities in the internal world require the ability to suspend disbelief momentarily, to give
the self up to sleeping and dreaming, or to the reverie of free association, which all depends
on safety and on boundaries. Similarly, the capacity to own a dream and reflect upon it
depends on the capacity to differentiate between the phases of consciousness (see discussion
                                                
23 Cf. Zock 1997, p. 37f.
24 E.g. , Milner 1988, Khan 1993, Fairbairn 1952.
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on ‘polyphasic consciousness’, p. 5).25 The theory about the transitional space, was taken up
and complemented by Masud Khan with his notion of dream-space. This is ‘a specific
intrapsychic structure’, which he distinguishes from the biological act of dreaming and the
process of dreaming as a symbolic creation (1993b, p. 96). In two clinical cases26, he describes
the growth in the patients’ capacities to use their respective dream lives, by establishing a
restorative ‘dream-space’ through the work of analysis (1993b, pp. 96, 97).
The dream may thus be considered as an ‘object’ in the sense of Winnicott.27 The
individual can ‘use’ it in a transitional way, that is: appropriate it, so that it acquires a personal
meaning. This happens in the dream-space, as the transitional space, a bridging sphere where
the internal, personal, and the external impressions meet, and act out as an uncontrolled
activity by the consciousness.28 This acting out can help in facilitating or overcoming crises in
daily life. Thus, the capacity to use the dream-space has a transitional capacity.
Elsewhere Khan describes the features of what he calls a ‘good dream’.29 By a good dream
he means ‘a dream which incorporates through successful dream-work an unconscious wish
and can thus enable sleep to be sustained on the one hand and can be available for psychic
experience to the ego when the person wakes up’ (Khan, 1993a p. 36). Thus, in a good dream
an unconscious wish is expressed, so that the sleep is not disturbed. But personal conflicts
also come, symbolically, to life. This way, they become available for transitional use, but
conflicts are not all that come to life in the transitional space and dream-space; there is
especially place for the imaginative, for wonder and awe.
Khan suggests that the capacity to use the dream-space can only arise in an adequate and
facilitating environment, when the transitional space is adequately developed. At the start of
life, this is even a sine qua non for growth and development.30 Later in life, however, we also
need the support of adequate environmental provisions. If the capacity to use the dream-space
is lacking, people will tend to act out their experiences in other ways, such as exploiting the
social space in order to relieve nervous tensions.
In short, the dream-space is an intrapsychic area in which the dream is made available for
transitional use (Khan 1993b, p. 98f). Just as in the transitional space, in the dream-space an
individual may develop ‘the self’ and relate to outer reality, through what I would call
transitional dreams.
                                                
25 In this regard Flanders (1993, pp. 10,11) differentiates between the states of sleep and wakefulness, dream and
reality, the symbolic and the concrete.
26 See Khan 1993b, p. 96, 97.
27 Cf. Fairbairn 1952, pp. 99, 132.
28 The discussion on lucid dreaming and controlling one’s own dreams and dream life is not pursued here, as the
discussion is not relevant to the dream material used in this study.
29 Khan (1993a, pp. 29-46) enumerates 14 features of a good dream. Here only the one relevant to the present
discussion is discussed.
30 Cf. Winnicott 1971, p. 139.
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2.6  DREAMS OF PASSAGE
The object relational insights on dreams, combined with those of Arnold van Gennep and
Geza Róheim about rites and myths of passage, have played an important role in
conceptualising the notion of rêve de passage. It will be argued below that dreams can also
have a transitional function (indicating an experiential bridging of the gap between subject
[inner] and object [outer] world) in transitions (the process of change from one state or stage
in the life cycle to another).
2.6.1 Rite de passage
In Les Rites de Passage (1909) Van Gennep focused on ritual behaviour in its relation to the
dynamics of individual and group life, for he had realised that religious beliefs as an integral
part of societal life, could not be adequately captured in individualistic terms. He recognised
the important influence on individual identity of a community’s view on the supernatural.
Ceremonies and rituals, he argued, need to be examined in their entirety and in the social
setting in which they occur.
Every person has to deal with changes of status and new phases in life, which alter his or
her position in society. Van Gennep concentrated on the rites accompanying these transitions.
He postulated a tripartite structure as the underlying pattern of transition rites, and
distinguished three main ritual phases: rites of separation, rites of transition, and rites of
incorporation. In his discussion, Van Gennep (1960 [1909]), pp. 11, 49, 59, 60, 94) not only
included life-crisis rituals, but also fertility and calendrical rites; rituals associated with
territorial movements and thresholds; consecration rites; and rites of initiation into fraternities,
cult groups, or high status as examples of (secondary) transition rites. He presumed rites de
passage primarily as means of effecting transitions in the life cycle. Grimes (2000, p. 107)
disagrees with Van Gennep’s presumption by making initiation the model for the other rites
de passage and by letting male initiations serve as the model for all initiations. Therefore, he
suggests a nuance in the tripartite structure, and includes the period of preparation, which in
the case of initiation already starts at a very young age. Thus his intention is to stress the
complexity of initiations and rites de passage in general. He further emphasises that these
structures or patterns are invented patterns, yet treated as if they were discovered, and thus
described as laws determining how rites should be structured or executed. The short
description of the rite of passage described by one of the female participants (ch. 3) shows
that generalisations are indeed not often applicable, as for example, Grimes (2000, p. 109)
suggests that ‘female initiations rather focus on fertility and sexuality, i.e. on her procreative
role’. However, the initiation of the Kari’na and Arawak girls focuses on her productive role,
and the responsibilities of ‘traditional knowledge’. And indeed the preparations for these
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initiations already start at a very young age.31 Besides the mourning rituals the girls’ initiation
rite after the menarche is the major ceremony. In its importance, not in form, it is comparable
with the ‘festival of the new maiden’ of the Tukana of the Northwest Amazon (Lincoln 1981,
p. 50). And, indeed, any pattern or generalisation should be treated with utmost caution.
In his study on women’s initiation rituals Lincoln suggests that despite the emphasis on the
productive rather than the procreative role of women in the Amazonian cases, the difference
between male and female initiation allows for an alternative terminology in the rite of
passage: enclosure - metamorphosis/magnification - emergence (Lincoln 1981, p. 101).
Within the framework ‘dream of passage’ as discussed below, the distinction between Van
Gennep’s ‘incorporation’ and Lincoln’s ‘emergence’ seems to be useful, particularly as Van
Gennep remarks that ‘a change of social categories involves a change of residence’ (Lincoln
1981, p. 101). This is not applicable to dreams as dreams seldom initiate a change of
residence. Although they depend on the kind of transition, both terms are useful and
applicable.
2.6.2 Mythe de Passage
In his pioneering studies, Geza Róheim succeeded in combining ethnology and physical and
cultural anthropology with psychoanalysis, even if his psychoanalytic interpretations were
sometimes controversial, and deterred both psychoanalysts and anthropologists. He was
especially interested in the function of myths, and, in concurrence with Van Gennep, coined
the term mythe de passage (transition myth):
[…] We have called these legends “myths of transition,” and have regarded them as
functioning socially in harmony with initiation rites: the mythological material helps the
young men to grow up, and to make the transition from Oedipus situation to marriage. But
the Primal Horde is ex hypothesi a period of transition in phylogenesis from a pre-human to a
human form of society. We should not forget that the myths themselves always purport to
explain the existing order of things from something that has preceded, that is, they describe a
transition. The essential theme is the relation of the individual to the object-world, and
libidinal cathexis as the defense used by human beings to bear the object loss or separation
(1945, pp. 16f).
This quotation indicates that Róheim must be situated between traditional Freudian
psychoanalysis and object relations theory. It is true that on the one hand, he time and again
stresses the value of Freud’s theories, and generally starts his exposés with a Freudian view
on culture, taken to extremes. On the other hand, one comes across ideas that seem precursors
of object relational thinking about culture. For Róheim, it is relationships that are central.
                                                
31 Also Goodale describes the Tiwi initiation which consists of a series of grades, taking six years or six kulama
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Here we are far from the Freudian view on culture as a solution for the clash between drives
and reality. Further, his discussion of myths and dreams as cultural objects anticipates
Winnicott’s concept of transitional object. For example: ‘I have found the cultural object, i.e.
the objects made by man have a double aspect. They represent the primary infantile object
(parents) and the maker, i.e. the subject himself’. Róheim calls this the intermediate object
(1945 p. 100; cf. Winnicott, 1971, pp. 5,13,47). In his explanation, he first refers to Freud in
saying that ‘the cultural object or a sublimation is halfway between the narcissistic and the
object-erotic position, a stabilisation point for the oscillation of libido’ (Róheim, 1943 p. 97).
Then, he continues remarking that ‘the great danger against which mankind has evolved
culture is that of object loss, of being left alone in the dark’, […] ‘its function is security’
(1943, p. 98). In particular, it seems that what Guntrip (1971) has said about the yearning for a
connection is very similar to what is described by Róheim, who states that all cultures
represent attempts to protect themselves from object loss.32 So Róheim stressed the function
of myths and dreams in alleviating the tension caused by the fear of object-loss. While he saw
them primarily in the context of defence mechanisms, I will extend Róheim’s ideas in arguing
that myths and dreams have a relation-seeking aspect as well. They also are ways to face and
to get in touch with reality.
Róheim (1971[1925], p. 96) refers to a presumed relation between myths and dreams: ‘[…]
it is his mother’s totem which he respects in addition to his own and which is supposed to
warn him in dreams of impending danger. This seems to show that there is a psychical
relationship between the Alcheringa myths and dream-life’. However, he (1971[1925], p. 96)
discards these dreams or the connection as ‘an infantile type of wish-fulfilment, as the
regressive element which connects the Alcheringa myths with dream-life’.
2.6.3 Rêve de Passage
Dreams, like rites and myths, comprise one of the ways in which the self realises itself in the
object-world, and take place in the transitional space. Considering this with the theories
described above, I now come to the following description of rêve de passage.
The concept of rêve de passage i.e. that of transitional dream indicates that this kind of
dreams accompanies (major) changes in life, such as birth/parenthood, initiation, marriage,
death, and enables individuals to facilitate, or to cope with these transitions with the help of
cultural or religious images. This implies that a) like rituals and myths, dreams can have a
transitional function, b) that they can support important changes in life and c) that in the
dreams, social and religious meanings drawn from the cultural environment may be creatively
appropriated.
Another optional approach to dreams of passage is by analysing them as having a triple
                                                                                                                                                        
ceremonies (1971, p. 205). Kulama as to become a fully initiated adult, around 30.
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layer of meaning. The first layer, which is always present, concerns the personal situation of
the dreamer and the individual consequences of the dream. The second layer shows the
spiritual importance of the dreams which the dreamer believes to be connected with the spirit
world. The third layer, which is not always present, concerns the community; it refers to the
cultural and religious background and implies social consequences of the dream for (a part of)
the community. Referring to Victor Turner’s concept of ‘social drama’ (1974 [1969], p. 37) it
appears that in cases of social crisis, dreams can play a role in solving a crisis within a kin
group or community.
The dream process shows similarities with initiation rites, for example, in its tripartite
structure. The first phase is separation: by falling asleep the dreamer is literally separated
from the active, external world into another (altered) state of consciousness, enters into the
internal, private realm of the dream-space. Next, there is the dream as the liminal phase
entailing information about the transition (the new situation). In the rite this is the period in
which, for instance, the initiate is placed symbolically ‘outside the society’. During sleep and
dream, the dreamer is also temporarily in a comparable situation. Finally, the dreamer awakes
and re-enters society, and by remembering and eventually sharing the dream incorporates the
contents or message of the dream into one’s life and into society. The sequence, entrée –
victime – sortie, proposed by Hubert and Mauss for studying specific forms of sacrifice
([1898] 1954, pp. 19-50), could well serve as an example of Van Gennep’s rites of passage.
Lincoln’s shift of terminology proves useful for the diversity in transitions in the life cycle,
and thus the accompanying dreams: the dream process aids in rounding off a certain period or
occasion in one’s life and looking for enclosure. The actual dream (transitional period)
magnifies the event and emotions, stimulating change/metamorphosis and incorporation.
Mostly incorporation of changes in life are not spectacular, but sometimes they indeed
manifest themselves as ‘emerging from the chrysalis’ (Lincoln 1981).
The - generally metaphorical - change of status is of main importance in both models. In
the function of dreams in changing status and facilitating change, time plays another role, viz.
that of the time span between dreaming, sharing and change which is variable, from a short
period to a very long period of even years. This is one of the reasons why the aspect of dream
sharing is of such importance.
A transitional dream contains cultural and/or religious elements. With reference to the
cultures of small-scale societies with an oral tradition, the term cosmological element is
preferred because the profane and sacred are not always separable, especially when dealing
with the Amerindians of Suriname and the Aborigines of North Arnhem Land.33 Many dream
images or symbols seem ordinary, but they are part of the culture, which is inseparable from
religious life. These apparently ordinary symbols (such as a brand new hut or losing teeth are
Amerindian symbols for death) can be placed in the framework of the transitional dream, as
                                                                                                                                                        
32 Cf. Beit-Hallahmi 1995, p. 259.
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they are culturally defined. Also in the case of the Arawak and Kari’na, symbolism is deeply
rooted in the culture, even if the original link between the symbol and the religious meaning
often seems to have been lost. These people have been converts to Christianity34 for
generations. Some of the elder generation refer to those stick to their ‘authentic’ cultural ways
as pagans in fear of clerical sanction, but nevertheless follow the traditional system.
2.7 SHARING DREAMS
To learn about the function of dreams, the latter first have to be communicated. Herein lies
the ambiguity of sharing dreams as it is part of a process of negotiation. Negotiation is not
only part of a social process, but also of personal consideration. The earlier citation of Aunt
Dora: ‘We have no dreams… And if we would have dreams, we wouldn’t remember them…
And if we would remember them, we would not talk about them’ are illustrative for the
unwillingness of the indigenous people of Suriname to share their dream with an outsider,
afraid not to be taken seriously or, even worse, to be labelled as superstitious. This attitude
had developed under Dutch/Christian influence when the people were labelled as superstitious
heathens. They will therefore rather state that they do not dream or do not remember dreams
than share them. However, when their suspicion has been removed and they are convinced of
being taken seriously and their dreams appreciated as well, they show pride in their
knowledge gained through experience and personal interest. They appear to be convinced of
the value of their dreams for themselves and for their community.
The way of sharing already offers clues to a function because dreams seem to play a
significant role in the process of individual, social and cultural transformation in small-scale
societies. Questions such as ‘who have these dreams’; ‘with whom do they share their
dreams’, ‘what do they share’ and ‘under which circumstances’, ‘why’ and ‘when’ are ways
to find out whether these dreams (as transitional phenomena) have an individual, social and
spiritual/religious function.
The questions are all connected. The communication of dreams includes factors such as
power, hierarchy, and position between the dreamer and the sharing party. Dream sharing is a
social act, a relational activity, as is every form of communication by means of which people
relate to one another. Who is the sharing party, what is the relation with him or her, is it
someone wise and capable of interpreting, someone capable of keeping a secret, or conversely
someone who easily spreads news, and thus an inadequate sharing party? The moment of
communicating can be very different for several reasons. Will the dream be shared
immediately, in the early morning, in the course of the day, or at a convenient time, viz. when
                                                                                                                                                        
33 Cf. Strang 1997, p.238
34 Mainly Roman Catholic and the Protestant Evangelical Brethren Community Evangelische Broeder
Gemeenschap, and nowadays a lot of small evangelical and charismatic congregations try to increase their
numbers in Suriname and in particular in the indigenous villages.
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the contents of dream may make an impact on the audience? Will the dreamer choose to recall
in an open, ‘public’ place, or in a private or more secluded place or situation? Which images,
symbols are used, which interpretations are suggested? Relationships play a major role in
sharing dreams. For instance, which type of dream will be shared with whom? All these
questions lead to answers that not only give insight into the interpretation and function of the
dream, but also of the patterns of hierarchy. The man or woman considered the most
knowledgeable of a kinship group will be sought for explaining the dreams experienced as
(more) complicated. This knowledge can lead to more power in a group. Dream sharing gives
insight into social relations; who can be trusted with very personal dreams? The individuals
considered knowledgeable in the field of religion and dream interpretation often appear to be
one and the same person.
How and why do we weave dreams in the experiences of daily life; in our personal and the
social pattern? Dream sharing is one of the ways of giving meaning and place to the dream.
Not sharing is giving meaning and place as well. The communication of dreams gives insight
in the function of a dream, both individually and socially. In small-scale societies dream
sharing and interpretation also gives insight into power relations: serious dream research leads
to the one who is assumed to be the most knowledgeable in this field, often considered as a
religious specialist. Moreover, the chieftains often consult these same persons during difficult
situations and decisions.
2.8  DREAM GENRES
As mentioned above, not all dreams are shared. The dreams that are communicated are
generally dreams that are experienced as special, although the significance of dreams is
negotiable and not fixed. Dreams with a message, an extra meaning, puzzling or disturbing
and especially dreams of spiritual importance are open for discussion and interpretation. The
dreams seen as re-working the daily routine are in general not communicated unless they
contain special or disturbing images. The content of a dream is of main relevance whether a
dream is shared or not, and if shared, with whom, why and when. However, among the
Surinamese Amerindians, people who enjoy storytelling and listening may sometimes share a
dream for sheer entertainment.
At the moment a dream is communicated it enters the world of the narrative. The factual
contents stays unknown: what is communicated is the verbal expression of the images and
emotions a person has experienced in his or her sleep. This sketch is the material we have to
work with. What place does a narrated dream have in the social and religious context? In the
societies studied, dreams are true for the dreamer, and taken seriously by his or her audience,
in opposition to the common use of the word dream as a mere synonym for fantasy or unreal
event. When a story does not sound realistic, de narrator is admonished: ‘You are dreaming’,
or ‘It is only a dream’. Here, it concerns dreams one had during sleep, but taken seriously, and
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considered worthy to be shared and reflected on. Within the narrative the narration of dreams
has much in common with the narration of myths. However, the dream narrative is not a
translated message. The dream cannot be taken as a coherent set of underlying prepositional
intentions.35 Only through its narration does it get its shape when pictures, images and
emotions are put into words. Thus I mainly work with the manifest content of the dream, the
images that are remembered on awakening.
Underlying the dream surface lies the latent content, the deeper thoughts and feelings that
Freud says are always expressions of wishes (1965, pp. 281-301). The indigenous people of
Suriname and Australia would probably agree with him on the ‘day residue’ images found in
the dream, but they also believe in a spiritual origin of the dream content. The dream then is,
what Poirier (1990, p. 32) calls ‘a place of revelation, wherein the sacred ancestral word is
expressed’, where people see and meet the mythological Ancestors from their region, which
as we will see, as a religious dimension, has the capacity to have a great impact on their
valuing dreams ‘as much as for their contents as for the impression they leave on the waking
dreamer’ (Poirier 2003, p. 111). As it is not the intention of this study to discuss all different
kinds of dreams, I confine myself to dreams around important events in the life cycle, with
clear cultural, religious images or experienced by oneself as such. Therefore, I follow Poirier
in distinguishing different genres of dreams. In her study on the socialisation of dreams
among the Balgo (Australia), the oneiric process, Poirier (2003, p. 109) distinguishes two
genres: the shadow dreams and the dreams announcing something. By shadow dreams she
refers to the dreams that are forgotten upon awakening or that are considered insignificant.
The second genre contains so many different types of dreams that I suggest expanding this
narrow range of genres by including some other categories of dreams.
As for the shadow dreams, I would like to  add to this genre one of insignificant dreams
that are usually described as re-working the daily life. Poirier’s second genre contains dreams
that announce or reveal something of social importance for the daily routine, but also for
politics. Here I would like to add another genre that contains dreams of great spiritual and/or
ceremonial importance36, such as relating to spirit conception, death, initiation, art,
transmission of religious knowledge, sickness and sorcery, including dreams relating to
journeys of the spirit. This genre bears a resemblance to what Jung called ‘big dreams’. These
are the dreams that, as Carl Jung (1954 [1946], p. 117) noticed, ‘stand out for years like
spiritual landmarks, even though they may never be quite understood’. He further qualified
them as ‘the richest jewel in the treasure house of psychic experience’ (1954 [1946], p. 290).
The recognition of these kind of dreams is found throughout the world, and were historically
linked to religion. These dreams often have a numinous quality and can contain strange or
beautiful imagery, wisdom or horror. They could occur during psychologically important
                                                
35 cf. Foulkes 1985, p.193.
36 Dussart (2000, p. 146) speaks in context of a third and fourth genre: ‘conceptional’ and ‘innovative’,
containing new material, such as narratives, dance steps, designs and song texts.
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circumstances and the content of these dreams may remain in the memory for the rest of one’s
life (Adams 2003, p.105, 106). The second and third genres have more features or sub-genres.
I differentiate between the last two genres because the dreams of great spiritual and/or
ceremonial importance often belong to the ‘distinct yet not separated’ area of the spiritual
area.37 For example, in Aboriginal Australia the element of secret/sacred is very strong but is
completely lacking in the Surinamese Amerindian culture with the exception of the realm of
the religious specialist. These ‘secret/sacred’ dreams can reveal, authorise knowledge,
illuminate the familiar, mark (important) transitions, explain, or warn of danger or sickness. In
case of the Amerindians the spiritual dreams also refer back to the mythical past: after
nature’s beings lost their human form, they also lost their capability of speech. Thus dreams
are believed to be the most direct manifestations of communication.38 However, the piyai is
believed to be able to communicate with animals.
Dreams of the first genre may also be shared occasionally as a kind of leisure conversation
in which the audience is not of great importance, and the idea of ‘making conversation’ is
central.39
I use, with Poirier, the term genre, as it is impossible to draw a rigid line between the
genres; the boundaries are fluid. Dreams differ like the shades of colour of which it is
sometimes difficult to define the basic colour. When do we speak of seeing blue or seeing
green; is it blue-green or green-blue? The difference often depends more on personal
preference than on the factual colour. We must also realise that differentiating between genres
belongs to the etic terminology. People themselves do not make these distinctions; the only
distinction we find is the ‘secret’ or ‘non-secret’ area as more emic/etic, which is different in
almost every kinship group as I will discus in chapters 3,4 and 5.
2.9  APPLICATION
In the development of the object relations theory we notice that this theory has mainly been
used in or applied to western society and seen as an excellent tool. The application of the
object relations theory to other societies such as Hindu, Buddhist and small-scale societies
demonstrates the general value and usefulness of the theory. Object relations confirms that the
individual is not an island and does not exist individually; people with environmental
cosmologies, as discussed above, recognise themselves as being part of a community and
environment and are aware of their role in this community and environment, recognising
themselves as just a cog in the wheel, not existing without relations, hence as being ‘relational
by design’ (Bowlby 1953).
                                                
37 I will elaborate on the this in chapter 5 as in Aboriginal beliefs there is no division between sacred and secular
or between spiritual beliefs and the laws governing everyday life.
38 Cf. Descola 1994, p. 93.
39 Descola (1994, p.127) also mentions dream telling as a way of passing time among the Achuar of Ecuador.
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The individual is composed of relational configurations in both the past and the present.
Only within this tapestry of relationships can a person be understood. Likewise, the effect and
function of dreams have to be understood within the context of the community. In the
following chapters I will examine whether it is possible for personal and social development
to become visible through dreams on the basis of examples from the Aboriginal communities
of North Arnhem Land and the Arawak and Kari’na communities in the littoral area of
Suriname. Besides the mainstream of social intercourse, such as the communication of dreams
and fantasies, the presence of other persons should always be implied. When sharing, the
dreamer always expresses himself to others, generally significant others. His way of
communicating is shaped by his understanding and relationship with the sharing party.40 In
others words the way of talking to others varies according to the relationship a person has
with the other. In dream sharing this is also recognised. Cultural context often determines
whether dreams are shared or not. In other words the total body of transference, verbal and
non-verbal, determines the sharing and transformation of dreams. Thus I consider the
elements of narration, negotiation, interpretation (both personal and social), hierarchy and
property in the process of dreaming.
                                                
40 All theories of psychoanalysis recognise this (Greenberg & Mitchell 1983, p. 9).
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3
WHEN THE SPIRITS SPEAK
The Ancestral Connection
3.1  TO PROVIDE WITH A SOUL: THE ORIGIN OF DREAMS
Dreams are of great practical value for the majority of Surinamese Amerindians (also for
many of the urban Surinamese Amerindians in Suriname and in the Netherlands), but a more
important reason why their value should not be underestimated is the presumed spiritual
origin of dreams. This spiritual origin has its roots in the past with palpable offshoots in the
present. The Amerindian people of the Amazon believe that dreams and their meaning have
been offered by the Ancestors to them at a time when the mortal form of a living being was
considered nothing but a ‘dress’ as discussed above (p. 16). In this regard dreams and their
meaning constitute an important connection with the spirit world.
Hence, the mythical origin of dreams and its presumed Ancestral connection should not be
underestimated. I therefore open this chapter with a summary and brief discussion of this
story.
Furthermore, I illustrate this living oral tradition with four examples of dreams that are
experienced as messages from the spirits. Dreams play a prominent role in spiritual transitions
and transformation, then indicating a change in attitude towards life and religious life. This
can coincide with considerations of getting more involved in piyai sani (matters of the
religious specialist) as will become evident from the first example, the dream on medicinal
plants which is discussed below. Since this dream involves aspects of piyai practice, I also
outline the world of the piyai. The second dream illustrates the influence of dreams on ritual
singing, as observed during the annual village feast of Bigi Poika.1 The third example is the
recounting of a dream connected with the place of birth of an elderly lady from Bigi Poika.
The last dream illustrates the daily practice of a self-proclaimed piyai of Cassipora, narrating
the anxieties of an adolescent girl who sought his advice.
To illustrate the various aspects of the spiritual origin of dreams I have selected the
following Trio dream-story. The main reason for choosing this story is that it is well
documented, but also because the Trio2 and Kari’na stories are almost identical in structure
                                                
1 Bigi Poika is a Kari’na village with around 360 inhabitants. The Kari’na name of the village is Akaranya. The
chieftain explains the change in name: ‘A long time ago the Kari’na had their slash-and-burn gardens,
kostgrondjes, along the creek. Every day they went to their gardens to plant and look after the vegetation. They
had a great variety of plants. They also grew a kind of potato, which we call napi, but our ancestors called it
napoi; they can be black or white. One day, strangers came and asked the Kari’na women “where are you from?”
The women answered “We are going to harvest napoi”. But in Kari’na, our language, that is ‘napoika’. And this
is how our village became to be known as (Bigi) Poika.
2 Further, the Trio are closely connected to the Kari’na not only in language (Carib linguistic family), but also as
a people, see chapter 1.
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and contents.3 The great similarities between the dream-stories of the different indigenous
groups from both the coastal area and the interior, suggest a common pan-indigenous origin
for most of the stories.
This is the story of a Trio man who met Aware [opossum] a long time ago when he was
hunting. He told his wife that he would shoot a tinamou,4 ‘bush chicken’. After a long chase
someone else fired two arrows from another direction. It was Aware, that is grandfather
opossum, who claimed victory and the catch as well. Our Trio hunter accepted defeat and
was invited by Aware to his house to eat the bird with him and his wife.
When the bird was prepared Aware told his guest to eat only the meat and gnaw the bones
later. After dinner he was invited to stay overnight as it was getting late. Before going to
sleep Aware informed him how he spends the night. ‘I spent the nights differently here,’ said
Aware, ‘let us provide ourselves with a soul’ [that is, “let us dream”].
 However, the Trio had no idea what his grandfather was talking about and pretended to
sleep, making sounds like ‘pëë … pëë … pëë’, ‘just what people say when they don’t know
what to say.’ But Aware saw this and said: ‘No, that is not dreaming, that is not the way to
dream! Dreaming is providing ourselves with a soul, a jaguar’s soul, or a snake’s soul.’
Since the Trio still had no idea, Aware explained further: ‘Well, dreaming is …almost like
reality. … As if we are with body, but not with soul. It is true, it is like reality, grandson,
believe me’. Aware also explained to him the correlation existing between events in life and
their counterpart events preceded in dreams, but the Trio still did not really understand.
Aware then told him to go to sleep. When he slept Aware went to his hammock and looked
fixedly at him, and continually stared fixedly at the man’s face.5 And then the Trio began to
dream. He woke up scared, as he had dreamed of a jaguar, then of people killing him. Aware
again explained to him the meaning of the dreams and the connection with reality. This was
followed by many dreams and, every time he awoke, Aware patiently explained. In this way
Aware ‘showed’ him all the dreams until the Trio ‘possessed’ all the dreams and their
meaning. This was the gift from grandfather Aware, a gift from the spirits to the Trio.
Before going home the next morning, the Trio was first invited for breakfast. When Aware’s
wife opened the pot of the previous day, the Trio saw that there was meat on the bones
again! Aware then asked him to choose between the gift of the dreams and the [perpetually]
returning meat. He chose the dreams and therefore the dreams are more important to the Trio
than the guarantee of food. After breakfast, the Trio went home and recounted the gift of the
dreams to his wife on. That night he passed it on to his wife and this is how the Trio got their
dreams.’ 6
                                                
3 Cf. Van Kempen in his overview of indigenous oral history, limits himself to a general explanation of the
functioning of Kari’na songs in order not to repeat too much, and therefore is more restricted on the other
indigenous peoples of Suriname. For instance, as Van Kempen (2002, p. 179,180) observes that variations of a
particular Wayana initiation story are also found with the Kari’na, Arawak, Trio and Warau.
4 Derived from its Latin term tinamus crypturellus
5 When Tëmeta shared this story with Koelewijn, he was not sitting still but showed how Aware bent over the
Trio, imitating the movements of Aware.
6 Abridged form, for the full story and translation of ‘Aware epohtoponpë’ as told by Tëmeta, see Koelewijn &
Rivière 1987, p. 89-93. Former piyai Tëmeta died December 2002. Although he converted to Christianity, he
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In this myth we find, beside the origin of dreams, themes that return in many different stories
such as for example the relationship between humans, animals and the spirit world. In the
Surinamese Amerindian mythology there is no significant difference between man and
animal; animals change into men or women, and vice versa, and become the respective spouse
and have children together. The dividing line between the material and the spirit world seems
vague. Many animals are seen as Ancestors and accordingly addressed as relatives such as,
for instance, grandfather.
It is commonly believed that, as in Aboriginal Australia, the spirit world ‘uses’ the dream
to contact the material world. It is in this regard where dreams related to hunting fit in, for
example for securing permission (validation) for killing a specific animal, or as in our case,
for revealing a mythological or Ancestral connection.7 This story teaches that somewhere in
the mythical past, the Trio (and thus presumably including other Amerindians belonging to
the Cariban group) had no dreams. It tries to explain the origin of dreams among those
groups. It further contains interesting splashes of psychological interpretations, such as the
notions that dreams can be reruns of the past day. Also the notion ‘it is like reality’ could be
linked to the idea of polyphasic consciousness (see p. 5). Most notably of course, the idea that
dreams ‘infuse one with a soul’ that comes from the spiritual and ancestral world is an
important factor in social and religious life. The dreams were once given to them by the
Ancestors, as a gift that was meant ‘to provide them with souls’. The idea of ‘infusing’
someone with a soul sheds light on important information concerning aspects of daily life,
social matters such as marriage, birth death, economic matters such as hunting, fishing,
planting, and religious matters such as communication between the material and the spirit
world.
The end of this story shows how highly the Trio esteem this ‘infusion with a soul’. Before
the Trio leaves grandfather Aware, he is placed before a dilemma, i.e. that of choosing
between dreams and food. Although at that moment the Trio is not aware of the choice he has
to make, it seems to reflect an underlying moral dilemma or paradox, viz. that of choosing
between ‘material food’ and ‘spiritual food’. This further implies a subordinate position of the
Trios who had presumably put up with not having dreams for a long time, but realised their
value after this gift.
The personal realisation of the Ancestral connection is thus responsible for the impact
dreams have on the life of individuals or that of the entire community. Some of the dreams
that are dreamt repeatedly may be understood as urgent ‘calls’ from the world beyond,
                                                                                                                                                        
nevertheless attached great importance to keeping the tradition alive and saving the traditional knowledge which
is largely being ignored by the younger generation. He therefore entrusted his life story and many other stories to
Koelewijn for future generations.
As a teacher (1973-1981) among the Trio at Pereru Tepu, Koelewijn made the admirable effort to collect and
publish a number of Trio stories in Tarëno, English and Dutch. With his permission I have used this story as an
example of the origin of dreams.
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pointing to the necessity to ‘listen’ to them. Neglecting the embedded ‘messages’ of dreams
thus implies neglecting their senders, i.e. the Ancestral spirits, as well as an indirect rejection
of their gifts and wisdom. Although these days the memory of most of the old stories,
including the origin of dreams, may have faded, if not disappeared altogether, the notion of
importance and value attached to many customs is still felt. Accordingly, there is much
anxiety when rituals or traditions are neglected or abandoned willingly or unwillingly (see
below, ‘village feast’). However, the unwary individual may even experience those repeated
‘calls’ as disturbing and subsequently look for means to get rid of them.
3.2  USE US!
3.2.1 Neglecting the Spirits of Medicinal Plants
The following dream recounts of what is experienced as a direct communication with the
spirits of medicinal plants. Notably, the dream occurred not long after the spirits were
neglected by the receiver of the plants.
Josien Aluman, a Kari’na lady living in Paramaribo, told me how not long after the demise
of her maternal grandfather (around 1999), she visited her aunt who lives in a Kari’na village
in French Guyana. At the end of this visit her aunt offered her cuttings of medicinal plants.
This aunt was aware of Josien’s interest and love for her own indigenous culture, religion and
practices, and thus assumed that these cuttings would be appreciated and cared for in the
appropriate way. Customarily these plants should not be given away but should be ‘stolen’ by
the one who intends to use them. Asking for them is therefore ‘senseless’. So the option that
remains is the culturally accepted way of obtaining the plants without explicit permission, viz.
by stealing them. Josien however was offered them by her aunt although without asking for
them. Josien recalls the consequences:
‘When returning home I planted the herbs in the garden of my house in Paramaribo. The
cuttings grew beautifully. However I neglected them without ever utilising them. Then I
started to dream. I dreamt of the plants; all their leaves were on a big heap and my husband
placed in the middle, naked. This dream returned day after day for a while. The dream was
scary and disturbing, I hardly slept and felt completely out of balance. I felt how the spirits
of the plants had travelled with the cuttings and now visited my sleep. I felt as if these spirits
were killing me.’8
                                                                                                                                                        
7 Cf. Descola 1994, p. 264; Magana 1984, p.139; Jara 1990, p. 173)
8 The idea of becoming ill when the messages of spirits in dreams are neglected is quite common. A lady from
the Arawak village Powakka, converted to Christianity, is known as being regularly visited by the spirits of a
healing stone, which she inherited from her father. However, she threw the stone in the Suriname river as she did
not want to use the stone. Now it is believed by some of her relatives that the stone wants to be put into practice
and speaks through her dreams. She does not want to know about these practices but every time after the dreams
she gets high fever and feels severely ill for a few days.
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After this  disturbing dream she  phoned her sister as she is used to do. Her sister told her that
she should start using the plants. Josien asked her how, and her sister answered to start with
offerings and wassie’s, the Creole term for ritual purifying baths. The spirits of the plants had
come along with the cuttings and wanted to be utilised. Since they were neglected, they
started visiting Josien in her dreams. All this scared Josien so much that she finally decided to
remove the plants. However the plants and dreams still returned, the plants appeared
indestructible and  unstoppable and the dreams kept returning. Then she spoke to the plants ‘I
cannot use you yet, but I do find you beautiful!’ After she had said so the dreams stopped.
Josien concludes her story with the words that it is therefore better to steal plants because
then you may actually use them without necessarily caring for the plants and their spirits.
3.2.2 Relational field
Josien Aluman-Tokoe is a married woman, born in 1960, living in Paramaribo. Her husband
is a staff member of indigenous affairs at the cultural department of the ministry of education.
She was born and raised in the traditional environment of the Kari’na village
Christiaankondre (Galibi). In 2001 Josien became the first female member of the board of the
Surinamese department of the COICA (Co-ordinating Body for the Indigenous Oganizations
of the Amazon Basin), in the department of education, culture and human rights.
Josien describes herself as a woman who has always been interested in her traditional
heritage. As a child she would rather sit with the elders and listen to their stories than play
with her peers; on this account her grandparents called her ‘granny’. She claims to have a
stock of traditional knowledge. After the death of her grandfather (around 4 or 5 years ago)
with whom she had a very strong connection, she has started to collect songs and stories of
the elderly people in Galibi. She is a woman with a rich dream life who learned to share her
dreams at an early age. Nowadays she shares her dreams with her sister; thus she initially also
shared this dream with her sister, and later with the aunt who gave her the cuttings. Soon after
the death of her grandfather, who was known as a powerful piyai, she started to dream of him.
She recounts how these dreams were messages from her grandfather, expressing his wish of
Josien becoming his successor. According to Josien, there was enough time for her to make
the decision later on when she would be ready to take on the heavy duties of a religious
specialist. However, the dreams were so strong that they became disturbing and she was
advised to ‘calm them down’. One or two years later, her mother, with the help of a piyai,
‘calmed’ these dreams down. Nowadays, she does not remember her dreams as often and
vividly as before. ‘Perhaps’, she tells, ‘the piyai has taken away too much’.
Josien belongs to a family of powerful piyai exponents; however all have died before she
could be initiated. She confides that now she is thinking about piyai initiation though she does
not trust any of the, what she calls, ‘so-called’ piyai of Galibi, as she likes to qualify them.
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Only when it was too late, i.e. when her grandfather died, did she realise that he would have
been the most suitable person to teach and initiate her, particularly as he had asked her to
become his successor. Now, she is considering going to trustworthy relatives in French
Guyana for training and initiation. Although her time-consuming position at the COICA may
be an obstacle in her path of personal and spiritual development towards eventually becoming
a piyai, she is considering returning to live in her native village and finally follow the path of
her grandfather. This idea was also, as she relates, accompanied by a dream (sometime in
2003), as she dreamt a few times of a group of people with ‘traditional knowledge’ which she
explains as a ‘calling’. Besides the dreams, both her mother and other family members tell her
repeatedly that she should use her gifts.
3.2.3 The Piyai
Piyai is the common term the Kari’na, and nowadays the Arawak as well (though the Lokono
term is semetsji), use for their religious specialists, who are particularly seen as a healer (a
medicine man or woman) for both body and soul; his or her expertise belongs to the realm of
indigenous traditional knowledge and laws. The piyai also is the mediator between the human
world and the spirit world. Or, in the words of Mark Plotkin ‘in a sense a shaman is one stop
shopping’.9
The institution of the piyai goes back to mythical times. There is a wide range of stories on
their origin10 and the origin of their knowledge and powers, tracing them back to the first
offspring of the mythical ancestors or to the abduction of an individual by the spirits, to be
returned after a period of tuition overflowing with knowledge and powers. The first piyai
received his knowledge as a direct gift from the spirit world. Until recently, the piyakon were
considered the intellectuals of these communities, leading the village both socially, politically
and spiritually, caring for the well-being of their people. They had their own specialisation,
according to their personal interest, such as curing illness, astronomy, dream interpretation,
dance and songs, or botany.
Although the position of piyai is often associated with certain families, it is not hereditary
and remains a vocation, ‘calling’ or mission. A natural interest in the environment, the oral
tradition, myth, disease, and dream interpretation are always present in the candidates.11 Most
significant is the ‘vocation’, often already clear before the candidate piyai is born. In this
respect Koelewijn recounted12 the example of the recently deceased Trio piyai Tëmeta of
Tepu. Before his birth, a piyai had seen spirits around his mother during her pregnancy, and
thus he already knew about the child’s destiny. Tëmeta’s personal history has numerous
                                                
9 www.theshamansapprentice.com
10 For instance, Van Nie 1993, pp. 227-239.
11 Cf. Reichel-Dolmatoff on shamanism in Colombian Northwest Amazon (1987, pp. 7,8).
12 Koelewijn 2003, personal communication.
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elements that in an early stage refer to shamanistic practice: his father was unknown and he
was therefore supposed to die after birth. However, he was saved by the aforementioned piyai.
When he grew up he became very ill with polio. An uncle, also a piyai, took this as the direct
cause to tell him to become a piyai. At the time he refused but in due time he could not resist
the spirits (and community) and did become a piyai. Here we clearly recognise the ‘reluctant
shaman’. As Levi-Strauss wrote, it is easier to follow the ideas of the community, or
accusations (in case of witchcraft), than fight them and prove the opposite.13
In the recent past three categories of
piyaimen and -women were known,
named after the plants or trees they
derived their powers from: the pamy or
‘tobacco’ piyai, the pomyi or ‘pepper’
piyai and the takini-emy or ‘takini tree’14)
piyai. Aluman mentions two other
categories from the far past, the kumaka
or ‘kankantri’ piyai and the kuasini or
‘kwasini’ piyai. The kankantri and the
kwasini are trees accommodating white
(good), and black (malicious) spirits. It is
believed that the good spirits live in the
base of the tree and the malicious ones
live in the upper part of the tree (Aluman
1999, p. 179). Nowadays only takini- and
tobacco piyai are found. The piyai were
ranked and subdivided hierarchically:
pepper piyai of West Suriname were
known as the most powerful, followed by the tobacco piyai of Saramacca and the takini piyai
of Marowijne (Boven 1999, p. 11). The piyaikon derive their specific names from the plants
of which the juices are used during initiation15 and use in their practice. On their part, these
plants are further related to different kind of spirits. It remains to be seen whether the
hierarchy observed between the piyaikon corresponds with a similar hierarchy between the
spirits of the plants.
Until recently the positions of chieftain (kapitein) and that of religious specialist (piyai)
were considered of equal ranking and importance and often held by one and the same
person.16 However, for the past few decades,17 this situation has started to change. Perhaps due
                                                
13 Cf. Claude Levi Strauss, 1972, description of the sorcerer and his magic, p. 167, in his reference to F. Boas.
14 A kind of ‘latex’ tree.
15 The initiation ceremony in Marowijne is described by Kloos 1971.
16 With reference to the passing away of the chieftain John Jagendorst of Bigi Poika in 1919, the interference of
the Catholic mission who tried to install a chieftain of their own liking, and the preference of the people of Bigi
The piyai with the marakka in his hand.
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to politicisation and an increased disinterest in culture, the chieftain has become relatively
more important and where piyaikon are found, their role has largely been marginalised.
Although Aluman claims that the piyaikon still occupy an important role in Kari’na
society, in particular in the passing on of culture (Aluman 1999, p. 185), to the best of my
knowledge there is hardly any strong evidence to substantiate his claim, except perhaps in
isolated cases where revivalists try to reinstall the old tradition. Under pressure of
Christianity, European influences and modern schooling, the training of indigenous religious
specialists is rapidly disappearing. This set-back is further aggravated by the fact that many of
the present piyaikon are not recognised or taken seriously because they were not formally
trained and initiated and thus not considered to have much power. A substantial number of the
Amerindians of the coastal area even claim that there are no real piyaikon anymore in their
territory. This became clear during the opening and initiation of the Saron bridge when the
former Trio piyai Temëta from the south was invited for this task, since the inhabitants of
Pikin Saron were not convinced of the authenticity of the piyaikon operating in their own
region. This shows general agreement on at least one thing, namely that these people are not
as powerful as the piyaikon from the past.
Nonetheless, in most Amerindian villages of the coastal area, one finds some rudimentary
form of piyai-ship. Most of them even do not or would not like to call themselves piyai,
though some people consider them as genuine. These piyaikon are usually consulted in case of
illness (by both Amerindians and people from other ethnic groups), which is generally
perceived as related to malicious spirits, which may or may not have been ‘sent’ by some
enemy. The healing ritual of the piyai consists of calling up the good spirits and requesting
them to look for the cause of the illness; the treatment goes through these good spirits as well.
After treatment they are thanked one by one and properly sent back to their own world to the
accompaniment of special songs.
 The world of the piyai is still full of secrecy and sacredness, and only the initiate, under
full secrecy, will obtain this knowledge. The learning process used to start at a young age and
initiation was usually severe. Formal training, followed by initiation, went along with
isolation in the forest and all kinds of taboos and physical deprivation. Traditional knowledge
has always been  passed down orally from generation to generation. However, this tradition is
slowly coming to an end, for various reasons. Parents and elders blame this on the lack of
interest of the children, but education in the city, which separates them from their parents,
plays a more important role. During the age of secondary schooling the indigenous children
used to receive traditional knowledge, but now [have to] go to the city, from which many do
not return to their village after their schooling. The availability of allopathic medicines
                                                                                                                                                        
Poika for Emelius van der Bos as a student of Jagendorst and therefore piyaiman as well, the District
Commissioner writes in 1921: ‘As far to my knowledge all Indian chieftains are piyaimen’ (Archives of the
diocese, Paramaribo).
17 Nonetheless, the deceased chieftain Alfred Jagendorst (d. 1995) of Bigi Poika descended from a strong piyai-
tradition, as well as the present chieftain Ricardo Pane of Galibi.
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Josien at the international day of indigenous people,
August 9, 2004 in Paramaribo.
decreases the need for traditional medicines, a fact that further undermines the social status of
the piyai.
An untoward consequence of the exclusiveness of this spiritual position is that when no
suitable successors are appointed in time, as has often been the case in the preceding decades,
the entire position or institution of piyai-ship may disappear.18 It is lamented that along with
this loss, the indigenous people feel that they lose their messenger or medium to their
ancestral worlds, including their ancestral knowledge and traditions.
3.2.4 Medicinal Plants
Tropical rainforests are known as an almost inexhaustible source of medicinal plants and
herbs. Long before the discoveries of the pharmaceutical industry, the indigenous inhabitants
were well aware of the value of their natural surroundings. For most of these people the use of
plants and herbs for medicinal
purposes was common knowledge,
though the effects and ritual
application of plants was and still is
surrounded with mystery. In the
coastal region the activities of
present-day piyaikon are generally
limited to purifying baths (wassi) or
prescribing and administering plants
and herbs for medical purposes.
However, this practice in only
marginal, since allopathic medicine
(referred to as ‘western’) is greatly
preferred.
When asked how people in
general learned to use the plants and
herbs, they usually tell how they
learned it from their parents and
grandparents. The piyaikon’s
knowledge on this subject was
respected and admired. The piyaikon
learns about plants during his or her apprenticeship from a teacher, and significantly through
dreams. Plants appear in their dreams, and a proper reaction to them leads to knowledge that
                                                
18 In Tepu, in the south of Suriname Mark Plotkin has initiated a shaman school, to prevent further loss of
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants.
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comes directly from the spirit of the plant itself. As for their healing capacity, the plants
should not be taken for granted; they should only be picked when needed, used in the proper
way and thanked for their help, otherwise the spirits will withdraw and cease to transfer
knowledge. Without exception all Amerindians in Suriname with whom I spoke and who
work with medicinal plants, emphasise that they obtain their knowledge mainly through
dreams. Currently there is a notable interest in and research into the religious specialist and
medical plants from the tropical rainforests.19
Presently, the piyaikon and plants are almost inextricably linked. The international day of
indigenous people opens in Suriname with piyai prayers and a ritual bath. The picture shows
how Josien after the piyaikon, also prays with the plants, breaking their leaves ‘as’, she
explained, ‘to have their power released, to give insight and power for the future to be visible.
Thus the power reaches everybody, to be united’. Josien experienced this day in 2004 as
particularly special, as it was the first time that this particular day has been celebrated as a
national holiday in Suriname. She, emotionally, said ‘It was a moment to be together and to
remember all who are no longer with us and experience this occasion collectively’.
3.2.5 Transition and Transformation
At first sight Josien’s nightmares about the neglected spirits of the plants (p. 52), may not
seem to have major consequences in her life. However, her ultimate decision may have far-
reaching implications extending far beyond the boundaries of her family and village. Thus far
her own position was largely limited to that of a housewife, married to a man with an
important public position representing the indigenous people on national and international
conferences. Not long after the nightmares appeared, she obtained the position in the COICA
(2001).
Being or rather becoming a religious specialist has a great impact on someone’s life and
status. It not only burdens the practitioner with numerous obligations and responsibilities, but
also revives an ancient tradition, which happens to be respected by non-Amerindians, in
particular European and American scholars.
Josien is at a crossroads of her life. She will not have more children, and is already a
grandmother. Her children are grown up and independent. This transition has made it possible
for her to put more time and energy into political matters (i.e. the COICA) and religious
matters (collecting traditional songs and stories). She considers taking the full step to
becoming a piyai. She is aware of the difficulties in her path; some people will ridicule the
decision, whereas others will respect it. On the international front she will naturally benefit
                                                
19 For example, Plotkin’s research institution The Shaman's Apprentice program, the ACT (Amazon
Conservation Team) and CI (Conservation International) in this field in Suriname. Besides research Plotkin has
started a so-called ‘shaman’s school’ where indigenous youngsters can again obtain knowledge in the field of the
traditional medicinal plants.
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from her husband’s position and connections. All this will nevertheless cause her enough
upheaval: as a piyaiwoman and a public figure she would be invested with traditional
knowledge and authority that  transgress the boundaries of her own family, village and
country.
It is in this phase of her life, coinciding with the death of her grandfather, that the dreams
that she connects with the world of the religious specialist have started appearing.
3.2.6 Sharing
In the process of making her dreams and ideas public, Josien has followed a certain path,
which has helped her in sorting out a number of socio-psychological matters. First, it is not
the contents and meaning of the dream which are the subject of negotiation, but with whom,
when and what to share. She starts carefully by first consulting her sister, her confidante in
dream sharing. Her sister confirms her idea that the spirits of the plants visit her in her
dreams, thus confirming the spiritual connection. Other dreams, such as the dreams about her
grandfather, she also tells to her mother. Initially, these dreams which are experienced as
strongly connected to the spirit and ancestral world, are disturbing and Josien has them ‘taken
away’. However, she has not yet fully abandoned the idea of becoming a piyai. Her sister,
mother and brothers-in-law try to convince her to make a start with using her powers. Though
aware of the general Surinamese attitude towards her own indigenous tradition, she is
encouraged by the current interest of research and dares to speak out. In this situation she
began sharing her dreams with me, but also brought the safety of her family in jeopardy by
stepping out of her very private world of dreams.
By sharing this particular dream with me she knew that her desire will be made public in
due time, particularly to an audience interested and involved in indigenous affairs. This will
for sure raise her image in the eyes of foreigners, and grant recognition beyond her own
community, while she knows that within the rural indigenous community her position will
remain under scrutiny. By sharing the dream with her sister and aunt, she prepares them and
seeks recognition and authorisation within the small circle of family members.
Thus the sharing of this particular dream has different implications: she underlines on the
one hand its relevancy for herself, and on the other hand, on a social level, she prepares her
immediate surroundings about her desire of becoming a piyai. She thus employs the narrative
of the dreams to conserve and strengthen the existing order (her piyai heritage) and to
authorise innovation and change (her own transition). In her narrative of the dreams, she
underlines her latent connection with the traditional spirit world, which could be revived
when initiated by, what she calls, ‘a real piyai’. By repeating that she hails from a tradition of
powerful piyai, she emphasises her lifelong interest in spiritual matters attested to by the
nickname ‘granny’ that the elderly people had given her.
She told me that her uncle, Ricardo Pane, the chieftain of Christiaankondre, Galibi, has
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inherited ‘piyai-equipment’ from his father (her grandfather) and that he is very
knowledgeable. On the other hand, he is not initiated and therefore no piyai, and appropriately
does not practice.
Josien’s telling the plants ‘I cannot use you yet, but I do find you beautiful!’, indicates that
she is seriously considering becoming a piyaiwoman. She further explains the other dreams
about her deceased grandfather as signals that on the one hand, push her in a certain direction,
but on the other hand, also indicate that she should wait until she feels she is ready. Her
dreams and genealogy of religious specialists will convince the villagers of Galibi of the
sincerity of her intentions.
3.2.7 Accompanying the transition
Josien immediately experienced her dreams as extremely powerful, and disturbing as well:
from an early stage they manifest as dreams of passage in accompanying her transition to
piyai. Elements of secrecy are not found, though a dream like this is not easily shared; only
the appropriate persons are consulted. Despite the absence of secrecy in sharing the dream,
spiritual elements are involved. In Josien’s dream the sanctity of the plants, or rather of their
spirits, is obviously violated. For the dreamer this experience was very real: she neglected the
plants and thus didn’t treat them properly, i.e. didn’t use them the way they were spiritually
supposed to be treated, and thus committed violations against the Ancestral world (here we
recognise the notion that the reality of the dream is not experienced very differently from the
reality of waking life). In making the decision to become a religious specialist and/or a healer,
dreams play an important role, as they are a first indication that a person is destined to
become such a specialist and what this occupation means. Tedlock (1992, p. 456), for
example, also noticed among the Tzutujil Maya that ‘the dreamer frequently disregards the
message, but dreams of the same type reappear’. The recurrent nature of dreams is also found
in Josien’s case. Ultimately, on a spiritual level, she could no longer ignore the contents of the
dreams, as they made her even physically sick.
The dreams about her deceased grandfather are less direct as they leave her enough time to
do things at her own pace, although she feels the pressure that she should follow her
grandfather’s path. Hence for her the series of dreams signifies the confirmation of her
connection with the spirit world because the spirits use her dreams as a vessel of
communication. For Josien, the private realm of the dream-space is a sacred place of
revelation and of great spiritual importance, a place where she contacts the spirit world. This
type of dream with such a strong impact prepares her for a duty for which she apparently does
not feel prepared yet.
In the dreams, as in the liminal period of initiation rites, preparations for the
metamorphosis and the transition towards the realm of the religious specialist appear to be
made. When she separates herself from the waking world, in her sleep and dreams, she meets
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her spiritual mentors in the dream-space, who have separated from the spirit world to ‘teach’
her. Every time on awakening after such a dream her consideration of becoming a religious
specialist grows and becomes more convincing. The idea of becoming a piyai is already a
major change in thinking, knowing that the adjustment in life-style will have far-reaching
implications. Becoming a piyai concerns the transition from a secular life to a spiritual and
public life full of duties and taboos. Part of the integration of the contents of the dreams into
her waking life, is the process of sharing her dreams with appropriate persons.
In this dream the layers of the rêve de passage coincide: at a crossroads of midlife the
spiritual layer of the dream provides her with personal courage in this midlife crisis (personal
layer) and the authorisation (social layer) needed to make these changes in the public (social)
area. By fulfilling an old wish of herself and her grandfather, while remaining within the
family tradition, she would be taking up religious and social responsibilities as well. She will
thus practise what her husband is preaching: ‘take indigenous business seriously, indigenous
culture and religion is still very much alive, not just a relic from the past, but practised and
respected.’ Not just something one can just take up, but that lies in the line of a long family
history, and not taken up by wish but by ‘birth’,20 ordered by the spirits who have
accompanied and inspired her throughout her life. Thus the dream serves a personal goal in
accompanying her to a new phase in life, a life devoted to the community in a spiritual way.
This already implies the social consequences of her dream, which substantiate her words. The
connection with the spirit world is clear: the spirits use the dream as a vessel of
communication, urging her to start practising.
Josien’s dream is not considered secret, but the spiritual importance expresses sacredness:
the spirits speak directly, announce or rather urge her (with revelations) to start practising
traditional healings with medicinal plants. The plants want to be put into use and thus
authorise the user, i.e. Josien, particularly as she connects this dream with the messages she
receives from her grandfather through her dreams. In the end the dream may be experienced
as the mark of important transition and transformation: the transition of a woman who has
raised her children and thus, whether she likes it or not, enters another stage in life. For Josien
these dreams together form a ‘spiritual landmark’, ‘big dreams’ (see 2.8); although not all the
dreams are completely understood, their impression is strong and life-changing.
If she goes through with her idea of becoming an initiated piyai, Josien’s dream will
change social order a great deal and thus create what Turner (1974, pp. 37-43) called a ‘social
drama’ (with the sequence break – crisis – reintegration). She will ‘break’ the regular norm of
being a housewife, appropriate for the status of her husband. From being an ordinary
housewife she may become a religious specialist complete with the attendant knowledge,
power and prestige. However, before she would be acknowledged as such, an ambivalent
‘crisis’ will arise; part of her family will support her but more people, even within her own
                                                
20 Cf. Levy Strauss 1972.
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family, will ridicule her. Some will even try to prevent her realising her plans. In a certain
way it will strengthen her family line of powerful piyai and confirm the idea that in some
families dreams and visions occur more often than in others. In the light of recent revival of
indigenous culture and taking Plotkin’s shaman’s apprenticeship program in Tepu in the south
of the country into account, opinions will be very diverse both from traditionalists as well as
the more Christian oriented indigenous people. It could even lead to an attempt to settle old
scores of some of the chieftains with her husband, as his relationship with them may be
described as somewhat tense.
The traditional indigenous cosmology is still meaningful, and thus a newly initiated piyai-
woman will probably be accepted in the end. And however long the period of consideration
may take, recognition will follow and complete the ‘reintegration’ into social order. Thus her
transformation to piyaiwoman will become complete with the help of her dreams, as these
provide her individual and social by authorising character in solving conflicts. The dreams are
part of the process of metamorphosis to emergence as piyai (Lincoln 1981, p. 101). She feels
how the dreams guide her, and give her strength to emerge finally from her doubts into being
a traditional piyaiwoman. Hence, her dreams can be qualified as transitional phenomena:
facilitating a (major) transition in her life and stimulating maturation.
3.3  VILLAGE FEAST: SINGING AND DANCING AT A RITUAL FEAST
3.3.1 The Village Feast
The second dream I will discuss, illustrates the influence of dreams on ritual singing. It
centres around an annual feast held at Bigi Poika. 21 In June 2001 I attended the village feast of
the Kari’na village Bigi Poika as a guest invited by both the democratically elected chieftain
Charles Arumijo and the son of former chieftain Hugo Jagendorst, who had appointed himself
as the traditional heir to the chieftainship.
Most of the ceremony and the feast takes place around the compound of the former
chieftain Hugo Jagendorst, who died in 1998. The rituals take place at the Akarani or Poika
creek which was the entrance to the village at the time when it could only be reached by
water, until a road was built in 1963. Several ancestral spirits are said to reside there in the
two parakuwa trees (Latin: mora excelsa) on opposite banks. Some respondents claim that the
trees are inhabited by the spirits of runaway slaves; this might be an explanation for the strong
Creole character of the opening ritual, performed by seven persons, that takes place under the
trees. On the second day, the morning ceremony starts at the same place with a collective
ritual.
However, due to problems around the position of the chief and his leadership, the village
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was divided into two camps and consequently there were two celebrations in 2001.22 I
happened to be invited to both parties. One took place near the compound of Hugo
Jagendorst, who conducted the traditional ritual on the first day, starting on Saturday morning
before sunrise and which was supposed to end on Sunday at noon (in agreement with
chieftain Arumijo). The other took place near the house of chief Arumijo and was planned in
such a way that it would begin when the other ended, that is, beginning on Sunday at noon
and lasting until late in the evening. In order to avoid further conflicts in the village, chieftain
Arumijo kept well away from the rites of the first group and had decided to call his feast a
‘Fathers-day’ celebration as it coincided with that event. However, he told me time and again
during the feast and afterwards that next year he would conduct the ritual.
The dreams discussed here were dreamt by Dora Teërom, the lead singer at the traditional
ritual performed by Hugo Jagendorst. Notably, aunt Dora was the lead singer in the ‘camp’ of
Jagendorst, whereas her daughter Ida was in Arumijo’s.
Dora Teërom is a respected and ‘knowledgeable woman’ from Bigi Poika, and has been
the lead singer and a sambura [drum] player during the village feasts since 2000. She narrated
the following story:
‘Once a year there is this village feast (kondre feest). The feast starts when the 7 stars are in
the sky [in June] and continues for two days. The village feast was initiated in 1956 and was
started because of the high rate of infant mortality. When chieftain Jagendorst saw that his
people were dying, he  began looking for the cause of the infant mortality.
One night he dreamt that he should ask the elders for advice. The next morning he spoke
with the elders and they replied that the elders maintain the whole parnassi [plantation] with
religious business but that the younger generation does not practice these things anymore.
Thus they advised that once a year when the seven stars are in the sky there should be a
village feast where there would be a purification ceremony for the village and [ritual]
dancing at the oldest tree of the village at the creek.
In the beginning, that is in the first years the feast was celebrated, the piyai played the
marakka [the sacred rattle of the piyai]23 and my father the sambura [drum]. At that time,
there still was a genuine piyaiman, Arisheru. However, after 5 years, in 1961, he died. He
was the last initiated piyaiman of Bigi Poika. His marakka had something of the piyai in
itself.’
Of her own performance she tells:
                                                                                                                                                        
21 For an elaborate description see Boven 1998, ‘Leadership qualities in relation to a communal ceremony. The
annual festivities of a Kari’na village in Suriname’.
22 Another reason is that chieftain Arumijo fought against ‘drugs-pushing’ in his village; consequently, he had to
hand over some of the villagers to the police. By some of the villages this was seen as a betrayal of his own
people.
23 The marakka contains pebbles; these are believed to have a soul and represent a part of the world of man and
piyai (Vernooij 1993, p. 20).
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‘When someone sings, the spirits of playing and singing should be ‘on him or her’. The
knowledge of the spirit becomes also your knowledge, and the same goes for the krawasi
[dance rattle filled with yoro-yoro seeds] and the marakka [rattle of the piyai]. Some songs
show how you have to dance as well. The songs you learn from your ancestors. When you
begin to play the sambura, the first song is the opening or rather greeting of the drum. At
that moment you sing that ‘the drum should open itself to you’. You then proceed in the
same way with the krawasie and the marakka. This is followed by all kinds of different
songs. You should choose your songs in such a way that it sounds beautiful. You may sing
‘traditional songs from the elders’ but you may also adjust them yourself [the singer]. You
can improvise as you like and make all kind of variations.
In advance you dream about the feast as well. You dream that everything will go smoothly.
At first, you have dreams that show your concern. You are worried how you should do
things, how to perform. Then you dream how it will go, how you are going to handle it. It is
important that you follow your dream exactly; if you do so, everything will go as you
wished. So if you have dreamt that you should sing a certain song first, then that is what you
will do. Therefore, you must remember your dreams very well because you learn from your
dreams.
You confer with others on your dreams as well, how they arrange things. Of course there is
consultation because one dreams like this and the other like that, then you have to combine.
Sometimes dreams agree with one another, sometimes they are very different and then you
have to confer. It is a matter of mutual understanding.’
The annual village feast of Bigi Poika as a communal feast is quite unique as most Carib
don’t perform any collective ritual due to  a loose social structure of society (Boven 1998,
p.1). According to Boven (1998, p. 1) the feast is celebrated since 1956, however, during a
recent visit to Donderskamp at the Coppenameriver, I learned from personal communication
with several people from that village,24 that this ritual is performed regularly in  that village
since time immemorial. This finding supports the idea that there may be other villages in
Suriname and neighbouring countries where this ritual also exists. Given the importance
attached to this ritual, further research may throw light on its cosmological background.
Despite the note of caution observed here, the case of Bigi Poika remains important as it has
been recorded and utilised in the present study.
The ritual and feast as celebrated in Bigi Poika have both strong Kari’na and Creole
elements, since they form part of their cultural identity (see Introduction). These days, the
inhabitants of the indigenous villages in the region are also invited to the celebrations.
When focussing on Bigi Poika, the reason for and origin of the feast and ritual are not easy
to determine since different respondents offer different stories, versions and interpretations. In
this case Boven (1998c, p. 3) detected at least two different interpretations. The first one
represents a more ‘traditional’ Kari’na view by relating the ritual to the Pleiades. This view is
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attested to in aunt Dora’s remark ‘… once a year when the seven stars are at the sky…’. The
second interpretation relates to Creole traditions such as the cleansing of the village of
malicious spirits. This view can also be traced in aunt Dora’s remark that ‘one should
perform’, as she said, ‘a purification ceremony for the village’. In short, the second version
explains the origin of the feast as ‘a tradition of coming together, remembering the ancestors,
celebrating the historical relation between Amerindians and Creoles’, whereas the first
explains it as ‘a purification ritual for celebrating the new Amerindian year starting with the
appearance of the Pleiades, for honouring the ancestral spirits, as well as for cleaning up the
village, i.e. chasing away malicious spirits.’ The village nurse confirmed the explanation that
the rituals and feast were started up again after massive infant mortality. The elders of the
village at the time were convinced that it was a punishment from the ancestral spirits because
the parnassi (plantation) was not looked after anymore and the ancestral spirits and traditions
were neglected.
At first, the villagers suggest that  the ritual was initiated by the village leader Enjukuwame
only in1956, on recommendation of Arisheru, known as a very powerful piyai. Together they
decided that the ritual should be performed every year on the 18th and 19th days of the month
of June, and that the whole village should participate. However, evidence from the
celebrations at Donderskamp corroborate the idea that this village feast is originally Kari’na
as may be inferred from the first explanation mentioned above. Furthermore, the ritual was in
fact re-installed in 1956, and not ‘initiated’ as the late village nurse of Bigi Poika pointed out:
‘the feast was started up again’. Further research on the origin and antiquity of this ritual in
the Kari’na villages of the Amazonian lowlands is therefore welcomed on this subject.
3.3.2 The Lead Singer
Dora Teërom, born in 1931, has lived her entire life in Bigi Poika. She got married at the age
of seventeen and gave birth to eleven children. Dora says that her dreams told her the gender
of her children before they were born. She took this kind of information more or less for
granted, as she did not consider it interesting enough to share with others. Nowadays, aunt
Dora is a respected  elder in the village. Like many other ladies she is proud to tell about the
‘ant test’, the initiation after the menarche. Though painful, this experience was worthwhile as
it ‘gave direction and purpose to life’, as she tells.
The role of her father as the drum (sambura) player is important to her because she learnt
the songs from him. Traditionally women do not play the sambura at ceremonies, or do the
so-called sambura-(lead) singing.25 Dora is therefore aware that her knowledge of traditional
                                                                                                                                                        
24 The headmaster of the primary school, one of the basjas, and a number of other villagers reconfirmed this
finding. As a matter of fact, I had been invited to attend the ritual June 2005.
25 A woman as a song leader in sambura songs seems to be a new development as Kloos mentions that in the
sambura singing men are song-leaders (1971, p. 145).
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songs and rituals is under scrutiny by some elders, in particular by the old granny Nora.
The days before the feast, Dora becomes more and more anxious, not only because of her
own insecurity about the singing and playing itself and the doubts of a handful elderly
villagers, but also because of the quarrel about the leadership in the village. But obviously
also because this conflict threatens to create a breach between her and her daughter. As the
lead singer in the camp of Jagendorst, executing the traditional rites and ceremonies, she
seems to be campaigning against her daughter Ida, who sings in the other camp of chieftain
Arumijo at the ‘father’s day’ celebration.26 On the other hand both mother and daughter are
aware of the issue at stake: the important role of the (confident) sambura player and singer,
because without them there is no ritual and no feast.
3.3.3 Anxieties and Transition
Thus, the nights before the feast, full of anxieties, aunt Dora falls asleep and accordingly
enters the dream-space, separated from the daily turmoil. Here in this transitional space she
receives the song lines from the ancestral spirits who have separated from their world into the
imaginative sphere of the dream-space.
Considering Dora’s anxieties, the dreams could be placed in the genre of shadow dreams.
The dreams contain the residues of the day; they re-work her concern. However, the dreams
show that they are significant for herself and the community with respect to the annual village
feast. This connotation transforms Dora’s shadow dreams into dreams of spiritual and
ceremonial importance because of their contents and relationship with the spirit world. As
they hold information about the litany, the number and order of songs to be sung, they
transmit spiritual knowledge, though only to a limited degree. These dreams have strong
authorising features in relation to the feast as dreams are claimed as a vessel of
communication for the ancestral spirits. And authorisation is an important aspect for this
feast, as there is no provision or precedence in the traditional indigenous culture for the entire
village community to participate in a ritual.
When she awakes, the spirits withdraw, and she integrates into waking life. She feels self-
confident, reassured by the spiritual ancestors in her role as lead singer and sambura player.
With this confidence, she shares her dreams with the other elders. Her age and her position as
daughter of the man who had played the sambura at the time the feast was initiated,  confer
authority on her in this field. However, as said before, traditionally women do not play the
sambura, nor act as lead singers at ceremonies. The direct contact with the spirit world seems
inseparable from such a task; through sharing with other elders Dora makes clear that the
songs she sings are partly from the spirit world and therefore should not be questioned. In this
genre of dreams the third or social layer is usually present because ceremonial messages from
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the spirit world affect the community - a ceremony is also a social event. The dream, as a
message from the spirit world, is shared with the elders (i.e. part of the community) who
‘decide’ whether the dream is genuine and, if so, act upon it: the message of the dream thus
receives its authorising character. During the ceremony and feast the contents of the dream
become clear and visible to the community.
The fact that Dora’s father also was a singer and sambura player, implies that he too must
have had such dreams, thus conferring more reliability on them and confirming the social and
ritual order. The necessity of sharing with the elders and receiving their authorisation draw
these dreams into the field of shared or communal property. Ultimately, it is not the dreamer
who decides whether the songs will be sung or not. As the songs are believed to be traditional
they are thus detached from the dreamer and seen as part of the tradition, to whom all belong
and vice versa.
The instructions and approval seem crucial in communicating the dreams to others, in
particular to the other village elders. The role of the spirits and the ones who are in contact
with them are of great importance. Negligence is believed to lead to disasters. This view is
also reflected in one of the stories around the origin of the feast in Bigi Poika: the chieftain
dreamt that he had to look for advice from the village elders, or the piyai. The authorising
aspect of dreams seems central in the dreams around the feast. As described above, piyai are
still found in Bigi Poika, although not regarded as very powerful by most villagers, while
some openly doubt their authenticity. Dora’s dreams and the sharing with the elders show first
of all, how she is in contact with the spirit world. She takes full spiritual responsibility by
listening and sharing the dreams with the elders. Even though her traditional spiritual activity
may be under scrutiny, she nevertheless does not shy away from her responsibility for what
she does and has to do.
In short: a transition as well as a transformation becomes clear in the dream. However, this
dream is not a dream of passage because it does not accompany an important transition in the
life cycle, but it has strong transitional elements. The layers are present and of importance. On
the individual level, the transformation, or metamorphosis, from the normal daily routine to a
ceremonial role is facilitated through the dreams; it grants the dreamer the needed confidence
to perform properly. On the other hand, the transformation is only temporary; after the feast,
aunt Dora will return to her own self as one of the ordinary villagers. The ceremonial
importance of the dream reveals the spiritual level: the messages are believed to come from
the spirit world, which makes the contents of the dream sacred and render the authorising
character. The latter indicates the social implications: dreams like this cannot be dismissed
because of the spiritual connection.
                                                                                                                                                        
26 Aunt Dora teaches her daughter Ida the songs and themes, who recently started to record these from her
mother.
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3.4  RETURN TO COPPENAMEPUNT
3.4.1 Granny Nora
When I was finally granted full permission to visit and stay in Bigi Poika, I usually stayed
overnight in Granny Nora Artist’s camp where we were kindly allowed to hang our
hammocks. She is a nice and friendly old lady, who enjoys talking about her life and the
village. She was born in Kalebaskreek in 1920. At the age of seven her family moved to Bigi
Poika. Since many people have left Kalebaskreek, the village nowadays appears to be almost
deserted. Most of its inhabitants have moved to Bigi Poika, to the capital Paramaribo, or the
Netherlands. Granny Nora got married to Leo Artist of Bigi Poika when she was 15 years old.
She had 5 daughters and 6 sons. When her husband died after a traffic accident in 1960, she
left for the city where for 25 years she worked as a laundress in a boarding school (of the
Javanese church). In 1985 she returned to Bigi Poika.
3.4.2 Take a Bath!
During one of my visits to Granny Nora in Bigi Poika, she told me the following dream:
‘When I was 27 years old, I dreamt that I had to go and take a bath in the Coppename River.
Once I wanted to return to my place of birth but my mother withheld me from doing so with
the words “you people cannot swim”. After this I did not go to the river but had people get
some water of the Coppename for me. But much later I did go for a bath, after all I was born
there and because I had a dream in which I saw a white woman and a man. He had told me
that he was a sailor. “I am your father. And you didn’t take your bath here yet”. Then he
showed me what I should wear when taking the bath, a pink bridal gown. I further dreamt
that I saw how I gave the river a cigar and a (fine-toothed) lice comb. The moment I gave
these things to the river an arm arose from it. Cousin told me not to be afraid; this was the
yeye of the creek that accepted the gifts.
Granny Nora interrupts herself and tells how she shared this dream with her mother and
one of her brothers. The former was shocked by this dream and tried to persuade her against
taking a bath in the river with the ‘excuse’ that she and her brother couldn’t swim. Then she
continues about how she herself reacted to the dream, though many years later.
‘I took the pink bridal gown and bathed in the river. As I had dreamt of scattering candy, I
did so in the woods after bathing. I got this candy sent especially from the Netherlands. I had
to take a bath because I am the firstborn grandchild of my grandfather and he was tied [by
birth] to this creek. As the firstborn grandchild, I have the yeye of this creek (Babuncreek).
However, during bathing I had forgotten about the cigar and comb. So, I sent someone to
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Boskamp to fetch the cigar and comb, then I again returned to the river and gave these things
to the river. Hereafter, the people of Kalebaskreek made cassiri and we all danced. They
were very pleased that I had returned to that place after so many years. It is a good thing to
do, to respect the spirits of your ancestors. You know, they feasted for two days!’
Granny Nora concludes that she doesn’t have to do this regularly; it is not compulsory. The
important thing is that one should not forget or neglect the place where one comes from and to
which place one is bound by birth.
3.4.3 Good or Bad omen?
When granny Nora told her mother that she wished to return to her place of birth to take a
bath, the latter must have been very shocked and scared because returning to one’s place of
birth is almost tantamount to approaching death. She showed her concern and forbade her
daughter and son to go and answer the dream. Yet taking a bath in the river as a ritual act to
pay respect to the place where one’s yeye [‘spirit’] is from, is a very different case. However,
the mother felt the omen of death much more strongly then the call of the ancestral link as
experienced by the dreamer. The respondents told me that the indigenous people of Suriname
do not have a tradition of performing rituals at their place of birth or any other place they feel
connected with. Nevertheless Amerindians also admit that the spirits of a certain place can
call you. As did the spirits in the tree in the creek in Bigi Poika, according to the late village
nurse Van Sichem in a malicious way, since many children died before the feast was installed.
We also recognise this calling among the elderly generation, where we still find people who
leave for their place of birth when they feel that their time of death is approaching (see
chapter 4).
Nora calls herself a Kari’na, but her father was a Maroon, who as a group are more
strongly related to their place of birth and are accustomed to rituals in honour of their place of
birth and ancestral grounds. Thus the idea of her father calling her in her dream makes sense
from the perspective of his tradition. However, she never knew her father, as he had
abandoned her and her mother. Nora was raised by her stepfather.
3.4.4 Responding to the Call
Nowadays Granny Nora is a respected elderly lady in the community whose knowledge of
medicinal plants is widely known. People visit her for advice and help for both physical and
mental problems. Although she doesn’t call herself a piyaiwoman, many people do so on their
own account. She also has clientele from other ethnic groups who come for consultations all
the way from Paramaribo and the Netherlands. She does indeed have many features of a piyai,
such as her knowledge of medicinal plants and dream interpretation, a certain degree of what
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some people may call clairvoyance and the power of casting off bad spells. When she showed
me a small hut in her backyard where she does her prayers and rituals, and I inquired whether
this was her tokai [piyai hut], she confirmed this with the words: ‘yes, you know’.
She tells that she often dreams about plants and their effects. She remembers that at the
early age of seven she had already started having portentous dreams, dreams about medicinal
plants and their application. However, her husband did not agree with her acting upon dreams
and practising with medicinal plants, and thus she could only start after his death, but then her
children also showed little or no enthusiasm, however this has more to do with their worries
for her old age and feeble health.
One of the main questions with respect to Nora’s dream is why she only went to her place
of birth many years later? Is there a connection between the call of the ancestral spirits
through the dream and her piyai skills? This dream reveals certain ‘duties’, which Nora has to
fulfil. The revelation has no secret features, but at the time she considered sharing it with
someone, she took only her mother and brother into her confidence.
The dream is experienced as a message, hailing directly from the spirit world; a dream of
great personal spiritual importance. She certainly recalls this dream as what can be qualified
as a ‘big dream’; in Jung’s words ‘stand out for years like spiritual landmarks, even though
they may never be quite understood’ (1946, p. 117). Granny Nora, now at the age of 84, still
remembers this dream vividly and tells it time and again in the same words. Although difficult
to understand, she felt that she had to act upon the dream as the images made an unforgettable
impact.
The circumstances under which she had this dream were not congenial: aged 27, a growing
family, a husband who did not agree to her ‘acting upon dreams’. She also felt that not many
would understand or appreciate the dream, and therefore she only shared the dream with her
mother and one of her brothers. The dream scared her mother, whereas her brother was
convinced that she should act upon it, and was the one who accompanied her to Kalebaskreek
when she finally decided to go. For many years it had remained a sacred secret.
By sharing and acting upon her dream she shows the community that the ancestral spirits
communicate directly with her. The actual carrying out takes place at a much later stage
(though it is not clear how many years later) in her life, when she was already an adult with
children, i.e. a mature woman with responsibilities. Her pro-active attitude underlined her
serious contact with the spirit world, which again prompted people to take her actions more
seriously.
Stronger than the dream itself, is the acting upon the dream, which marks that it is part of a
life-long transitional process of a woman who is in close contact with the spirits and
ancestors, and who is willing to listen and act upon the messages from the spirit world.
However, it seems that there is always someone in her surroundings who tries to stop her
from acting accordingly. First, it is her mother’s fear, and then her husband who doesn’t agree
to her practice and after his death her children also disapprove (however, the latter only for
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reason of concern for her health). This may explain why she always emphasises that she is not
a piyai but a Catholic, that she does everything through praying, that she loves Jesus and that
He loves everybody in contrary to one’s yeye, who only loves you. Her overt interest in
traditional practices seems fairly recent, and does not change her attitude of mistrust and fear
of being criticised about her religious and cultural identity: a Kari’na Amerindian living close
to her own spiritual roots. Although there is a certain ambiguity in this attitude of mistrust as
she seems to enjoy the attention of her mixed clientele.
Although her dream is not a dream of passage, this certainly is a big dream. Though not
fully understood, the images and emotions remained with her, giving her strength to follow
what she experiences as her own traditional, spiritual lead. At an individual and spiritual level,
the dream has had a life-long impact. The spiritual connection in her dreams, particularly this
one, has helped her to mature along the path she chose to live.
3.5  WHITE FLOWERED TEENAGE STRUGGLE
3.5.1 Piyai of the Dream and his practice
While the elderly people generally disagree about there still being genuine piyai in the coastal
area of Suriname, some of them are considered to be so by some of their countrymen. One of
them, for example, is Egbert Biswane, an elderly man who was born in Cassipora and until
recently dwelled there. Nowadays he divides his time between his native village, in Gran
Kreki (in Saramacca) where his daughter lives, and in a village in French Guyana where his
second wife lives. Cassipora is a small Arawak village with 75 inhabitants in 2001. Three
years later the number of inhabitants had increased to around 85.
The second time I visited Cassipora, I stayed at the camp of basja Carel Orassi, who had
invited me to extend my research on dreams to his village as well. On the day of my arrival,
when lying in my hammock late in the evening, I couldn’t fall asleep because somewhere in
the village I heard the faint sound of a rattle. Curious about the origin of the sound, I left my
hammock and walked towards it in the dark of the forest. After a few minutes I saw a dim
light, recognised the sound of the marakka (a rattle the piyai uses when practising) and heard
the voices of the basja and Egbert Biswane. I didn’t dare to get any closer and returned to my
hammock. The next day I understood that Egbert was being consulted about my visit and
research. In the course of the day basja Carel took me to him, because as a (self-proclaimed)
‘piyai of the dream’ he wanted to talk to me about dreams and exchange experiences.
During our first meeting I asked him if he was an initiated piyaiman. Since not all villagers
recognise him as such, he is rather careful in speaking about the matter. Somewhat
reluctantly, he confessed that he was not taught or initiated, but had obtained all his
knowledge through a dream and that his speciality was explaining dreams.
He actually does not claim to be a piyai, and prefers not to use the term for himself, but
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rather the term ‘marakka’. Some of the elder people do not always take him seriously, while
other villagers do refer to him as piyai and consult him.
When asked for examples he listed a number of dream symbols and said that dreams can
be very pragmatic, and very much to the point, resolving both social and individual problems.
He elucidated this statement with the following example:
‘One day a young girl of 15 years old came to me with a dream. Of course I know this girl
very well because we live in a small community. I know that this girl had been in love with a
particular boy for quite a while. However, this boy did not have the same feelings for the
girl, he had his eye on another girl. Well, this situation became a problem when the girl in
love started to ‘stalk’ the boy. For the villagers the situation became unpleasant as well.
People talked to her, but nothing helped, probably because she did not want to withdraw in
fear of losing face.
One day she came to me for help. She told me that she had a recurring dream which she did
not understand. This is what she told: “In my dream I have a bouquet of beautiful white
flowers and I go to this boy and offer him these flowers. But he does not accept them,
instead he throws them on the ground, tramples them and turns his back on me.” She then
continues: “Uncle Egbert you must do something [EM: cast a spell on him] so he will accept
my flowers!” I then decided to help her clarify the situation and told her that her dream was
very clear to me. I told her that by not accepting the flowers the boy shows that he is not
interested in a relationship with her and by trampling the flowers and turning his back on her
he emphasises his statement. I told her that she must stop pursuing him and accept that he is
not interested; otherwise she would be hurt too much, like the flowers. She should look for
another boy. I stressed that she should really listen to this dream. Dreams are important, they
show you what to do and prepare you.’
3.5.2 Ready for Marriage
This dream refers to an important transition in life: marriage. Girls get married27 or rather find
their spouse at the age of around 14 or 15. When a young girl dreams of white flowers she
knows, or is supposed to know, that she will very soon find her spouse for life.28 This indeed
is the situation of the girl of this dream. The time of a major transition from being single to
that of forming a household with a husband is approaching. Customarily, when a boy and girl
start living together they do so in the hut of the girl’s parents, or elope when there is no
                                                
27 Most Amerindians live together and often get married only when they are around 60 years old. They are
known as very faithful but as many elderly indigenous people would say, ‘An Indian doesn’t marry easily’.
However, these marriages are actually carried out only so that the partners will have rights to the retirement
pension in case the spouse dies.
28 The connection of white flowers in a dream and the finding of a spouse is exclusively for teenage girls.
Otherwise white flowers refer to death, i.e. the white flowers on a grave.
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permission.29 Therefore, a teenage girl in love is taken seriously. However, in this case the
love is one-sided and the inhabitants of the villages had already tried to deal with the ‘stalking
girl’, and she seemed deaf to any form of advice.
At the time she had her dream she must have already become desperate. The dream gave
her a legitimate reason to go to the piyai. All the youngsters call him uncle Bert and he is
known as a friendly old man, considered trustworthy. Initially she came to him with her
dream, not for advice, but for a ‘spell’ (thereby showing how desperate she felt), so that this
boy would turn to her. However, uncle Bert’s words were enough to make her change her
mind as he referred to the symbolic meaning of the white flowers, part of their shared
traditions. He simply refers to their traditions, the value and truth of dreams, which is enough
for her to accept the authority of the piyai and to withdraw. Problem solved!
3.5.3 Looking for Advice
The dream shows how others (elders and peers, by pointing to the one-sidedness of her love)
have already ‘destroyed’ the dreamer’s idea of a relationship with this particular boy, which is
symbolised by the trampling on the flowers. However, how can she change her ideas and
behaviour without losing face? The dream appears at the right moment both for her and the
community: everybody is getting tired of her behaviour.
At first sight, this dream particularly seems to be a shadow dream, containing residues of
that which keeps the girl busy during the day: how to make the object of her love hers? By
sharing this dream with a religious specialist she gives importance to the dream, turning a
shadow dream into one which reveals something of individual importance and social
importance for the daily routine.
Giving meaning to a dream, particularly with the help of an elderly person, confers more
significance to it. In this dream and in particular the sharing, besides the individual function of
the dream in particular, we recognise its strong social function. First, the individual function:
this girl has a problem and by sharing her dream with uncle Bert she looks very strongly for
advice to resolve the problem. This shows her willingness to accept the given advice although
her visit to the piyai was initially to ask him to cast a spell on the object of her love. However,
he easily convinces her to listen to the contents of her dream. This implies that she is socially
and culturally well integrated in the traditions and standards of her community. She is at the
age where she will soon be expected to make the transition of a single girl to a woman in
relationship. However, there are ‘rules’, as a girl must be able to do all the household chores
                                                
29 Nowadays parents and grandparents in particular complain that young men do not seek permission from the
girl’s parents and too easily elope and get married. A related complaint is that ‘in earlier days’, when they were
young the boy would ask for permission and then show that he would be a good husband by building a hut,
clearing a small slash-and-burn garden and hunting for a good meal. This was followed by simply moving in
with the girl, no fuss like a big wedding. Nowadays children want a big, costly wedding and then easily abandon
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well. The importance of being a good housewife is also laid down in different stories. A good
example is the story of a Trio girl who couldn’t get married because she only talked about
being able to cook, knit, make a hammock etc, but was not really able to and couldn’t find a
husband despite her desperate attempts (Koelewijn 2003, pp. 619-621).
Secondly, the social dimension: the girl is aware that she has created a problem for the
community with her behaviour, but how can she solve this situation without losing face? The
dream comes at the right moment and by sharing it with the piyai she makes a socially
intelligent move: whatever advice he may give, the community has to accept it as well. The
piyai, aware of the problem, solves it in a way acceptable to the community and has thus
facilitated and resolved the problem at the same time. By this action he has also enforced his
position as piyai in the village because he knows that there are some people who carefully
watch his steps, because he is not initiated. Thus for uncle Bert the dream also has a social
and authorising function.
The tripartite structure, as already discussed above, is obvious in this short and rather direct
dream. The amorous girl separates herself from the outer world in the dream and enters the
world of the spirits (the ‘spiritual’ layer). Her she meets [the presumed spirit of] the object of
her love. In this transitional sphere she again offers her love [the white flowers] to the boy
who again rejects them firmly. Upon awakening she tries to integrate the images of the dream
into her life, but needs help, which she finds in the piyaiman. The spiritual function of the
dream is not immediately religious, but to value the dream and listen to the messages encoded
in dreams is a religious prescription (cf. ‘the origin of dreams’). The social layer appears in
the consequences of the dream, but only after the girl’s visit to uncle Bert. The dream and
uncle Bert’s advice played a significant role in ending a ‘social drama’. The girl’s breach with
norms is obvious in her stalking behaviour. If it continues for a longer stretch of time, it could
end in a real crisis in the village. People would start making fun of her, and consequently
family members would feel that they should defend her. However, here the dream plays an
important role; before the crisis becomes uncontrollable, the piyai is able to limit it. His
explanation of the dream and guidance of the girl initiate redressive action; the girl changes
her behaviour and reintegrates into the group. His interference ends the rather embarrassing
situation for her and the villagers.
In short: with this specific way of handling the dream, the girl shows herself to be rather
well integrated into her own culture. She recognises it as important enough eventually to
solve her problem. The dream has a strong culturally defined image and she has an idea of the
importance of the symbolic meaning of white flowers in a dream. The dream has a very
private (individual) feature, namely her ‘relationship’ with the object of her love,  and she
needs a trustworthy person to share it with. Her consultation with uncle Bert implies that she
trusts him and that she seeks a solution for a situation that has become out of hand, as is
                                                                                                                                                        
each other again. The litany is generally ended that it appears that with the arrival of real, big weddings, loyalty
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shown by her behaviour towards the boy and the community. She feels that the community
will appreciate this consultation (however ambivalent) and therefore support her in the
outcome. The dream is the first step of preparing her to let her feelings for the boy go and
learn to deal with it. Uncle Bert’s friendly though serious words are enough to take action and
end her embarrassing behaviour. In due time she will take comfort in the dream that has
warned her and offered her the opportunity to change her behaviour. The dream has proved its
value for the community this way, since ‘peace’ has been restored.
Although the dream was created at an age when we expect the transition of marriage, this
dream is not a dream of passage. But the dream has a psychological transitional function as it
eases the pain that the rejection of her love aroused.
3.6  ROOTED IN TRADITION
As we have seen in the story of the origin of dreams, both the dreams and their meaning are
considered a gift from the ancestral spirits. Notably, not many people in Suriname are familiar
with the myth of origin. The indigenous people of Suriname have a rich system of dream
symbols (see table 1), which plays an important role in dream interpretation. There is a strong
correlation between dream image and meaning, but it is not fixed or rigid as the tables with
dream symbols might suggest, and as all respondents time and again assured me. In case of
stress or crisis, the symbolic meaning seems stricter and as such is always recognised and
appreciated.
The dreams discussed above, show their importance individually, socially and religiously.
The dreams are strongly connected with the belief that the spirit world communicates with
people through dreams. All dreamers, with exception of the teenage girl, feel closely
connected with the matters that are believed to concern piyai business.
Dreams play an important role in, among others, the education on medicinal plants and
herbs. These dreams are seen as important agents of communication. They at first seem to
appear at an adult age, while passing on knowledge on the medicinal qualities of plants starts
at a young age. However Granny Nora sketches a different image and emphasises that the
spirits are believed to start passing knowledge through dreams from a very young age, which
indeed agrees with the general idea on piyai matters, which also agree with Josien’s ideas.
When dreams are neglected, the plants, or rather their spirits, talk to the ‘owners’ in their
dreams. When ignored they occur in nightmares and it is believed that if not heeded, the
possible consequences are serious, including death. For Josien these dreams meant more than
the nightmares of the ‘stolen plants’: the spirits revisited her. They are connected with the
dreams in which her grandfather appears. However, where he is gentle in giving her time to
make a decision, the spirits try to push her towards becoming a practising religious specialist.
                                                                                                                                                        
has disappeared.
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She stated that she has had many experiences like this, many portentous dreams.30 These
dreams and in particular the one on the plants had brought her closer to the idea of being
initiated as a piyai. Obviously she finds herself in a transitional period. She also feels that she
has arrived at a turning point in life; she recently became a grandmother and will not bear any
more children. She is now at the point of getting more involved in spiritual matters. People
already know her as someone who gives advice and incidentally performs ritual baths.
Dreams like this help her to make the decision and eventually legitimise it in due time
providing her with the needed authorisation. For Josien the dream makes her rethink her
spiritual life: she regrets that she had missed the opportunity to be initiated by her grandfather.
Aunt Dora has already positioned herself as an important ritual woman: she sings at the
village ritual and feast. Her way of sharing dreams with the elderly (bigi sma) indicates her
connection with the spirit world, which time and again confirms her status.
Although Granny Nora refuses to call herself a piyaiwoman many people consult her and
talk about her as a piyai. The dreams already confirm her connection with the spiritual realm
from a young age: the ancestors have called her through the dream and she has responded.
She now is of a respectable age and status and she does not need to explain or legitimise her
actions. Nevertheless she remains cautious: having grown up in a time when the Christian
church condemned the traditional Amerindian beliefs, she does not speak openly about her
‘business’. However, when recognised and appreciated, she will smile and say ‘you know’
and proudly show her tokai.
Uncle Egbert is aware that not everybody, in particular the elderly, takes him seriously as a
piyai. The elderly are still convinced that a genuine religious specialist is trained from a
young age and eventually initiated. By proclaiming himself a ‘piyai of the dream’, he uses
dreams, and by this his relation with the spirit world, to legitimise his actions.
The dreams discussed are believed to play an important role in communication with the
spirit or Ancestral world. Dreams are believed to come from this world and the messages
should not be ignored, as the consequences can be severe. Dreams are shared to legitimise any
decision taken when the actions are believed to be connected with the cosmology. In
particular, in the ‘world’ of the religious specialist the role of dreams cannot be
underestimated.31
                                                
30 For example: in the plane crash of June 7, 1989 in Suriname 175 people died (including Suriname’s national
soccer team), the night before the plane crash Josien had a dream that referred to the death of a large number of
people.
31 In this time of (limited) revival of indigenous traditions, this subject certainly deserves more research.
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WHEN DEATH KNOCKS ON YOUR DOOR
4.1  DREAMS ABOUT DEATH
In this chapter I discuss three dreams about death. I first present the dreams as they were
narrated to me, followed by a short description of the circumstances under which they were
dreamt and shared in the community. Since these dreams are connected with death, it is
necessary to portray the ideas around death and the related rituals (aity dey) as told by the
participants.
The first dream of a father who lost his adult son identifies the resistance emanating from
recent experiences (including the war experiences) in acting out the grief of the loss of his
son. The other two dreams about the death of a parent show how dreams helped in facilitating
the grief from the loss. The female participant presented her ‘ant test’ (girls initiation rite) as
the most influential event in her life, which gave it direction and which she feels supports her
in all circumstances, including the death of her mother. I therefore also include this story. I
further discuss the implications of the dreams as dream of passage.
At the end of chapter a list with dream symbols referring to death is incorporated. The
quantity and diversity of stories shows how much the Arawak and Kari’na value these
dreams. Beside these dream symbols, people often tended to share dreams with me which
referred in one way or the other to death.
4.2  JOURNEY OF THE SOUL
The ideas concerning death found among the Amerindians are very ambiguous: on the one
hand, death has to be accepted as the will of God, as taught by Christianity; on the other hand,
death is still believed by many to be unnatural. This is attested to by their attitude towards
death, particularly in cases of sudden death. In these cases people talk about other people
wanting to harm them, sending them evil powers or spirits. In accordance with the ambiguity
around death, views on an afterlife are also diverse.1 Initially, people only talk about these
matters from the point of view of Christianity, but after the initial reticence, people open up,
especially to express their anxiety regarding the traditions not being respected, thus providing
evidence that the traditional belief system has not been entirely abandoned.
The Kari’na and Arawak believe in several human spirits; the main ones could be
compared with ‘soul’ and ‘spirit’. Given the intangibility of the subject, it seems almost
impossible to sketch a picture of the beliefs around death and the afterlife. According to the
Christian belief, the soul immediately leaves the body after death and goes straight to God.
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But according to the traditional belief of the indigenous people, the soul moves to the east to
cross a river (of death) 2 or its life-energy decreases while returning to its original source of
life(-energy).3 Although contradictory, both beliefs are adhered to at the same time, and
individually shaped and integrated with one another. The idea of death as a journey of the soul
from which the soul does not return into the body is persistent (pp. 13, 14), in the importance
given to abandoning or burning the house and possessions of the deceased so that the soul will
not linger around its possessions. 4
The funeral and mourning ceremonies, to grant the soul a safe journey, are organised by
the family; many attend them, as they are the only events with large gatherings in both
Arawak and Kari’na communities. Immediately after someone’s death the church bell is
tolled; in villages without a church bell the traditional custom is followed: death is
immediately made known by loud screaming and wailing5, thus attracting the villagers who
would immediately assemble at the camp of the deceased. Here they will stay during the first
night. Relatives in other villages are warned, mostly through the radio transmitter. After death
the corpse is washed, dressed in new clothes and laid down with the face covered in one’s
own hammock in one’s own camp. Close relatives will sit quietly, although from time to time
the women will burst out in wailing. Others spend the night dancing, singing, drinking and
sometimes playing cards. People wear old clothes. The songs are partly prescribed mourning
songs, partly improvisations on the life of the deceased. This goes on for the entire night. At
dawn people return to their own camps. The deceased is put in his coffin with his or her face
uncovered. The coffin is brought to the church, where the schoolteacher (or missionary if
present) leads the service. Finally it is brought to the cemetery, a small clearing in the forest
just outside the village. Formerly Arawak and Kari’na buried their dead in their own huts or
yard. This custom was abandoned under the influence of the missionaries.
After the funeral two feasts are celebrated. The first one is aity dey6 (‘eight day’ mourning)
and is meant as relaxation of mourning. The second one is when the mourning is formally
concluded after one year, but sometimes this is also done after three or six months, say, when
the deceased relative lived in Paramaribo or in the Netherlands.
It seems impossible to trace the origin of aity dey; on the one hand Ahlbrinck (1931, p.
419) and Malajuwara (1998, p. 66) ascertain that the whole rite is originally Kari’na. On the
other hand Kloos assumes the origin of aity dey is most probably Creole, as indicated by the
Creole term, and not Kari’na (1971, p. 150).  The Arawak agree that in their mourning rites
they have adopted many customs of the Kari’na; indeed, the description of aity dey by the
                                                                                                                                                        
1 Cf. Kloos 1971, pp.151-153
2 Cf. Kloos 1971, p. 152
3 Cf. Malajuwari 1998, p. 63.
4 This custom is found among many Amerindian tribes in the Amazon. For instance, Kracke found that: ‘You
dismantle the house you have lived in with the person, and even move your house, or the whole settlement, to a
new spot, in order not to be reminded’ (1981, p. 262).
5 Cf. Kloos 1971, p. 143.
6 Cf. Kloos 1971, pp 149, 150
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Arawak participants corresponds to a great extent with the Kari’na ceremonies.
The religious meaning of the mourning celebrations seems lost; however, further research
may give a complete different image.7 Socially, the celebrations commemorate the dead, and
especially the final feast, to dispel the mourning.
4.3  THE COFFEE FACTORY
4.3.1 ‘Klop klop’8
“In my dream I see someone approaching. I see a house, such as the one my son lived in.
Someone comes and says ‘klop klop’. I answer ‘yes’. It is a stranger; he asks ‘may I come
in?’ I answer, ‘yes, come in’. The stranger enters and says, ‘my boss has sent me’. I see that
he has a white shroud and empty cups. The stranger asks me: ‘may I spread the shroud on the
table?’ I agree. The shroud is spread and he sits on top of it with the cups next to him. The
stranger continues, ‘my boss has sent me to ask whether you want to buy coffee for me at the
coffee factory’. I tell him that I don’t know where the coffee factory is, so how can I go and
buy it? The stranger then says ‘you know where it is’. I ask the direction. He answers ‘the
west’. I ask him which street. Thereupon he gives me a street name, which I do not know
now. So how can I go there?
The stranger asks me ‘what is your name?’ I say my name is Antonius Sabajo and that I
don’t know his boss. But the boss knows me. The stranger then says that the boss has told
him to ask my name because when I, Antonius, have bought the coffee my name has to be
written on it otherwise this person, the stranger, will get into trouble. ‘When you go west you
will see a big building, just before you arrive at the coffee factory.’ The stranger gives me a
used chequebook. When I browse through the cheque book, I notice the stamp at the back of
each cheque contains the image of a skull, and other parts of the human skeleton. Meanwhile
the stranger tells me ‘maybe you can find a job there because in the coffee factory only
Indians work.’ When I get ready to make a move I wake up.”
4.3.2 The setting
This dream was narrated by Antonius Sabajo, father of the recently deceased chieftain of the
Arawak village Cassipora. ‘Uncle’ Antonius (as he wishes to be called) had this dream a week
after the death of his son. The latter was seriously hurt in a road accident, and died due to the
structural lack of medical care in the interior.
Before becoming chieftain, Antonius’ son lived at the back of the village, just like his
father. However, the latter convinced him that a chieftain should live more in the front of the
                                                
7 Some Maroons are convinced that the basis of aity dey is found in the Roman Catholic faith, a notion that calls
for further research as well.
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village. He thus moved to a house in the centre of the village, which used to belong to his
uncle (his father’s brother-in-law). Now he came to live close to his father’s brother, Adolf
Sabajo, who had been the chieftain before him for 31 years. Nowadays uncle Antonius lives
in his son’s house. This fact and previously, his son’s moving to this place is remarkable
when we realise that part of the death rites comprises the abandoning or even demolishing of
the house of the deceased. He is well aware of the fact that the other villagers disapprove of
his move. However, he says he is not afraid of any repercussions such as from the spirits of
the dead. He is aware of the notion that a person’s ghost might return to familiar places. He
repeatedly mentions that he does not care what others say or think. Nonetheless, he shows that
he wants to be seen as a knowledgeable man. To convince me of this, he lists some dream
symbols and their meaning, stressing that I should write them all down. I should not
underestimate the importance of dreams, as well as the tradition of sharing them.9
Antonius was born in Commewijne district but (in accordance with the matrilocal tradition
of the Arawak), his parents moved to Cassipora, the village where his mother hailed from. In
fact he lived his whole life in this village with the exception of two years during the domestic
war. Cassipora has suffered heavily from the domestic war (1986-1992). During this period
the village was deserted and the inhabitants stayed from 1987 to 1989 in at the Naks refugee
camp, near Lelydorp. Adolf Sabajo, chieftain at the time, tells how, preceding their flight, for
two weeks he had dreamt that big trouble was heading their way.10 Only half of the 150
inhabitants returned to the completely destroyed village. As they had fled their village to save
their lives they couldn’t take anything along. Nothing was spared; even personal items such as
photographs and letters were destroyed or went missing. In February 2001 the inhabitants of
Cassipora and the nearby village Redi Doti were again shocked when the army shot down a
cocaine transport, resulting in a shooting between the police and the smugglers, which lasted
for several days. Due to these traumas villagers have trouble speaking about the events,
especially the inland war. Only reluctantly do they sometimes mention their nightmares,
which may indicate that most of them have not (yet) dealt with the trauma of war.
Since the regional agricultural research station was also completely destroyed, the
Amerindians in this area now have no other resources of income than pineapple cultivation.
This last lifeline was also cut off when the nearby bridge over the Suriname river collapsed in
2001 after a ship had collided with it. This bridge was the only way for heavy transport to
cross the river. Most boats used are too small to transport the pineapple crop. In this situation,
                                                                                                                                                        
8 Lit. ‘knock knock’, people say when arriving at the hut instead of knocking to announce their arrival, a custom
most inhabitants of Suriname are familiar with. Plotkin misunderstood this as ‘krock, krock’ (1995, p. 79), thus
words that make no sense.
9 In Cassipora and some other Amerindian villages as well, the inhabitants distinguish themselves from the
Amerindians living in the capital Paramaribo (and the ones living in the Netherlands) by a relatively higher level
of awareness of their tradition and knowledge on ‘Ingie sanie (Indian matters)’. There is some ambivalence as
well, as on the one hand they look down on their brothers and sisters in the city, but on the other hand, many of
them would like to have the commodities from the city.
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many people with children opted for exchanging their village for the city to offer the children
better education. The few children left in the village go to the primary school of the nearby
village Redi Doti. Despite the promises of the government to rebuild the bridge within three
months, it took three years to get a ferry boat/pontoon to cross the river a few times a day.
Now some villagers have returned to their village, which currently (2004) has 85 inhabitants.
4.3.3 Aity dey
The relational field (as the complete framework of object relations) includes not only family
members, peers and other persons but also the non-human world, the spirit world and other
culture-specific material. In understanding Reinout’s dreams the latter is important in the form
of the mourning rite and ceremony. The mourning ritual aity dey has been mentioned several
times by the narrators. Uncle Antonius mentions it first as a time mark of the dream, and
along with the elders, connects it with some elements of the dream. Therefore, I asked him
and Reinout Sabajo to describe aity dey. First, (like others in this particular village) they
insisted that they follow the Roman Catholic customs as regards burial and mourning rites.
After some persuasion they completed their stories with the customs of burial and aity dey.
‘In the old days when someone died the deceased was laid on a bier, made of two kraka’s -
these are Y-shaped sticks - and cross beams. The feet pointed to the east. Therefore we never
lay babies to sleep in this direction. Nowadays the corpse is laid on a bench, with the head
pointed to the north and a little raised. During the night the body is bathed, dressed and tied
up. The hands are crossed and the jaw tied up with a little piece of cloth. The mouth has to
be tied up well because when it opens the spirit can return! First the body is put a little bit
out of sight behind a screen, then the family take their places and keep watch over the dead
body the whole night. All the time there should be someone with the body, otherwise there
will be big problems: “When I was alive, you were with me, and now I’m dead you are
afraid to sit with me?”
If someone is Roman Catholic people sing songs from the church, talk and drink coffee.
Here there is only singing, not dancing, and drinking coffee, faya watra, to stay awake. The
body cannot stay longer than 24 hours; it has to be buried quickly. Nowadays one has to
hurry to the doctor for a death certificate, then find a coffin, a shroud: many things to do. In
the old days everybody would stay together and sit until the eight day, now only till the
funeral. Nowadays people gather again on the eight day, aity dey; only family members will
come and visit in between. From the fist day until aity dey, a candle is lit every day at 4.00
p.m. This will burn until sunrise. Men have to shave and cut their hair in a particular way;
women only symbolically cut a lock of their hair. Men cut men’s hair, women women’s hair.
The one who cuts the hair drinks liquor before he or she starts, so there is a big chance they
will easily get drunk.
                                                                                                                                                        
10 One of the elders of the Arawak village Alfonsdorp also told me how they had fled one day before the
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On aity dey, at 7.00 p.m. the mourners assemble in the hut of the deceased and at 8.00
p.m. the ‘pastor’ (usually the schoolteacher) of Redi Doti or Powakka arrives, and then there
is a service until 10.00 p.m. From midnight people start with the storytelling that lasts till 3
a.m. In Cassipora we sing and tell both Arawak and Anansi tories (stories). Of course, there
are pre-centors or head singers but others are free to jump in, and a sad song can easily
change into a merry or even festive or funny song. Only the men are allowed to sing. These
stories are to comfort and cheer up the family members. Coffee, bread and biscuits are
served at regular periods. Everything is mostly drunk in ‘cups’11. There is also liquor, now
mostly cassiri because other liquor is too expensive. You have to drink the cassiri until you
vomit; everything that you ate and drank with the deceased has to come out. Why? Because
it is our culture, all the aggravating things in relation to the deceased have to come out! You
drink, you are forced to drink until you vomit. You don’t get drunk, because everything
comes out, all the bad things; it is purifying.
Depending on the family ties the conclusion of mourning takes place after 6 weeks, 6
months or 12 months; this we call ‘pura blakka’ [Sranan, lit. ‘pulling out of black’, i.e.
removing the dark, mourning]. But these things, like the sixth week, sixie weekie, come from
the Carib, but now, we Arawak do it as well. This in fact is a repetition of aity dey but during
that night people also dance and drink cassiri. Until the termination of the mourning period
relatives are not allowed to dance and wear red clothes [red is the festive colour]. On the 8th
day after someone has died his or her clothes/belongings will be burnt and the hut or house
abandoned or even demolished. Nowadays Cassipora has a graveyard, like other villages, but
in earlier days people were usually buried in their own hut or yard, and where the dancing
also actually took place.’
Uncle Antonius, as well as others, made clear that performance of the funeral rites is of
great importance religiously, as it protects the bereaved ones from the consequences of death.
The soul of the deceased is believed to wander around the camp, still hanging on to what one
has left behind. For the family it is important to perform the ceremonies at the right time, in
the correct manner as a tribute to the deceased and thus feel that they have done everything
they should have done. I found that the aspect of time plays a particularly important role and
if the rites are not conducted at the right time, traditional people (irrespective of where they
live, i.e. their village or in the city) will get extremely anxious, sometimes leading to physical
complaints. This anxiety and comfort people derive from the mourning rites substantiates the
notion of the function of rites of passage, particularly concerning on death, as transitional
phenomena (as discussed in chapter 2, ‘rites and myths as transitional phenomena’).
4.3.4 Who is after me?
Three months after the death of his son, I met uncle Antonius for the first time. He had
                                                                                                                                                        
guerrillas came, as he had had several dreams warning him to flee.
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recently moved to his son’s house. Before my arrival, uncle Antonius had of course shared his
dream with some other village elders, fully in agreement with the custom of sharing
(disturbing) dreams, for advice and explanation.
He had his dream after the mourning ceremony called aity dey, that is eight days after his
son’s death. He emphasised again and again that the dream had a great impact on his life: ‘A
dream like this’, he said, ‘you don’t forget so easily!’ By stressing that he remembers this
dream in detail, he wants to make clear that the dream is of great importance to him and has
captivated him. This shows, since after three years (in 2004) he narrated the dream in the
same words. Even though he stresses
the significance of the dream, he says
he does not understand it. The above
mentioned avoidance of direct
confrontation is also found in this
dream-sharing. The elders too claimed
not to understand the dream, and tried
to abstain from commenting on it.
They said they had no idea how to
explain it but nevertheless told him
that it was not a good dream, but in
fact a dangerous one.
Nevertheless, they argued that if he
had bought the coffee and written his
name on a cheque, he would have
died too. The elders related some of
the elements in the dream such as the
empty cups and the shroud to the recent mortuary ceremony: coffee and cups are clearly
associated with the aity dey ceremony. However, when commenting on this agreement with
the events of the past days, uncle Antonius emphasises that some jealous people were after
him; they had sent some evil spirit to hurt him. He sticks to the idea that some malign person
is after him.
He identifies the place of the factory with the graveyard and the factory with the village
church, as it had similar bells. The house in the dream was exactly the house of this late son,
not his own house. To prove that he is not afraid, and that whosoever and whatsoever will not
intimidate him, he decided to move to his son’s house.
Sharing the dream is not only asking for an explanation or meaning but also drawing
attention to one’s situation and seeking assurance from one another. In this case, Antonius
feels threatened. He therefore repeats again and again that he is not be afraid; however, the
                                                                                                                                                        
11 Disposable white cups irrespective of the language used, Sranang, Dutch or Lokono.
Abandoned church of Cassipora
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other elders also agree that it is not a good dream. But the paradox remains that all of them
claim not to understand this dream, but at the same time give explanatory comments. Uncle
Antonius is very clear in his accusation that ‘someone’ has sent him the dream, and yet he has
no idea who sent it. He does not elaborate beyond the comments made above and neither do
the others. He refuses to relate the dream to his son’s death. Thus Antonius’ dream sharing
shows both his own and his listeners’ ambiguity: on the one hand, he follows his tradition in
telling a very disturbing dream to other elders, persons who are assumed to have knowledge.
By this he grants them respect as wise peers. But on the other hand, he is not open for
comment. He refuses to respond to any subtle attempt that refers to his son’s death.
Negotiation about the meaning of this dream seems impossible; uncle Antonius seems stuck
in the idea that someone is after him.
This he may have concluded from the sudden death of his son. A strong man killed in an
accident cannot just be bad fate; someone or something is after him. But even after three
years, on my return, he has not changed his ideas and does not talk about his son’s sudden
death. He insists that someone was after him, but now that malevolent person must be
convinced that he, Anonius, is well protected. He repeats: ‘If I had signed, I would not have
been here today!’ In a certain way this feeling may be shared and respected by his peers as
they never insisted on there being direct links with the death of his son.
The dream as described here illustrates how difficult it is to ‘label’ or to identify its genre.
One thing is clear: as Antonius put it ‘a dream like this, you don’t forget that easily’.
Although Antonius did not comprehend the meaning of dream, he will remember it for the
rest of his life. The dream contains no elements of a secret rite or area; they are not secret nor
experienced as such, the dream is also not experienced as sacred though its images refer to a
religious ritual. The dream contains elements of the mourning ceremony and occurs after the
most important phase of the ceremonies: the first breaking of mourning, aity dey. As such the
dream has the elements of a direct reworking of the events of the previous day. Despite this,
uncle Antonius and the elders only make indirect reference to the recent death of the chieftain;
the inclusive particle too is used: ‘if he had written his name on a cheque he would have died
too’. When I asked how he felt after this dream, uncle Antonius replied that he felt wary and
that anything could happen. He further added that ‘the coffee factory is a symbol for a
graveyard. In the dream it was a big building, a church, i.e. a building with a cross.’ In his
perseverance that someone is after him, we recognise the traditional, pre-Christian, belief that
death is not a natural event.
4.3.5 The Message
What could (would) uncle Antonius or the elders not articulate? When a person sleeps and
dreams the barriers of consciousness slacken or disappear. In his sleep the dreamer is
separated from the outer world in the dream-space. Here, the dreamer sees himself back in a
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familiar environment, his son’s house, but meets a stranger who tries to direct him, prima
facie, to an alien place in his own village that he is supposed to know. The stranger tries to
direct him to a place, the coffee factory in his own village, which he had not heard of before.
Ultimately, when commenting on the dream, this place is located near the village church and
identified with the graveyard. It seems that the dreamer ‘feels lost in a familiar environment;
the presence of death seems to have to alienated him (temporarily) from it.
The stranger introduces himself as follows: ‘Klop, klop’ and ‘my boss has sent me’. Who
is his boss? The strangers brings along a shroud and cups. From whom and for whom is the
shroud; what is the use of cups? Both the shroud and cups refer to death or a death ritual. The
dreamer is called to the coffee factory, to work, to join the other Indians working there. The
factory is identified with a place near the church and its location with the graveyard. Like in
the factory, you only find Indians in the graveyard. The stranger uses a street name unknown
to the dreamer, very odd when we realise that in an Amerindian village there are no streets,
just paths connecting the camps.
Who is this ‘boss’ that is calling for him? Is the stranger a messenger from God or from his
son? Or is it indeed a malicious or evil spirit as uncle Antonius wants us to believe? This
dream seems to refer to aity dey, but whose, his son’s or his own? If it refers to his son’s he
could have taken the shroud and cups to prepare for burial and the ceremony of aity dey and
thus ended the first period of mourning. But instead uncle Antonius is requested to go
somewhere. For what reason? To lure him into death, as he likes to believe? If he goes to the
factory and gets the coffee he has to sign a cheque with the ominous stamp of a skeleton on
the back. Will he sign for his own death? At the end of his dream he appears to incline
towards going to the coffee factory. Since other Indians work there as well, he may have felt
confident to go there or perhaps even considered joining the others. But then he awakes
before his next move is disclosed.
In this dream we see both a psychological residue of actions, such as mourning; in other
words an acting-out of the past few days, connected with a vague death wish. The dreamer is
willing to follow the messenger’s request, but then he awakes. He feels wary but not
frightened, and in spite of the implicit threat (the skeleton mark on the cheques) of the
stranger, the dream was not experienced as a nightmare.
Some weeks after his son’s decease Antonius had moved into his son’s house in the centre
of the village. This can be interpreted in different manners. First, as a refusal of mourning and
saying goodbye to his son, because as long as his son is alive there is no reason for destroying
or abandoning this house and not moving into the house. Second, it could be interpreted as a
death wish, viz. to join his son in the afterlife, represented in the dream by the coffee factory
[read: Indian graveyard] where only Indians ‘work’. For Antonius’ own understanding it
seems that he had the experience of the dream but missed the meaning (thus far).
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4.3.6 Not-good-enough12
The dream described above, accompanies death and the following rite of passage. What
stands out in the dream are the similarities with the ceremony and the reference to the cultural
and religious background. First, the dreamer recognises the dream as referring to death. In this
respect the dream has the features of a ‘transitional’ dream. However, does this dream also
facilitate the acceptance of the loss of his son; has it the transitional function of a dream of
passage?
To see whether the dream has a transitional function, I first examine the triple layer of
meaning, following the sequence separation – transition – incorporation. Sleep and dream
are perceived by the Amerindians as a different, separated – yet not distinct – realm or world
from waking life, much closer to the spirit world. Hence, the dreamer separates from the outer
world into the dream-space (a transitional space) and enters a world familiar but different
where he meets persons identified as from another reality. A message is revealed. Despite the
contact with the spirit world, the message is not experienced as secret or sacred. When uncle
Antonius awakes, he is not able to integrate (incorporate) the message into his life as he is not
able to decipher it.
The dream shows no personal, emotional facilitation: his interpretation of the contact with
the world of spirits ‘that somebody is after him’, shows an increasing anxiety. Does the dream
refer to neglecting the tradition of abandoning the dwelling place of a deceased? Or is this
dream a message for letting go of his son, otherwise the grief will also affect his own health?
The dream coincides with an important death ritual: many cultural and environmental
elements in the dream refer to the dreamer’s situation and culture. The object relations are
offered by the cultural and ritual tradition, such as the mourning rites. At this stage, ca. 3
months after the death of his son, they do not prove to be good enough to handle the life-crisis
of losing a son. The rites have reached out, however not seemed strong enough in this case.
This dream was the creative outcome of a process of acting out the complicated crisis. The
images in the dream are open for interpretation, not fixed in a rigid body of dream symbols,
also shown in the discussions of the elders.
In his study on the Toraja (an Amazon people), Hollan (1995, p. 425) asks ‘why only
certain symbolic transformations of grief may “work” for a given individual, why a symbolic
transformation that “works” for one person may not work for another, and why even
apparently successful resolutions of grief may be of only short duration’. He concludes this
article with the words that humans struggle throughout their lives in search of meaning.
Antonius also searches for meaning. However, although his dream seems to symbolise the
death and mortuary rites of his deceased son – as recognition of his son’s death – his
psychological health appears to be so traumatised by the sudden death of his son, that he is
                                                
12 Herewith referring to Winnicott’s notion ‘good enough’ (1972, p. 139f), as discussed in chapter 2.
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not able to connect his dream – as a creative use of cultural and religious meanings – with this
particular traumatic event for now. Antonius is in fact very reserved in sharing his emotions,
does not talk about the events of the domestic war. Thus caught in his misfortune that does
not seem to end, his own death-wish, to join his son (in the factory = graveyard) or his
unwillingness to let go is not recognised, at least not by himself. Here, I identified resistances
from recent experiences - as part of his relational field - the escape from the village, the
destruction of all property, and then when luck seemed to turn with the appointment of his son
as chieftain, bad fate befell him again. When the accident and death of his son came, it not
only brought the grief of losing his son, it also brought the burdens of survival guilt as many
parents feel on losing a child. These feelings are often expressed as, for instance, ‘it should
have been me, he still had a life ahead’. Here it is acted out in the dream with a death threat,
but showing at the same time his own wish to survive, expressed in his refusal to sign the
cheque.
Socially, the dream seems to have no consequences, as his interpretation does not leave
room for any comforting remarks from his peers. On the other hand, by repeating it again and
again he makes clear to the community that he does not fear their judgement and gossip.
In short: the crisis seems to be ‘recognised’ in the dream, it seems to come to life in the
dream, but is not dealt with in waking life. The anxiety and grief caused by the new situation
is not eased at all. In the dream the event of death is made part of the tradition as handed
down from the outer world, and is potentially capable of becoming part of a shared reality.
Thus the dream is dreamt, remembered, and appropriately reported. This in itself is an
indication that the dreamer has the capacity to cope with the inner tensions that are expressed
in the dream.13 However, as at this stage he is not able to use this capacity, the dream has no
direct function in easing the pain, and shows it is ‘not-good-enough’.
4.4  DANCING IN THE YARD
4.4.1 Sharing: two similar Dreams
In May 2001 I visited the Kari’na village Pikin Powakka for the first time. It was on a social
occasion when I accompanied a friend who had not seen her aunt Wiesje Adrian for a long
time. Since my friend did not have a means of transport of her own, she had asked me to drive
her to the village. ‘Tante’ (aunt) Wiesje was curious about me and wanted to know what I was
doing in Suriname. After informing her about my research, she almost immediately came up
with the following dream: ‘For a few days I have had a recurring dream. Every night I dream
that deceased relatives, dressed in white clothes, dance in my yard and call me.’ Then she
looked at me and asked: ‘What does this dream mean?’ I replied that she herself knows what
                                                
13 Cf. Winnicott 1986, p.75.
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it means. With this evasive reply I referred to her own knowledge of dream symbolism.
About two months later I heard from her niece that a few weeks after my visit, her mother,
about 85 years old, had announced that she would soon leave for Coppenamepunt, her place
of birth. She had requested her relatives not to bring her back under any circumstances.
Shortly after her arrival at Coppenamepunt, she had a cerebral haemorrhage and slipped into a
coma. Despite her strong request to be left in Coppenamepunt, she was brought back to her
daughter in Pikin Powakka as there were no relatives to take care of her at Coppenamepunt.
Soon after her return she died.
A day before I left Suriname in September 2001 Tante Wiesje visited me especially to say
goodbye. I thus seized the opportunity to inquire about the dream she had told me. She said:
‘Yes, I remember, we knew something like this was going to happen.’ And then she said:
‘Dreams prepare your emotions; they are ‘predicting-dreams.’
In the Arawak village of Cassipora, one of the elders, Reinhout Sabajo, shared a similar
dream with me. ‘My father’, he said, ‘worked as a watchman and died three months ago.
Before his death, I first dreamt that a new ‘kostgrondje’ [small slash-and-burn garden] was
being prepared. Then in my dream I saw a hut around which many people were running. I
woke up in shock and thought ‘my father is ill, I must go to him, maybe he has died.’ After a
short silence he recounted a second dream: ‘In a dream some days later I saw a sunset and
heard a bell chiming. The week after [the dream] my father died.’ Reinhout explained that the
hut he saw in his first dream symbolises the place where the deceased are placed on the bier
and that the garden referred to the graveyard. The people he saw running around were the
ones who were already buried there. He finished with the remark that as a gravedigger he did
not fear death.
4.4.2 The setting
Tante Wiesje, an elderly Kari’na lady, lives with her partner in the Arawak village Pikin
Powakka - or rather a few meters south of the border of this small village with around 75
inhabitants. She is the only Kari’na in this Arawak village14, where she raised her children.
Aunt Wiesje was very strongly connected to her mother with whom she has lived together for
her entire life. She was born in 1946 in Kalebaskreek in Saramacca and left the settlement at
the age of 15. Before moving to Pikin Powakka she lived in the capital for a short while. Not
pleased with city-life, she moved to the Arawak village Bernharddorp (the village where her
partner was raised, though he was born in Pierrekondre). However, this village was too big for
her and the yards too small, reminding her too much of city-life. Thus she ended up in Pikin
                                                
14 Intermarriage between different Amerindian groups is not uncommon, aunt Wiesje is married to an Arawak.
Remarkably, her mother was a Kari’na and, her father a Marron; however, she feels completely Amerindian and
is proud of her indigenous knowledge. In the Saramacca area of Suriname in particular there are quite a few
Amerindians with a Marron parent (mostly the father).
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Powakka, where she grows cassava on relatively big slash-and burn gardens. She makes a
living of growing and buying cassava for the production of cassava flour (tapioca flour) for
baby food, amongst other things, which she even exports to Holland. She had discovered her
interest to ‘work with cassava’ shortly after her initiation. She enjoys her work and never gets
bored.
She has 3 daughters and 4 sons but never married their father, with whom she still lives.
She explains that she did not want to get married for two reasons. Firstly, because she had a
relationship with a man from Kalebaskreek for five years. However, he died and she decided
not to get married. Secondly, after this she decided that she never wanted to become
dependent on a man. She wanted to be economically independent and thus she managed,
connecting all this proudly to the notion that she was the first indigenous woman in Suriname
to get her driving licence.
Although she is very traditional, she did not educate her daughters this way. Her children
are grown up, and except for two sons, have left the village long ago. Nowadays she feels
sorry that she did not pass on her knowledge to them; in particular she regrets that she did not
initiate her daughters with the ‘ant-test’ ritual. She is proud and eager to tell of her
excruciating ‘ant-test’ ritual,15 which was carried by her maternal great-grandmother in the –
now deserted – Kari’na village Tibiti:
‘Soon after my first menstruation I was secluded in a small hut, near my parent’s hut. I had
to stay there for eight days. Even my mother was not allowed to stay with me, but one of the
other elder women. I was not allowed to leave the hut, and would certainly not be allowed to
come near the river. A river spirit could come and take me away or even kill me. During
those eight days I hardly got any food, just a little cassava (manioc) and a tiny piece of fish.16
The idea of all this was that I wouldn’t become greedy and would stay modest. I only wore
an old cloth and was not allowed to comb my hair. The whole day I had to spin cotton, well,
actually to pick cotton. The reasoning was that my hands would always be busy, that I would
never be lazy. The cotton was to make a hammock, not for myself, but for one of my aunts.
 For the eighth day my mother prepared cassiri (a light alcoholic cassava drink), because on
that day a number of elderly men and women were invited very early in the morning, long
before sunrise. The elderly people put some cotton in my open hand and set it on fire, I had
to toss it from one hand to the other until it had completely burnt up. This was done many
times. After that I was scarred with a new razorblade on my breast. The wounds were
dressed with the bruised leaves of the wana tree to disinfect the wound and make them heal
                                                
15 A rite de passage for girls is quite rare, especially this elaborate. Brown presumes that we find this in societies
‘where women have real importance in subsistence activities (…). Under such circumstances it is necessary both
to assure the girl and those around her of her competence to fulfil her future obligations and to impress upon her
the importance of her role (1963, p. 847-849). I agree with Kloos that this hypothesis is validated in the Kari’na
context (1969, p. 899; 1985, pp. 6,7), as well as in the wider context of Surinam indigenous people.
16 Armand Karwafodi, the chieftain of the Arawak village Mata told that the girls in his village only got a piece
of hummingbird, symbolising the small portions that a girl was allowed to eat so she wouldn’t be greedy. The
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quickly. Now an old piece of a matapie (cassava sieve) was prepared with big ants, called
yuku mira. They took the piece of the sieve with the ants woven into it and rubbed it all over
my body. The ants bite very hard and it was very painful. This is to learn to be as industrious
as an ant. And finally, they took one of these small round peppers, the hottest you have, even
more than Madam Jeanette, and smeared it on the edge of the inside of my eyelids. That was
excruciatingly painful.17
The burning of the cotton in my hands and the biting of the ants is so that you will never be
lazy, that your hands will be busy doing something. And look how it worked. I always work;
as you see I work with cassava and I enjoy it; there is nothing that I enjoy more. After the ant
test ritual I decided that I wanted to work with cassava. During the eight days in seclusion
elderly ladies came to me to tell me all kinds of important ingie sani [Amerindian
‘business’]. They also told me the meaning of dreams. So, you know, I know a lot.’
She is convinced that the initiation gave direction to her life and made her what she is
today: a knowledgeable and hard working woman, a self-conscious women with a remarkable
sense for business.18 She told me that although at that time she was not very happy with the
hard rite,19 nowadays she is proud and happy that she went through the ordeal as a young girl.
She indeed experienced it as the transition from girl to womanhood with all its
responsibilities. This rite de passage does follow the tripartite form as recognised by Van
Gennep, but also includes the many steps of preparation starting long before the actual rite, as
suggested by Grimes. And, as I argued in chapter 2, for her the rite did facilitate the transition
to womanhood, thus becoming a transitional phenomena without losing its power in time,
since in retelling she still feels strengthened by it.
Similar dreams, that is, dreams that are experienced as foretelling the death of a parent,
were told by Reinhout Sabajo. Reinout is one of the oldest villagers of the Arawak village of
Cassipora. He has lived his entire life in this village except for two years during the domestic
war, when he lived in a refugee camp with the other villagers. He was one of the 75 (of the
150) inhabitants who returned to their completely destroyed village. Reinhout does not like to
speak about that time; he appears to suffer from nightmares related to the war and is not able
to speak about it.
Reinout lives the traditional indigenous village life: daily he goes to work on his slash-and-
burn-garden and occasionally he goes hunting and fishing. As a young boy he went through a
                                                                                                                                                        
last ‘ant-test’ ritual in Mata was carried out in 1998. Both the Arawak and Kari’na have food restrictions during
the 8 days of seclusion (cf. Kloos 1964, p. 900), and during menstruation in general.
17 Aunt Wiesje was the only woman who told me about the peppers. Literature also does not mention this
extreme part in this rite de passage. Cf. for full description of the ‘ant-test’ ritual Kloos 1985, 1971, and 1969.
18 The Amerindians of Suriname are seen as people with a complete lack of interest in and talent for business.
19 Of all the women I spoke to about their ant-test’ ritual, hers was the most extensive as a combination of all
possibilities, she also was the only person whose eyelids were smeared with pepper. She thus seems to confirm
Myerhoff’s explanation of Festinger’s (1957) appreciation of experience ‘The higher the price paid, the more
likely are subjects to insist that it was worthwhile’(1982, p. 121).
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kind of minor boy’s initiation, but he stresses that it is nothing compared to what the girls
went through. He asserts that there are no real piyai men in the coastal area of Suriname
anymore because those who claim to be one are not initiated and most of them were even not
trained by a piyai. He stresses (with a smile) that when he was young, as well as presently,
they were too weak, not strong enough for training and initiation. He enjoys telling about the
past and the way he remembers the piyai.
4.4.3 Traditional Images
Aunt Wiesje had a strong urge to tell about her dream experience, particularly as  she wanted
to have her meaning or understanding of the dream confirmed. She appears to be a stable
woman, strong in her convictions, not afraid to be confronted with the facts of life. When she
shared her dream with me, some of her Amerindian workers (from the nearby Powakka) were
present there. Since avoidance is more common than any form of directness, those people fell
silent on hearing our short dialogue. Wiesje had not shared her dream with them before and
now the lack of any form of negotiation on the meaning or elaboration by them indicated the
need to share with someone who she assumed to be reliable, to comment on her dream. She
already had a notion of the meaning of her dream: the death of her mother. Hence,
communicating the dream seemed a part of the preparation for the definite farewell.
Reinout responded very directly and realistically to his dreams (p.92). There seemed to be
no negotiation in the meaning of the dream; the dreams were shared with other elders who
accepted the explanation as omen of death of his father. The dreamers were very well able to
articulate their ideas and feelings about the dreams. In these particular cases there was no
room for negotiating any other meaning other than that of precursors of death. Both were also
quite conclusive about which persons were going to die.
In these dreams the images are clear. In Wiesje’s dream the dancing in the yard refers to
traditions from the past as well as from the present. In the past indigenous people of Suriname
buried their deaths in their own huts or yard, followed by dancing on and near the burial
place. Nowadays the burying takes place in the graveyard but the dancing is still done in the
camp of the deceased. The white clothes of the dancers reveal the syncretistic element as it is
a reminiscent of the Catholic custom of burying people in a white shroud.
In his first dream Reinhout recognises ‘clearing a new slash-and-burn garden’ as an omen
of death (table 2). The running around of people can refer to the hectic situation that arises
immediately after someone’s death when the villagers are informed and hurry to the camp of
the deceased, or to the dancing at the mourning rites. The second dream was only a
confirmation for him of what he already knew: the sunset as the end of the day symbolises the
end of a life. In his opinion the tolling of a (church) bell can only refer to death; as explained
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above, upon death the church bell is tolled to inform the villagers of someone’s death.20
These dreams are on the one hand, a kind of re-working of what the subjects experience in
daily life, as in a shadow dream: psychological residues of the daily interaction and
confrontation with very old, weak parents for example, that concerns them deeply. The
dreams were thus created when the health and age of the parents gave reason for concern,
causing – consciously or unconsciously – an emotional crisis.
On the other hand, besides the preparation for death, both dreamers believe that the dreams
contain elements of spiritual importance: messengers from ‘the other realm’ reveal the
departure of a near family member. They believe that deceased relatives send a ‘call’ to a
relative to come, but do not consider the messages of great spiritual importance. The
individual and social importance of preparation for death precedes the importance of the
contact with the spirit world in these cases.
4.4.4 Final Transition
Since most Amerindian people, including the Arawak and Kari’na, draw on a substantial
repertoire of dream symbols (see table 1 & 2), cultural expectation plays a role. In fact, people
are expected to have certain dreams on important occasions, here transitions. Through the
dream the ‘crisis’ is  recognised, and gives immediate cause to start acting out.
Thus for these dreamers it is clear what the dreams mean and to whom they refer: their
own parents’ approaching death. They seem prepared to face one of the most fundamental
life-crises, viz. the loss of a parent. Wiesje’s mother and Reinhout’s father were both of
advanced age, in their eighties, and their health was deteriorating fast. However, can these
dreams offer any help in coping with and accepting the inevitable loss, namely that of their
parents with whom they have lived their entire life? Customarily, Amerindians take care of
their ageing parents. In such a close relationship it is not strange to recognise the omen of
death at least unconsciously.
Dealing with crises belongs to the field of transitional activities, as I have discussed in
chapter 2. In these cases the dreamers relate to a part of their tradition, i.e. give meaning to
dreams, the way it has been handed down to them from the outer (object) world, the
community where they grew up. This constitutes the ‘shared reality’ of the kinship group.
Wiesje and Reinout are very resolute in placing their dreams in the context of a definite
farewell of their parents. They leave no room for negotiation whatsoever, and also the persons
they shared their dreams with did not find any necessity to do so as they all agreed.
Considering the above mentioned tripartite structure (chapter 2), if the element of
revelation is present in this dream, it may be better to speak of a prediction. In both dreams
                                                
20 During the domestic war the bell of the church of Cassipora was brought down and not replaced. Hence
presently when someone dies, people inform each other. The tolling of a church bell is not a typical Amerindian
symbol of death, but in, for instance, Europe as well.
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neither secrecy nor sacredness are found; the dreams belong to the personal, private realm and
are therefore only shared and discussed with certain people fit for this task, and not for
reasons of secrecy.
The presence of the tripartite structure in all the dreams for both the dreamer and the
ancestral spirits are quite clear. The dreamers first separate themselves from the outer world in
the dream-space of their inner world (as an altered state of consciousness). Here they
encounter the spirits of deceased fellow-villagers. These ancestral spirits21 greet the relative,
and the bereaved, i.e. the dreamer and others in this world, will find comfort in the
reunification in the yonder world. From their dancing and jumping on a yard the dreamers
recognise the omen of death. When they awake, they are able to integrate this knowledge in
their lives by preparing themselves for the predicted loss. The ancestral spirits also separate
themselves temporarily from their own world into the dream-space of the dreamers; here they
temporarily transform to be visible for the dreamer and pass on their message and welcome a
relative, after which they withdraw and re-enter their own world. Thus it is shown that the
individual and spiritual structure of transition and layers of meaning are strongly connected:
the spiritual and individual meanings cannot be separated; while the dreamer has to say
goodbye to a relative, the ancestors welcome their relative. With this coinciding, the message
proves it has come from the spirit world and should thus be accepted. The bond with the spirit
world is (again) confirmed through the dream. In both cases the dreamers feel assured by their
own tradition, which can therefore help them in acting out their concerns about their parents’
health.
These dreams are linked with the Amerindian cosmological tradition and social
environment; the dreams are in an encoded way culturally specific. In the dream the subjects
have met with ancestors who passed on the message of approaching death. Beside the
message, they also made it clear that the ones who are about to shift to the other world will be
welcomed by their ancestors when they unite.
At first sight the social layer of meaning seems almost irrelevant in the case of the first
dream; however, the need to share the dream and make people aware of the situation seems
relevant. Aunt Wiesje here shows what we may recognise as a form of negotiating the way of
sharing her dream. She does not want to communicate it directly to the Amerindian workers
present, though they should be informed about it since they live in nearby Powakka. This also
shows how she clearly indicates that it is her dream: she shares it with whom and when she
wants. Both dreams were shared in an early stage so that other relatives and villagers could
prepare for the loss of a family member or fellow-villager and support the relatives.
                                                
21 By ancestral spirits is meant all (family members) who have died, not only the direct lineage ancestors.
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4.4.5 Recognition
Both Wiesje and Reinhout are elderly Amerindians, raised traditionally, who have lived their
entire life in the villages. Both are also recognised as such by their own community. Like
most elderly Arawak and Kari’na, they too claim to remember their dreams vividly and in
detail. Both are hardworking and Wiesje is a very lively and optimistic elderly lady; Reinhout
can be talkative, though withdrawn when it comes to the war.
The upcoming crises are recognised; they came to life symbolised in dreams with a direct
and explicit influence from the dreamers’ culture and cosmology. Their dreaming and
interpretation show the creative use of the (cultural) relational field they live in. Both realise
that the pain of loss will come, but the dreams are integrated into their lives by making it part
of the shared reality and thus are experienced as easing the grief.
These culturally related dreams help to cope with the coming emotional crisis, and ease the
transition to a new phase: it confirms the fact that their parents’ health is deteriorating and that
they should prepare themselves for their death; they are emotionally being prepared by way of
ideas borrowed from their religious tradition. The dream images of deceased relatives have
been recognised as omens of death. The dreamers felt worried but as they said ‘these dreams
prepare you emotionally for what is coming, you can prepare yourself.’ The way they
expressed the acceptance of their losses shows that these dreams function as a successful
transitional phenomena and in due time will contribute towards making life meaningful for
them.22 Wiesje used the exact words many others had uttered in the same circumstances: ‘the
dream prepares your emotions’, and with these words demonstrates the acceptance of the
inevitable.
4.4.6 Preparation
The dreams described above are experienced as heralds of death in particular and are valued
as messages from the spirit world. In this, the majority of the indigenous people I spoke with
do not distinguish between the traditional indigenous and the Christian faith.
The signs indicating the approach of death in dreams are experienced as very natural, and
the elder people are particularly generous in giving examples. When one of the elderly female
respondents was young she had a dream that she lost an incisor. Two weeks later her son,
aged 21 months, died; now (in 2004) he would have been 29 years old. She never dreamt
about this son again. The most important aspect of the dream was that she felt prepared for the
                                                
22 The function of these dreams on deaths, can in be compared to Gibson’s (2004) discussion on ‘melancholy
objects’ which she describes as ‘conceptualized as the memorialized objects of mourning’. Applying this idea on
the dreams on death, these dreams can be called ‘melancholy phenomena’, as at the same time the dreams mean
holding on and letting go (2004, p. 288), in due time the dream becomes a symbol of the acceptance of loss.
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loss of one of her children: ‘my emotions were prepared’.23 Another old lady recalls, ‘Some
time ago I dreamt of a hearse and saw a 5 year old boy, Waldo. There in that corner the hearse
stopped. The next day I wanted to tell this woman, Thelma, that I would receive some bad
news. And indeed, my daughter came with the news that someone in the family had died, the
sister of my son-in-law. I knew I was going to get bad news and because of this dream I was
prepared.’
‘Preparation of the mind’ or ‘preparation of your emotions’ is what most Amerindian
people will say about their dreams and with some exceptions, most are grateful for these
dreams. Formerly the spirits (or ancestors) were thanked for these dreams. Nowadays, as the
origin of (these) dreams has become a debatable issue, some say that they come from their
yeye, or from God, whereas others claim that they come from the spirits and/or ancestors.
In this chapter I have discussed three persons who are dealing with the death of a very
close family member. They shared and discussed their dreams, which often concerned a case
of death, though we should not underestimate the influence of other dream subjects as we
have seen in the previous chapter. Therefore, cultural expectation and the ease of sharing
these dreams are important to the discussion. People are aware of the value of these dreams as
they emphasise in their remarks on ‘preparation’. Categorising dreams in a genre appeared
quite problematic, in particular because of the absence of secrecy and sacredness, but with a
strong spiritual and ancestral connection. All these dreams announce something of personal
and social importance. This makes the dreams part of the second genre of dreams (see 2.8
Dream Genres). Spirits (in general concerning spirits of the dead) play a role in preparing the
dreamer for the death of somebody close to them, irrespective of whether these spirits are
seen as connected to the Christian God or not.
However, we also noticed that not all these dreams facilitate the loss of a beloved one.
Most indigenous people will indeed confirm that the dreams, in particular the ones dreamt
before death, ease the pain. In the first dream discussed above, death was experienced too
suddenly, and the dreamer felt dogged by disaster.
These dreams are all experienced as very personal, not to be handed over to the kinship
group; they will be shared for various reasons such as emotional relief and preparing the other
family members as well. But they will not be shared with the intention that others have more
to say in the explanation than they themselves do, and certainly not so that a third party may
use the dream for other purposes than they themselves believe in.
Finally, the dream images are part of the Amerindian relational field, and taken seriously
                                                
23 In the Maroon village Santigron I had several conversations on this subject with people of different clans.
They use same expression when recalling their dreams that heralded death of a (close) family member or
misfortune. They said that they knew what was going to happen and in one way it doubles the sorrow but in
another way it not only prepares but also convinces one of fate as unavoidable; nothing can change or prevent
the situation. In this village, like the Amerindians, the majority felt the same kind of gratitude for these dreams.
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as experiences during waking reality. In their specific value and interpretation no difference is
made between the waking consciousness and the altered state of consciousness of the dream.
In the first dream the object relations (of this relational field) seemed insufficient to facilitate
the loss of a son. In the last two dreams the facilitating aspects of the dream were good
enough to take comfort in the dream in reworking the loss, thus supporting the life-long
maturational process as a true transitional phenomenon.
                                                                                                                                                        
But one of the elder men disagreed very strongly, stating that these kinds of dreams had brought him double
trouble. As he said, ‘First you suffer from the dream and then later you suffer again from reality’.
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DREAMING IN THE DREAMTIME
5.1  INTRODUCTION
To further the special case of ‘transitional’ dreams occurring during major transitions in life I
present Australian Aboriginal dreams in relation to their cosmology. I have selected two types
of dreams. Firstly, the so-called ‘spirit-conception-dreams’ dreamt by men (and to a lesser
extent by women), and abundantly discussed in anthropological literature.1 These dreams
herald the beginning of an individual person’s physical and spiritual life. I will discuss the
function and influence of these dreams in the lives of the dreamer (i.e. the father), the mother
and the unborn child.
Secondly, I will focus on women’s dreams, which have received considerably less
attention in the literature. I have selected two dreams of women at menopausal age; a phase in
their life where the spiritual side of life may become more significant and important. For the
first menopausal case I discuss dreams appearing after the circumcision of the eldest son. The
second case concerns a middle-aged woman who started dreaming in a religiously significant
way after facing severe problems.
In Aboriginal Australia the personal, social and cosmological aspects cannot be considered
apart from each other. As Poirier (2003, p. 109) notes, ‘dream experiences and dream
narratives have not only a deeply embedded social dimension (in their entertaining and
aesthetic values, among others), they are a means to connect (in reality and not
metaphorically) to one’s social, cosmological and physical surroundings’.
To get a better understanding of the place and function of dreams in Aboriginal society, it
is necessary to know something about the concepts of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ knowledge and
the relation between the Dreaming as Cosmology and the activity of nocturnal dreaming.
5.2  INSIDE AND OUTSIDE KNOWLEDGE
Literature and research on dreams are limited, not because this subject did not capture the
attention of scholars, but because not everything on the Dreaming, dreams and everything
connected to it, can be discussed and revealed in public. In this respect, we would first think
of the well-known dichotomy ‘sacred – profane’ (and ‘secret – public’), which is never absent
in ‘Les Rites de Passages’ by  (Van Gennep 1960 [1909], p. 12). Also Durkheim builds his
entire work on this dichotomy. However, in many ways, the Aboriginal cosmology denies this
dichotomy; its use here is questionable and hardly applicable.2 In fact, in Aboriginal society
                                                
1 For instance Montague 1974, Leach 1968, Goodale 1971, Hiatt 1996, 1971, Merlan 1986.
2 Cf. Berndt 1971, p. vii.
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the ‘sacred’ and ‘profane’ are interwoven, and therefore often difficult to distinguish. Social
acts may contain religious elements and vice versa. It is often difficult for the (uninitiated)
outsider to distinguish ‘religious’ from ‘non-religious’ behaviour, in particular because
religious ritual has a private, exclusive nature, and only open to, or meant for, a particular
group and executed in inconspicuous ways. Hence, I have abandoned this dichotomy and will
only speak in terms of ‘sacred’ as ‘restricted knowledge’ in this ‘distinct yet not separate’
realm.
When it comes to notions such as ‘restricted knowledge’, ‘sacredness’ and ‘secrecy’ and
their gradations, it seems more appropriate to follow the major concepts as used by the
Aborigines themselves, i.e. ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, which are conceived as crucial to the
understanding of the system of knowledge. It should be stressed that ‘inside’ – ‘outside’
should not be conceived of as a dichotomy, but more as a continuum of more restricted to less
restricted knowledge (Morphy 1991, p. 78,80).3 This indicates how the distribution of
knowledge is controlled and how people are categorised.
‘Likan’, a Yolgnu term, is used to connect the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, i.e. respectively that
which can be conceived as ‘restricted’ and that which is publicly accessible. Keen describes
likan as follows:
‘The concept likan, literally ‘elbow’, denoted connections among places, ancestors, persons,
and ceremonies. The word also signified junctions such as that between branch and tree, or a
crescent from such as a bay or the new moon. Just as the elbow connects the upper and lower
arm, or as the branches and roots are connected to the trunk of a tree, so likan names or
budurr called out at the climaxes of ceremonies, and geometric likan or likanbuy (‘pertaining
to the elbow’) designs, painted on the body or sacred objects, implied connections between
ancestor, place, group, and ceremony. They made connections in a particular focused way:
likan names were at once the proper names of wangarr ancestors or things with ancestral
significance, persons, places; and the designs, instituted by ancestral action, condensed
place, ancestor, group design, and sacred object into one multivalent form’ (1994, p. 71, 103,
with reference to Morphy 1988, p. 250; 1991, p. 228).
The content of this kind of concept is not static. Objects and even ceremonies which belong to
the restricted area can be displayed in public: revealing or without revealing the hidden,
‘inside’ knowledge that the object (or ceremony) contains. Then the inside, as the spirit world
is the source and basis for the outside, visible world. The latter exists because of the
inspiration, vitality and strength of the former (Borsboom 2003, p. 81).
Generally, secrecy is connected to who can learn what, and restrictions are related to age
and sex, so that the full understanding of a ceremony, story or object (such as a painting) is
determined by the access to ‘inside’ education. Women and (uninitiated) men accordingly
                                                
3 This is explained in many metaphors, such as the bark of the tree and the inside of the tree, the skin of human
body supporting the bones, flesh and  intestines (Borsboom 2003, p. 81; Munn 1991, p. 79).
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have no access to the sacred male world, but have their own Law. However, this should not be
conceived as a rigid system with static rules. In particular, the position of women in this
whole system depends not only on age, status and interest, but also on social and family
circumstances. When sons and/or brothers are absent, not interested or unreliable because of
substance abuse, women may occupy a position where knowledge is passed to them. In
general, women obtain knowledge as they attend (part of) the ceremonies and rituals, and, as
shown below, through dreams.4
In the ‘traditional world’ inside knowledge partly determines the way of relating to the
world. It is an ordering principle for knowledge on relations. It concerns a worldview in
which ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ are in harmony, where the ultimate creation abides in the
Ancestral world, all expressed in terms of the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. Therefore, both men and
women gain inside knowledge when it comes to experiencing and relating to things. Women
also belong to the inside as they have their own logical place in the scheme; they too represent
instances of ancestral power but are less able than men to utilise that power themselves (Keen
1994, p. 98; Morphy 1991, p. 75-91,92,97,287; Herdt 1990, p. 28, quoted in Morphy 1991, p.
91; Warner 1958, p. 258).
5.3  RELATION BETWEEN THE DREAMING AND DREAMS
In the same way as the word likan connects the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ (that which is
secret/sacred and that which is publicly accessible), one should approach the restricted area of
knowledge of dreams. The same experience and capacity of a hinge as in likan is found in the
dream (Poirier 1990, p. 207), the junction between the spirit world and the human world,
though it is not present in every dream. The difference is that everybody dreams and may
claim knowledge and revelations accordingly.
Aborigines make a conceptual distinction between ‘the Dreaming’ and ‘dreams’ and relate
these concepts in a rather complex manner. Linguists who have cast a careful eye on the
words translated as ‘The Dreaming’ note that the term is plurivocal; this means that it has a
number of interrelated meanings. Firstly, it refers to the time of creation, the Ancestral Period
as the mythical account of the foundation and shaping of the entire world by the Ancestors
(believed to be uncreated and eternal). Secondly, The Dreaming designates the embodiment
of the spiritual power of the Ancestral heroes in the land, in certain sites, and in species of
fauna and flora, the presently available power. These Ancestors travelled over the land and
thus founded and shaped the entire world. Thirdly, it denotes the moral, social, ritual and
ceremonial institutions/practices, the general way of life, which Aborigines generally call the
‘Law’.5 Fourthly, The Dreaming refers to specific myths or the whole body of myths or The
                                                
4 Cf. Bell 1983.
5 Burbank (1994:31) implies that there is a nuance in using both terms: ‘When Aboriginal people at Mangrove
have used the word ‘Law’, they have usually done so to explain or justify rules and expectations about social
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Dreaming stories. Fifthly, The Dreaming may refer to the personal ‘way’ or vocation that an
Aboriginal person may have by virtue of his membership of a clan, or by virtue of his
spiritual-conception relating him or her to particular sites. And finally, it may be used for
dreams that individuals have during sleep which are later associated with a specific Dreaming
(myth), in which the dreamers say that they ‘saw’ particular Ancestral Beings acting, dancing,
singing and sometimes talking to them. (Swain 1995, p. 20,21; Dussart 2000, p. 17-21;
Dussart 1988, p. 35)
Myers, for example, approaches this complex relation between the Dreaming and dreams
by sorting out the current terminology. The Pintupi (Western Australia), for instance, use the
word tjukurrpa to signify actual dreams and will sometimes describe the act of dreaming as
‘seeing The Dreaming’ (tjukurrpa nyamginpa) or just as ‘dreaming’ by adding a suffix to the
root to create a verb (tjukurrmaninpa). In this way, the experience of dreams is contrasted
with the visible, but the Dreaming (Tjukurrpa) remains a different order of reality;
nevertheless, certain cultural understandings underlie both. Therefore, ‘the relationship
between the two derives, presumably, from their joint reference to situations of non-ordinary
reality, but the connection between them remains culturally problematic’ (Myers 1986, p. 51).
Also Poirier (2003, p. 113) points at this complex relationship:
‘In Aboriginal representations, it is clear that dreams and the Dreaming, the ancestral Law,
are closely related to one another. As modes of experience, both phenomena are inscribed in
local theories of actions. Dreams and dreaming are vital components and expressions of the
Dreaming, and, in many ways, all share the same aesthetic. Nevertheless, they represent two
levels of structurally distinct reality; while they are not interchangeable, they certainly stand
with each other in a relational complicity.’
The Dreaming, as cosmology, is a synthesising concept: it unites human beings and natural
species, the land, the sky, and the waters, and everything in them or associated with them.
This unifying relationship is cemented, or made irrevocable, by spiritual linkages with, or
through mythic beings. For the Aborigines, dreams play a role in this process; they confirm
the tradition of revealing the unknown through part of the eternal Law (Elkin 1922, p. 265,
266). In her study of Walbiri myth, Munn shows that the relationship is also more than
metaphorical. She found the belief that Walbiri Ancestors first dreamed their objectifications
while sleeping; they visualised their travels and the country and the songs before they were
externalised (Price-Williams & Gaines 1994, p. 375). Nevertheless, dreams belong to the ‘not
real area’, and only on exceptional occasions is new knowledge on songs or rituals, for
example, obtained. When the uninitiated dream of Ancestors or connected concepts, elders
would undoubtedly label such a dream as ‘nightmare’ (Dussart 2000, p. 143). Dreaming and
                                                                                                                                                        
forms and conventions. Associated with the Dreaming, the creation of natural and moral worlds (Stanner 1965),
use of the word “Law” signifies what is morally acceptable.’
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contents are open for all but meaning and reference can remain concealed. The public
analogues may obscure the most fundamental meanings. Therefore, the significance of dream
material is negotiable (Myers 1986, p. 51,52,67), and subject of power play. In the end,
knowledge is handed down socially, for the most part. Nonetheless, it is believed that in
dreams Ancestral events are expressed; they encode meaning that refer to the events in the
Ancestral past and thus provide a source of Ancestral power for use in ritual.6 However,
dreams are believed to be part of the ongoing tradition as they can also be part of the process
of [creation] coming into being as will be shown in both the dreams on spirit-conception and
the dream on ‘women’s (religious) business’. For the latter the question can be posed as to
whether dreams provide a tool to escape the male controlled system of power and secrecy,
among other things.
5.4  SPIRIT CONCEPTION DREAMS
5.4.1 Introduction
‘A father always “finds” his child in a dream and in association with water either in a
waterhole or in the falling rain. Even if in the first instance he “finds” his child in water in
waking life, he will see it in a dream later on when he is asleep in his camp. In his dream he
sees the spirit child standing on his head and catches it in his hand after which it enters his
wife’ (Elkin 1933b, p. 460,461).
Elkin refers here to the Aboriginal people of Kimberley (the tribes of Dampier Land), North
Western Australia. Although this example comes from a small region of Australia, the idea of
‘finding’ a child in a dream is found in different forms in many parts of Australia (Berndt &
Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 42), and described ‘abundantly’ in the literature, for example:
Goodale (1971, p. 138) found on Bathurst and Melville Islands: […] A Tiwi [child] must be
dreamed by its father, the man to whom its mother is married, before it can be conceived by
its mother. To the Tiwi there is no conflict between the two beliefs concerning conception. In
fact there is only one belief, while there may be two “fathers”
A father told her (Goodale 2003, p.157 [1994,1971, p. 141]): I had a dream in which I
saw my unborn son in a canoe, killing a turtle. I then went to Darwin and my wife stayed
behind and my dream son followed me and said, “You are my father, but who is my
mother?” [When a man has a number of wives of different matrilineal skin groups, this is an
important question.] I told him that his mother was P. Later P. told me that she was pregnant.
Elkin (1933b, p. 439) reports on the Nyul-Nyul [of the Dampierland, Peninsula states]: […]
the entry of a spirit-child into its mother’s womb is always associated with a dream in which
                                                
6 This relates to Morphy’s views on Aboriginal aesthetics (1989b, p. 25).
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the father sees or ‘finds’ it. Further, according to Nyul-Nyul informants, the spirit-child tells
the father what its name is to be. It also tells the man that he is to be its father, and asks him
where his wife is. Having given the information to the spirit-child, he may then take it in his
hand and put it down near his wife, or on her navel. It will enter the womb, though not
necessarily at once. At the time of the quickening, the woman tells her husband that a child
has entered her womb. He then remembers ‘finding’ the child in the dream.
Kaberry (1936, p. 395) found on [the Kimberleys] […] Wallanang’s father swam across the
gulf to an island to get pelican and duck. When returning the Rainbow Snake followed him.
That night he dreamed of a child which entered his wife.
In short, all over Australia men thus ‘find’ spirit-children in their dreams. As Elkin (1964,
p. 152) puts it, a man may ‘know’ in advance that a spirit child ‘is to be incarnated through his
wife’. Merlan (1986, p. 493) also mentions several cases of this phenomenon and suggests
that child-spirit ideas belong to the domain of men. Consequently the meaning and function of
these dreams have to be sought in the male domain although implications for the child-to-be-
born and the mother should not be overlooked.7 Hiatt (1996, p. 138-139, cf. Hiatt 1971)
suggests that:
‘men steeped in Aboriginal traditions prefer to talk about the metaphysical dimension of
conception, whereas in appropriate circumstances (e.g. when discussing the matter with a
female anthropologist) women are prone to express matter-of-fact observations on physical
aspects.’
On this he speculates:
‘To say that men have pre-empted the spiritual domain begs the question, since Aboriginal
religion is conspicuously concerned with fertility and procreation. Perhaps the doctrine of
spirit conception was institutionalized under male authority precisely because men’s physical
role seemed so nebulous. By proclaiming so all-important a spiritual aetiology of human
generation, and simultaneously assuming instrumental responsibility for it, men overtook by
cultural means the procreative head-start conferred on women by nature’.
Goodale (1971, p. 136-143, cited in Hiatt 1996, p. 138-139) describes the importance of
physical resemblance with the sexual partner among the Tiwi,8 along with the necessity of the
husband ‘to find the spirit of his child in a dream’. She includes in her account the case of a
                                                
7 The majority of the reports on spirit conception are based on viricentric research: male anthropologists dealing
with male informants. However, women are part of the same tradition and ultimately the dreams concern their
physical condition.
8 However, a Tiwi woman explained to Venbrux that publicly pointing out resemblances between a child and the
mother’s lover, rather than her husband, is insulting. The same accounts for the child and supposed father,
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man who saw his unborn son in a dream just before departing for Darwin without his wife.
Given the high levels of infidelity prevailing under the traditional marriage system, we may
say that Tiwi conception ideology conferred on husbands a guaranteed transcendental role in
circumstances where their carnal role was notoriously precarious.
5.4.2 Who are these spirit-children?
The idea of ‘spirit-children’ belongs to one of the major concepts in Aboriginal cosmology
(Stanner 1998, p. 8,10). Before discussing any of the implications and functions of these
dreams, I will first consider who or what these ‘spirit-children’ are.
In this respect, the importance of the spiritual links with the land cannot be underestimated,
as the places where the Ancestors reside are considered sacred and form the spiritual sources
from which the people and natural species again and again originate. It is believed that the so-
called ‘spirit-child’ originates from the essence of the Ancestors, of which they have left some
residue behind. A particle of essence disentangles itself from its source (i.e. the essence of a
particular Ancestor) in search of its mother-to-be. The moment it enters the mother, the foetus
becomes a person, receives its human soul, and starts its earthly existence. After death the
spirit will return to its source of origin (Borsboom 1996, p. 17, 84, 85). Hence, spirit children
are not reincarnations of, for instance, the spirits of deceased group members; they do not go
through the sequence of birth and death twice.9 Hiatt (1965, p. 22,23; cf. Warner [1958]1937,
p. 21) reports that ‘They [Gidjingali] did not believe that the spirits of members of a
patrilineal group came from dead members’.
Spirit conception takes place in different forms in accordance with the tradition of a clan.
Spirit children can enter a woman’s body when she is in a certain place or if she eats a certain
food. The fact that the woman is pregnant may be noted when the baby first moves or when
the husband has a dream that his wife is pregnant. Aboriginal men believe that they will know
at once that a spirit-child has contacted them (e.g. in a dream). The spirit-child often appears
to them, it is said, in a dream as a totemic spirit, which then becomes the child’s spirit-father.
Or, as is the case on the Tiwi Islands, spirit conception is believed to take place when a father,
or sometimes the (father’s) sister, (father’s) father or (father’s) father’s sister (Venbrux 1995,
p. 23), dream of spirit children in their country. Magowan (1994, p. 60) gives examples of
women dreaming of these spirit children: ‘One Wangurri woman said she dreamt that she saw
a child wearing armbands, headbands and paint like Djangka’wu, and that her sister was
going to have the child’. In general, it could therefore be said that in many parts of Australia,
before a child is born, its father may find its spirit in a dream or through some similar
revelation. This spirit will then be associated with the totem or group of totems, and the
                                                                                                                                                        
because it is taken for granted and such a remark would call it in question (instead of being accepted for a
confirmation) [personal communication 2005].
9 Cf. Goodale 2003, p. 157.
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corresponding locality that appeared in the dream. On the other hand, the child’s totemic
associations, or one of them, may depend on the first place where its mother first realised she
was pregnant, ‘spirit dreaming’ (Bell 1983, p.143). These instances determine the child’s
place within the community as well as its own ‘sense of place’. Conception is perceived to
have taken place at the time of entry of the spirit, not at the formation of the foetus.10 Both the
place of conception and birth may be important in giving certain persons certain interests in
that place (C.H.&R.M. Berndt 1971, p. 44; cf. Venbrux 1995, p. 23; Morphy 1991; Williams
1986, p. 32).
In general one gets the idea that all children are ‘dreamt’ by their fathers (or a close
relative), but Hiatt (1965, p. 23) reports: ‘Some married men said they had in fact had such
dreams, others admitted they had not. Thus sometimes a baby is born without its mother’s
husband, or indeed anyone else, seeing its conception in a dream’.
5.4.3 Prenatal Encounter
The spirit conception dream accompanies a major transition in life: parenthood and birth. The
dream confirms the understanding of the dreamer that he is becoming (again) a parent, or if
the dreamer is a close relative of the father-to-be (see above), the latter will be informed. The
context of the dream is the man’s understanding (conscious or subconscious) that his wife is
pregnant because of certain events. These events are both the physical condition of this wife
and metaphysical or spiritual events that will be explained, mostly only afterwards, as
referring to pregnancy or spirit conception.
At first sight these dreams seem an individual experience, but in Aboriginal society a
dream is more than that; dreams also are of social and religious concern, as mentioned above.
To understand this I return to the framework of understanding and its different layers of
meaning. In the spirit-conception dream such as rêve de passage the sequence of separation,
transition and reintegration is present in all three layers. On the personal layer, we see how
the dreamer separates himself into the dream-space, then makes the acquaintance with the
unborn child, and, with the acquired knowledge (as revelation) from the spirit world, awakes
and reintegrates into society as a father-to-be. On awakening, he is aware that not only will a
child be born, but is also aware of the social and cosmological position and responsibilities.
He also believes that the likan name of the child will be revealed (e.g. Redmond 2001, p. 123
on Ngarinyin people, central Kimberley).
Berndt & Berndt (1964, p. 42), for instance mentions:
                                                
10 The misunderstanding that Aborigines were not acquainted with the cause of conception persisted for a long
time. It took until the 1930’s when the anthropologist, Lloyd Warner, discovered that they did have a knowledge
of conception, but spirit conception is emphasised (Warner [1958] 1937, pp. 23-24). C.H.&R.M. Berndt 1993, p.
131; R.M. Berndt 1974,4: 11; Borsboom 1996, p. 121. Persistent examples are e.g. Hernández 1941, Kaberry
1936, 1938; Ashley-Montagu 1937/1974. See further Hiatt 1996, pp. 120-141).
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‘In many parts of Australia, before a child is born its father may find its spirit in a dream, or
through some similar revelation; and that spirit will then be associated with the totem or
group of totems, and the corresponding locality, which appeared in the dream’.11
Thus it is a dream of great spiritual and ceremonial importance containing information tied
to mythology, which must be conveyed to the child in the course of life, especially during his
or her initiation (e.g. Elkin 1933b, pp. 265,266; Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], pp. 166, 167;
Venbrux 1995, p. 23; Williams 1986, p. 32).
The references with regard to the spirit-child being a particle of the Ancestor, indicate the
spiritual layer of the spirit-child. Also for him or her it is a transitional and transformational
dream: the spirit-child is believed to separate from the Dreaming, to make the transition into
a human being by searching for a mother, and to (re)integrate into human society by finding
the mother and showing itself to the father. The process of transformation and transition of the
spirit child resembles initiation rites involving a set of specifically initiatory motifs: there is
an old status that should be abandoned in order to prepare for a new one. In the common ritual
structure, as proposed by Van Gennep, the phase of separation constitutes a kind of ritual
‘death’ of the old status; in the spirit conception dream the spirit child is immobile and a man
is asleep, dreaming. The second phase of transition is one of preparation or ‘incubation’,
where the identity between the old and the new states is changing. A particle of the Dreaming
(i.e. the spirit child) becomes mobile, transforms from superhuman into human; the dreamer
observes, or even gets involved in the actions of the spirit child who is becoming mobile. The
final phase comprises the incorporation of the new status, together with its acknowledgement
by the group. In the dream, this phase is marked by the spirit child entering the mother, as
envisioned and acknowledged by the father. Here the events coincide: in observing and
accepting the child the dreamer becomes the father-to-be. With all their focusing power both
spirit conception dream and ritual accomplish the dismantling of the old status and its
attachments, frame a period of change and testing, and incorporate the foetal child or the
initiate into the new status. Often, we find embryonic symbolism in initiation and adult rites,
analogous with being in the womb before birth. A new name, new clothes, or new rules of
behaviour might mark the emerging identity. In the spirit conception dream, this symbolism
can be taken literally: the foetus in the womb is getting a name and rules to mark its identity.
Thus the third phase of incorporation in the kin group coincides with the social layer: after the
dream the father will announce the expected arrival of a new member in the kin group.
Besides the obvious fact that a member is pregnant and thus the group will be extended with a
new member, part of its identity will also be revealed. This process is marked by the religious
and social relationships of the dreamer and the unborn child, with specific rights regarding the
rituals of the part of the country where the conception site is located. These rights include
                                                
11 Kaberry reports that in the Kimberleys, the spirit children are not ancestors as they are among the Aranda, but
were placed in the pools by Galeru, a Rainbow snake (1939:125).
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access to ritual objects associated with the site (Bell 1983, p. 142,143). Thus the socialisation
of the unborn has started: its religious and social identity are revealed.
Hence, the social layer cannot be understood apart from the religious aspect: just as
initiation, or a rite for strangers, is needed to admit new members to the community or to the
company of guardians of religious secrets, so the dream admits the unborn child to society,
gives it a name and allows it to partake of (secret or closely guarded) religious knowledge.
The conception dream confirms the unborn child’s membership of a place in his or her kin-
group, both socially and spiritually, and therefore provides a starting point not only for this
membership and place in the group, but also creates a window on future responsibilities, for
example in ritual ‘land-ownership’ and ‘religious business’.
Therefore, these kinds of dreams are of great spiritual and ceremonial importance for the
child to be born and for society. Secrecy is an important element: the information passed on
contains secret elements that are meant only for a selected group, particularly the likan name12
of the child. Some elements of the dream are only meant for the dreamer and the unborn child,
or for their nearest kin, never revealed or only much later during rites and religious
ceremonies. It seems that in the social layer of the spirit conception dream we find an example
of how society starts with the integration of an individual before birth, as Myerhoff formulates
‘when society seeks to make the individual most fully its own, weaving groups values and
understandings onto the private psyche so that internally provided individual motivation
replaces external controls’ (1982, p. 112). Thus the survival of the society, together with its
beliefs and its secrets, must be ensured by a new generation through rites, myths, and in this
case dreams.
To summarise, the dreamer recognises the ‘crisis’ and acts it out through a culturally
expected dream. Thus conditioned by his culture, he knows that a dream of spirit conception
will (or even has to) follow. This indicates at this stage that the man follows the lead of
cultural expectations, meaning that he is socially (and culturally) well educated and
integrated. The dream (as a transitional phenomenon) contributes to further symbolisation and
structuring of the experiences of the world around him. The dream has psychologically
organised the events from the outer world and brought them into contact with the inner world.
In other words, the dream is created after ‘the announcement’ of the new situation, in this
particular case the ‘crisis’ of having his wife bear a child and he himself becoming a parent
(again). In this way the dream helps to ease the transition to the new phase: it confirms the
fact that he is becoming a parent (again). By sharing his dream, he also shares all its
responsibilities at different levels of symbolisation, the name it is to be given, what place and
future responsibilities the child will have in that society, and his role as a father.
                                                
12 This notion was also found among the Amerindians of Suriname ‘if the enemy finds out the secret name of a
person, he can do as much evil with this person as if he would be in person with him’ (Penard & Penard 1907,
p.160). Even relatives did not use this name. This custom seems to have disappeared.
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5.4.4 Further Implications
Until here, it seems that there is no role for the mother in this religious and social
identification of the unborn child. But Berndt (1964, p. 43) also reports that ‘On the other
hand, the child’s totemic associations, or one of them, may depend on the place at which its
mother first realised she was pregnant – for example, at quickening; or as for instance in
western South Australia where taking a particular food causes one to vomit. Among the
Aranda/Arrente, however, it is the locality where a child is born that determines its principal
totemic affiliations’. Bell (1983, p. 143) also confirms the ritual importance of the place
where she realises her pregnancy.
Socially, the dream affects the mother as well. If the husband does not get or report a
dream of his child-to-be, or if someone else has this dream, what are the implications for the
mother? For instance Akerman (1977, p. 60) reports on Kimberley, West Australia, that asked
why the young girls were not aware of their pregnant state, the reply was ‘because they don’t
have that dream’ or because ‘that husband hasn’t told her he found a spirit-baby. These are the
minor implications, presumably only for young girls, in sharing the dream. The importance
for the mother’s social position is found in the answer to the question as to whether the father
wants to acknowledge the child. A father can be very eager to acknowledge any child of his
wife even if he is not certain about his biological fatherhood, as we understood from the
above-mentioned case of the father who saw his unborn son in a dream, just before departing
for Darwin without his wife (Goodale 1971, p. 136-143, cited from Hiatt 1996, p. 138-139).
Or, as Goodale (1971, p. 145) observes on the Tiwi: ‘Although a father will dream of several
of his children at one time, he never sends them to the same wife at the same time. A pitapitui
[spirit child] theoretically cannot get into its mothers womb without being sent by its father
but multiple births have occurred. Since a father is entirely innocent, a lover must have been
responsible; hence the ‘shame’ and probable concealment of the event from the mother’s
husband’. However, there also are examples of ‘stealing’ a child when another man comes up
with such a dream. Hence, the father’s dreaming provides him with power over his wife, or
any woman, by claiming to have dreamt or not.
The religious aspect remains very important as the spirit-conception-dream has been
identified as someone’s totem. The totem is considered to play an important role in
communication through dreams, since a person can be identified through his totem: ‘A person
may be consistently represented, in dreams, by some natural phenomenon with which he is
acknowledged to have an especially close link. He may identify himself with a totemic being,
in human or other form; in his own dreams, and those of others, the actions it performs are his
actions, and so on’ (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 237). Through this the child is not only
linked to the Ancestral world but also the affiliations in his or her mother’s or father’s clan are
identified.
The conception dream confirms, first of all, the accepted role (the aspect of binding) and
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responsibility for the father, and secondly, the unborn child’s membership in a community.
For the mother these dreams are reassurances of her relationship with her husband and her
kin, as tensions within the relationship can play a role in the bringing out of a dream.
The three layers emphasise the realisation that when it comes to procreation the most
significant point is that a human being is believed to have origins in the world beyond the
immediate parents. Knowledge is obtained through the spirit-conception dream. The non-
human and ancestral components in a dream can have an enormous impact on social and
religious life. The religious or ‘Ancestral’ component is responsible for the great discretion
with respect to dreams.
In short: through the dream the father, mother and (part of) society are prepared for the
birth of a daughter or son and their religious affiliations, which are of major importance in
traditional Aboriginal society.
5.5  THE RITUALLY MATURING MOTHER
5.5.1 Introduction
In Aboriginal cosmology many authors have noticed the relation between nocturnal dreams
and ritual. Myers mentions the value of dreams for ritual and ceremony: ‘dreams are
considered to be revelations of matters people did not know of before’ (1986, p. 51).
Catherine Berndt points out the general importance of dreams that inspire ritual life in
northern Australia. Ronald Berndt (1951, p. 71-84) corroborates the idea by pointing out that
‘Kunapipi ritual and ideology, like all other aspects of native life and thought, find expression
through the medium of dreams’. However, dreams are not implicitly accepted as ritually
important; their significance is negotiable (Dussart 2000, p. 122; Myers 1986, p. 52).
Catherine Berndt (1950, p. 27) refers specifically to women, although not to any
connection between specific times in a woman’s life, nor when these ceremonially significant
dreams start appearing. She is very clear about the relation between dream contents and the
execution of the ceremony: ‘In the tjarda13 particularly, the songs used in the ceremonies are
variations that have been found in dreams […]’. These dreams are acknowledged to be
women’s property; Berndt (1950, p. 27) explains that ‘a doctor-fellow, a clever man now
dead, had a dream concerning a women’s Mungamunga ritual, and this he passed on to the
women as being their rightful property’.14 She also mentions the relation with the Ancestors
such as the giant rainbow Snake appearing in women’s dreams and the initiation of new
rituals. She illustrates this with a woman’s dream and its ritual practice: ‘A new tjarda, for
                                                
13 Berndt explained the term as referring to a wide range of ceremonies related to both men and women, and
associated primarily with love magic.
14 The idea that a dream can shift owners was already noted by Róheim (1933, p. 221), among others: ‘The song
is the dream of a man who saw the women tukutita (ancestors) coming along and moving their hips, showing the
dance. He then gave his dream to the women and they have been performing it ever since’.
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example, now performed at Wave Hill, belongs primarily to a nangala woman named
Wongola (Mabel) at Pigeon Hole, on the Victoria River Downs station lease. She was asleep
one night near this place when the two Mungamunga, who had been to Pigeon Hole, came up
and showed her a new ceremony. As a result, she considered herself under an obligation to
put these rituals into practice’ (1950, p. 31, 32). On the other hand, many dreams of spiritual
and ceremonial importance only reaffirm existing knowledge (Dussart 2000, p. 142), and as
such reaffirm the existing order.
Dussart (2000, p. 140) has clearly shown the ritual elements of the dream and its
integration as such and pointed out that ‘dreams enable the Warlpiri to dissipate tensions in
the personal and residential dynamics of the settlement by providing a kind of protocurrency
of knowledge that allows for circulation, and as such necessitates social exchange’. In this
context, a dream is never really personal; it also belongs to relatives (ibid 2000, p. 148). Keen
(2003, p. 127) remarks on the Yolgnu that the creative role of the individual is downplayed, as
there is a greater emphasis on the things happening to a person than the person as initiator of
events.
Whether or not a dream is of ritual importance coincides with ‘ownership’. When a dream
is recognised as of religious significance it is almost automatically handed over from the
personal to the communal realm, as Róheim noted (1933, p. 221). This also applies to their
different layers of meaning as in cases with ritual and social layers. While dealing with the
pertinent theoretical framework I will elaborate further on the transitional importance of these
dreams.
5.5.2 A Double Initiation
‘Soon after the circumcision of her son, Judy, recognized as a businesswoman, began to have
dreamt’ (Dussart 2000, p. 122).
The relation between dreams and rituals is known in Aboriginal religious life. The connection
of these two aspects with the individual maturation of the dreamer is less obvious. For these
instances, I discuss Dussart’s (2000, pp.114-138) description of the interesting case of Judy, a
well-known businesswoman in her community, who after her son’s circumcision starts to
dream of events identified by senior residents of the settlement as allied to the Dreaming
(ibid. p. 122).
Many women of the Central Desert start having these kinds of nocturnal dreams after the
circumcision of their eldest son (Glowczewski 1991, p. 81). These dreams are considered
particularly important in the ritual field, yet cannot be isolated from the individual and social
implications. Dussart (2000, p. 122) qualifies these dreams as ‘visitations, in manifesting
spiritual value, they propel the dreamers into the domain of the Ancestral Present, wherein the
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Ancestral Beings interact with the pirlirrpa15 [spirits] of individual Warlpiri’.
The circumcision as part of the initiation is for the initiate, the boy, a true rite of passage.
This ‘crisis’, the step to adulthood, has consequences for the mother as well. It is the most
important event in the ritual life of a woman, an act that simultaneously repositions the child
into the sphere of men and redefines the mother’s role of nurturance (ibid. 2000, p.118). She
further explains that ‘as such, the initiation of the son is in fact an initiation for his mother as
well’ (2000, p.119).
The circumcision along with the boy’s initiation rite confirms that the son has become
independent from the mother. It is a process that has started long before initiation, as Bell
(1983, p. 213) describes: ‘Women should appear reluctant to lose their sons; they should cry
and worry for their safety. In practice, boys have usually been living in all-male peer groups
for some time and are the bane of everyone’s existence, mothers included’. At this particular
period, the mother indeed starts dreaming in a different way or experiencing her dreams
differently.
What at this specific time, does the circumcision of the son imply? Personally, the
circumcision of the eldest son forms a milestone in his mother’s life: the first sign that her
children have grown up, become more independent from their parents, finally leaving them
with more time for other things than nurturing and caring small children particularly the
mothers. The childbearing years that bring a woman one of the most socially significant
passages of her life, are coming to an end with one of the most ritually significant passages of
her (and her son’s) life: the first signs of her son’s maturation which are ritually highlighted in
the circumcision. The rite confirms that from now on, she will (symbolically) be less needed
by her children and have more time for ritual business, as a the ritual initiates and approves
the social distancing. Socially and ritually it means that her nurturance obligations from now
on extend to the larger community as well, which implies more ritual obligations. Many
women, such as Judy, who were already ritually active since their initiation ceremony for
girls, look forward to this event, because from that moment on they can vigorously take part
in rituals (Dussart 2000, p.119).
Nonetheless, in a small scale society a woman always remains a mother; as a grandmother,
aunt or just one of the many ‘mothers’ and ‘grandmothers’ surrounding the small children.
Dussart (2000, pp.122, 123), for instance, mentions a Nangala woman who had developed a
keen interest in rituals at a young age and her skills implied ritual leadership in the near
future. However, she was never given a chance by the other businesswomen of the settlement,
because when her daughter died she had to take care of her grandson. Thus, family obligations
clearly supersede ritual responsibility.
                                                
15 The term Pirlirrpa is difficult to define as it can refer to ‘the essence of the Dreaming’, linked physically to
the individual, or to the Ancestral Powers. It is not to be confused with the ‘other essence of the Dreaming’,
Kurruwalpa, associated exclusively with the act of conception (Dussart 2000, p. 19).
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5.5.3 Judy’s Ritual Life
Dreams like these are believed to be a sign for a woman to enter into active ritual activity and
to be taken seriously in the field of ‘religious business’. Dussart’s observation confirms that
not many pre-menopausal women engage regularly in ritual activities. Judy’s case is different
as she became engaged in ritual activity at a relatively young age, and was recognised as a
ritual performer. Judy became a widow at around forty, which made her shift to the single
women’s quarters, populated by older women of her residential kin group. Thus her ritual
activities intensified and she decided not to remarry at that stage.
 The contents of Judy’s dreams are not described with regard to its secret-sacred nature.
More important is the transition that these dreams mark in a woman’s life at this particular
moment. For understanding this process, we should return to the above mentioned framework
and the different layers of the dream.
The dream coincides with her son’s rite of passage. While he follows the physical
sequence of the initiation rite, she follows the sequence in the dream. During sleep the mother
separates herself into the dream-space where, as is believed, she is visited by particular
Ancestors, which are spiritually related to her or her next of kin. In the dream-space a
message in the form of ‘new’ ritual knowledge is revealed to her. The kinship group is not
present in the dream, but Ancestors [totems] allied to (female) kin can be present. It is from
them that a message is passed to the allied persons. Thus these particular Ancestors use the
dream-space to reach the persons they are allied to. When the Ancestors disappear and the
mother reintegrates in waking reality, i.e. wakes up, the integration process starts immediately
by her sharing her dream.
The message is believed to be a revelation from the Ancestral world. The secrecy and
sacredness of the dream content are implicit in Aboriginal cosmology, and thus the sharing is
limited to the ritually involved kin. Most dreams, with the exception of the genre of shadow
dreams, do not belong to the private realm. This is not only because they are shared with
others, but also because their contents are often experienced as being of some importance to
others as well. This dream is more than an individual experience; as soon as it enters the ritual
realm of a group of persons, it does not belong solely to Judy anymore. By recognising this
particular kind of dream the senior residents mark her entry into the ritual arena and
emphasise the individual value as well. Dreams of ritual importance such as Judy’s, affect
social life mainly because they affect ritual life; ritual and social order cannot be separated, as
‘inside’ cannot be separated from ‘outside’. Thus these are dreams of great spiritual and
ceremonial importance for both the individual and the community, since they anticipate active
ritual participation of one of the female members of the kinship group.
From all this one may safely infer that Judy must have been aware of the importance and
influence of dreams from an early age as well. She knew that certain events in life were
accompanied by dreams; this implies a degree of cultural expectation and a wish to be more
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actively involved in rituals. By telling the dream to her kinship group, she began integrating
her wishes into her life and into that of her kin.
In these dreams, the spiritual layer of meaning is obvious: an Ancestor16 is believed to
become mobile as it separates itself temporarily from the spirit world by entering the dream-
space of the dreamer. There it reveals itself to the dreamer and hands down ‘ritual and/or
mythological knowledge’. After performing its task, the Ancestor withdraws.
It is mainly through the communication and negotiation that the different layers come to
life. Personal acceptance of this nocturnal visitation is shown in the sharing with the relatives,
indicating a recognised personal function of preparing oneself for a new phase in life. In due
time parts of the dream will enter ritual life. Ritual life is thus not only enriched, but also
secured temporarily with a new active member.
In this case the phase of incorporation into the new ritual life takes (relatively) much time.
The first step is sharing, followed by the acknowledgement of the group. This was actually the
result of a long process of Judy’s own negotiations. When she became a widow, she
consciously did not remarry because the chance that a future husband would (again) be an
alcoholic was large and would diminish her ritual status or even make it impossible. Marriage
can amplify ritual authority for a woman, but only when the husband is a ritual businessman
himself (Dussart 2000, p.125). However, to become completely ritually active and eventually
a ritual leader, the initiation of her eldest son combined with her dreams were prerequisites.
The acknowledgement of the kinship group becomes visible only during ritual
performance when the dreamer is indeed given more space for active participation, and
through permitting her to adjust or add new elements to existing rituals, songs or myths. Now
the dreamer has been given a chance to bring the dream into the ritual world, i.e. to make it
part of the waking ritual reality. The spiritual and ritual acknowledgement of the new life
phase by the Ancestors is already presented by the time of the dream and possibly by the new
ritual elements offered. Thus, events for the dreamers, kin group and Ancestors coincide: the
Ancestors are believed to have assigned a (new) business woman, presumably with new ritual
material as a gift that acknowledges and marks the gradual transition to being a ‘mature
mother’, who can gradually put more time and dedication into ritual life. On awakening and
sharing the dream she makes clear that she has accepted the gift and will use it as prescribed
by ritual traditions, thus accepting her responsibilities. And by sharing she looks for
confirmation and ritual acceptance from the elders. Through these rituals the Ancestors come
to life again and again.
                                                
16 Not all these kinds of dreams are thought to be Ancestral revelations. Munn (1973, p. 33n.) explains from the
Warlpiri point of view that the matrilineal spirit could leave the body and travel around, while in sexual dreams
the person visited his or her partner’s camp, not as a spirit but bodily.
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5.5.4 A New Life Phase
This dream, or a range of these kinds of dreams, has the same tripartite structure as initiation
rites, and the motive to abandon an old status in order to prepare for a new one. The whole
psychological and ritual process is very gradual, taking a stretch of time to complete a
transition ritually. Since the completion of her eldest son’s puberty rites it took Judy about a
decade to become a ritual leader: the process of moving towards a more spiritual life is
gradual, synchronic to the growing up of her children. The dreams mark the beginning of such
a process and can be accepted or not by the dreamer. This was already demonstrated as at the
same time she also became involved in the discussion on land rights, and was regularly called
upon to identify ritual sites.
The dreams are assumed to begin appearing at the time close to the circumcision of the
eldest son. This seems to imply that firstly, there is a strong cultural expectation, as also
observed in the ‘spirit-conception dreams’; secondly, the dreamer seems to agree that her life
changes with the growing-up of her children and that she should answer to her ritual
responsibilities.
In observing and accepting the dream images, bringing them first to life by sharing them
and later by putting them into ritual practice, the old status of being the child-bearing and
child-raising mother is dismantled step by step. She is brought into the life phase of an elderly
though mature women who accepts her extraordinary responsibilities towards her culture and
tradition. The dream did not make Judy implicitly a ritual leader, but helped her secure a place
among the senior businesswomen of her kin group. She now belongs to the adults who are
taken seriously in ‘generating’ ritual knowledge, and her opinion will be appreciated in
analysing dreams and putting their contents into ritual practice (Dussart 2000, p. 122). Judy
understands the role of women in passing on as well as preserving traditional knowledge and
ritual lore. This makes her even more part of the survival of traditional knowledge and part of
the renewal of ritual. As such she is part of the survival of society in a changing world; she
has taken on responsibility in guarding, performing and renewing beliefs and secrets.
However, she is aware of the less positive consequences for women in her position; since she
has familial obligations, she can be denied her rightful ‘ritual place’ as a businesswoman
despite her lifelong efforts and dreams (ibid p. 122).
Once the ‘crisis’ is recognised, the ritual consequences come to life in the dream, and are
dealt with through the creative use of cultural and religious meanings. Anxiety  caused by the
(approaching) circumcision and the separation of the child is eased; the event is made part of
the tradition as handed down from the outer world, is anchored in the social and
communicative order, and hence eventually becomes part of a shared (ritual) reality. Thus, the
dream functions as a successful transitional phenomenon, helping the dreamer’s transition
from a mainly secular to a more ritually directed life, by making life meaningful for her once
more.
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Nonetheless, the transition is never complete because a woman can always be called upon
for her caring duties. This situation has its bearing on Judy’s life; after many years she decides
to remarry. She hands over her leadership to her younger married sister, due to her demanding
obligations to her new husband and his kin. Although Judy lessens her ritual activity, there are
tasks that all senior businesspeople have to fulfil: participation in ceremonies and the analysis
of significant nocturnal dreams (ibid p. 134).
5.6  TOPSY REVISITED
‘The dream placed Topsy between two pieces of corrugated iron, a material commonly used
to make “humpies,” the poorly rigged shelters common to camp life.’ (Dussart 2000, p. 151)
5.5.1 Introduction
This is part of one of the dreams of the Warlpiri woman Topsy as described by Françoise
Dussart (2000, p. 148-151). Topsy, around 55 years old, had several problems in her marriage
and there were socio-religious implications because of her drinking problem. What makes her
case interesting for the investigation of dreams, as a transitional phenomenon is the fact that
Dussart focuses on the circumstances through which Topsy’ dream was integrated into the
ritual process, as an example of how some rituals have their origins in nocturnal dreams. My
concern for ‘revisiting’ is the integration of this particular dream into Topsy’s personal and
social life as part of a presumed maturational process. In other words, does this particular
dream have the features of a rêve de passage? Dussart already indicates that ‘dreams
engender plural functions that often have an ill-defined but consequential impact’ (ibid p.
140).
 5.6.2 Topsy and the Crisis
Let us first have a closer look at Topsy, to understand the circumstances in which Topsy
started to dream with ritual significance. Dussart describes Topsy as a middle-aged Warlpiri
woman with little interest in ritual life. She hardly attended or participated in ritual
ceremonies necessary for her kinship associations. Besides this, her abuse of alcohol, neglect
of siblings and rumours of infidelity made her relations with her residential kin tenacious. She
often went to Alice Springs on what her relatives called ‘drinking trips’. During one of these
trips her husband (a respected ritual leader), on his way to visit relatives in Western Australia,
was involved in a car accident and became seriously injured (which eventually proved fatal).
As Topsy was in Alice Springs, she was unaware of the accident and the need to perform the
necessary rituals for his well-being. Of course other relatives performed these rituals;
however, for optimal effect the spouse should do this. When she learned of the accident on
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returning home after three days, she immediately expressed grief in the appropriate manner.
Because of her failure to perform the rituals in time and her neglect in attending to her
husband, relatives naturally expressed their anger. After the anger and accusations, she started
fulfilling all the necessary obligations of a wife whose husband is ill. To limit the
consequences of her actions she restrained herself to ritually correct and responsible
behaviour. This redressing finally paid off as she fully reintegrated in her community. In this
way she was confronted with the consequences of her own neglectful behaviour as a wife and
as member of her community both in a social and ritual way. The confrontation did have an
impact as her first reaction was to subject herself to correct social and ritual behaviour.
The crisis is recognised, but what does this crisis entail? It is not only the crisis of her
husband being seriously injured, but the wrath of her relatives concerning her social and her
ritual behaviour. The social element here is not determined only by her own degraded position
in the kin-group, but in sharp contrast, also by the esteemed position of her sisters, who were
known as ritual leaders. In other words we are concerned here with an individual, social and
spiritual crisis.
5.6.3 Diverting Dreams
Two weeks after the accident Topsy started to dream in a spiritually significant way. Dussart
describes the process mainly as the trajectory in which the dreams are integrated into the
Ancestral ritual process. For this process she uses the scheme of visitation, interpretation and
recognition, re-visitation, reaffirmation, ritual integration in a small performance,
association/consolidation and ritual integration into a big performance. During this whole
process the community did not discuss the contents of the dreams in relation to the
circumstances of the accident, nor to Topsy’s neglectful behaviour. On Dussart’s questioning,
Topsy and the ritual leaders dismissed any connection, stating that ‘the dream is from the
Dreaming’ (ibid p. 154,155, 161). This proved that there was no gossiping about Topsy’s
dream in relation to her former behaviour or current pitiful situation.17
Although only explained within the framework of the Dreaming by both the dreamer, her
relatives and Dussart, I should like to extend the explanation to the dreamer’s circumstances. I
take the crisis into account and try to show how the dreams helped Topsy in overcoming her
sorrow over her husband’s condition, the anger of her kin she faced after the accident, her
feelings of guilt, her drinking problems (maybe temporarily). Her dream thus pulled her back
into her own cultural and ritual environment and helped her in her maturational process in
dealing with the crisis, and in the end in confirming her responsibilities as a wife and full
member of her community. The dreams also seemed to function as a catalyst to her kin to
change their attitude towards Topsy.
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‘[…] Topsy observed two young, fat Ancestral Beings, women in the guise of Emus. […] it
was clear to Topsy that these females were Mungamunga, Ancestral Beings specifically
sanctioned to transmit crucial ritual information from the Ancestral Realm to the dreamer.
[…] The dream was one that invoked punishment in the aftermath of transgression.’
In the dream we can retrace the individual, social and spiritual layers of meaning with the
help of our framework of understanding of dreams of passage and its tripartite structure.
Topsy separates herself into the dream-space, where she makes the acquaintance of two
Emus, recognised as (fe)male Ancestral Beings. For the dreamer it is clear that these two
reveal ritual information. Although Topsy is known for her negligence in the ritual (and
social) field she proves to be well enough informed about her own culture and cosmology as
she does recognise these two Emus, firstly as Ancestral Beings and secondly that they ‘are
specifically sanctioned to transmit crucial ritual information from the Ancestral Realm to the
dreamer’ (ibid p. 151). She is well aware that such information cannot be shared with just
anyone; the cosmological aspects belong to the secret and sacred realm. The dream is clearly
a phenomenon of great spiritual and ceremonial importance.
The dream in which Topsy is situated in ‘a shelter between two pieces of corrugated iron,
makes her appear  as being sandwiched between these metal sheets […]’ (ibid p. 151).
Likewise in waking life Topsy is ‘sandwiched’ between her feelings for her injured husband
and her angry relatives. The latter made her stay in the settlement and do her duties, otherwise
she would risk punishment or even sorcery (ibid p. 151).
Notably, Topsy’s relatives link the content of the dream to two male Ancestral Emus,
brothers, who fight because of intense spouse and fraternal misbehaviour. The personal layer
of meaning in the dream is rather clear; Topsy is well aware of her shortcomings and her
transgression of both social and ritual order. With her alcohol abuse she cannot act as a proper
wife, and because of this problem she was often absent from important rituals in the (recent)
past. In the dream she admits that punishment is justified. But the dream reveals more about
herself. Besides the acting out of her own reaction to the punitive attitude of her relatives, she
also makes clear that she is ready to move on. By sharing the dream, on the one hand she
approves her relatives acting in a ritually responsible way and admits her own mistakes, and
on the other hand she also directs attention to the wider field of Ancestral ritual. Her dreams
are recognised as belonging to Topsy’s siblings as well (ibid p. 148). Despite her mundane
preoccupations, Topsy is certainly not ignorant of myth and ritual business. After the dreams
she seems not only ready to take up her responsibilities, but even move a step further with this
dream that in the end will be included in ritual life.
The personal and social layers of meaning are inseparable. In this social drama18 the
                                                                                                                                                        
17 Personal communication with Dussart. This behaviour is very much the opposite of what I found in Surinam
indigenous society where gossiping is quite common, the ritual field being no exception.
18 Cf. Victor Turner 1974, pp. 37.
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dreams played an important role in solving the problems and creating a situation in which not
only Topsy but her sisters and her kin group as well could move on. Topsy was engaged in a
serious conflict situation; she had ‘violated’ the norm-governed social and ritual relations. Her
dreams and ritual behaviour are accepted as a redress, that shows itself in the acceptance of
her dreams.
The process of redressing and reintegrating into her group with the newly acquired
knowledge starts immediately upon awakening.  She immediately begins singing the songs
she received in her dream. This is the start of her sharing with her sisters who slept beside her.
Though the community is not present, Ancestors allied to her kin are present and recognised
in the dream; through the dream they pass on ritual knowledge that has to be shared with her
kin. All this represents the spiritual layer. Even though ‘the dream was one that invoked
punishment in the aftermath of transgression’, the message got through, turning the potential
punishment into a blessing for the entire community.
In other words the Ancestors of related kin are believed to appear in the dream-space,
using this as a means to get through to the persons they are allied to, pass on the knowledge or
information, and then disappear again.
5.6.4 Reconciliation
Immediately after dreaming Topsy shares the dreams with her sisters Dolly and Lucky, who
she was sleeping with. Her sisters never disputed their contents, and started analysing the
dreams in a ritually significant way. When the contents were made open to other female
members of the residential kinship group, it was Dolly who sang the songs. Dolly took over
the dream, which was no longer Topsy’s property or Dolly’s but communal ritual property (of
the kinship group). Thus attention was completely shifted: away from Topsy (her injured
husband, her ritual failure, her alcohol abuse and sexual misbehaviour) to the ritual
importance.19 The turning point is the moment when the taunts in community build up and
finally make Topsy realise her miserable situation. Since then Topsy has had time and rest to
correct her social and ritual behaviour and begins dealing with her sorrow and fear over her
injured husband and her wrongdoings. Her kin grant her the space to do so by not questioning
the contents of the dreams or connecting the contents with her behaviour. Therefore, the series
of dreams eased her pain and gave her a chance to move forward in her life.
The series of dreams thus eased the anguish or anxiety accompanying the imminent
transition in behaviour for both the individual, as well as the kinship group. The diversion of
the dreams combined with Topsy’s change in behaviour ‘clearly relieved the stress prompted
by the accident’ (Dussart 2000, p.157). It diminished the bitterness of the relatives’ (ibid.
p.157), who moved towards a more forgiving attitude.
                                                
19 Cf. Dussart 2000, pp. 154, 155, 157.
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Thus the series of dreams and the sharing may not only appear as a transitional
phenomenon, but also as a rêve de passage, as they help the dreamer to mature within her
own tradition and culture. Thus the crisis is recognised, re-enacted in the dream, and finally,
dealt with through the creative use of cultural and religious meanings. The dream provided the
opportunity to ease anxiety and pain; the events of the accident combined with the communal
anger are integrated in the tradition as handed down from the outer world. As this is anchored
in the social and communicative order it opened a window for change and acceptance. By
handing over the dreams they became not only communal property, but in this case her sister
Dolly’s position was also consolidated as a ritual leader. The ritual’s survival was thus placed
into more trustworthy hands than her own.
5.7  TRANSFORMATION
Munn explores ‘transformation’ mainly in myths, in which the transformation involves the
creation of a binding relation between persons and things. By transformation she means the
bridging of a sentient being or subject and the non-sentient world (Munn 1984, pp. 59, 75). In
particular, the spirit-conception dreams show transformations – of an Ancestor playing a role
in the dream – which involve the binding creation of relationships between persons. They
bridge the objective, external world, and the subjectve, internal world, and thus play an
important role in socialisation as well.
As they are sanctioned by the Ancestors, the dreams discussed above are obviously of
great individual, social and ritual importance. Róheim was the first to suggest that Aboriginal
rituals originated from dreams. Topsy’s dreams especially confirm this idea. Also Tonkinson
(2003, pp. 94, 95) follows this notion with an example about Mardu, a dream revelation as the
basis of a completely new ritual. From Róheim’s suggestion and Dussart’s and Tonkinson’s
examples we may conclude that at least in the Western Desert area this is common practice,
and that both men and women play a role in the initiation of new rituals.
Dreams belong to the most private realm of the individual, and are mostly ‘culturally
expected’ with a strong explicit influence of the dreamer’s cosmology, so therefore elements
of power-play and manipulation can almost never be proved. As such the dreams and the
sharing with the right persons may even serve as a distraction, giving the dreamer a chance to
find his or her balance again, psychologically (Judy) or socially (Topsy). The social
environment thus offers at least a chance for symbolisation and structuralisation of the object-
world, psychologically organising the events from the outer world and bringing these into
contact with the inner world. If the object relations offered by the social environment are good
enough to handle a life-crisis, individually and religiously, the dreams of passage serve as
means of maturation for the individual, amongst other things. These transitional dreams are
the creative outcome of this process and the maturational element will prove its value in
behaviour, in time. When a social crisis is involved, Turner’s notion of ‘social drama’ turns
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out to be useful in the process where dreams are helpful in reintegrating into the conflicting
group. In this process, the influence of the dreamers’ cosmology is direct and explicit in the
cases discussed.

6
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
6.1  INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapters I focussed on the dreams and cosmology of indigenous people of
Suriname and Australia respectively. In this chapter, I will make a comparison between the
dreams and their interpretations within the cultural and cosmological setting. Here, I will draw
attention to the usefulness of a comparative approach to the problem. Naturally, the pros and
cons of comparison will be considered. In this regard, I will address the common features of
the Surinamese and Australian notions of dreams, where the spiritual connection, the dream
narrative and dream sharing, interpretation and giving meaning are concerned.
To compare the dreaming in different cultures is full of obstacles. Every culture has its
own way of sorting or classifying dreams which influences the narrative and the interpretation
of dreams. These elements are linguistically coded and symbolically rooted in local
philosophy and cosmology. The dream narrative, the acting out of the dream, the negotiation
on the meaning increase the problem.1 Tedlock therefore suggests transcending the manifest
content of the dream. Dreams reveal more than only the dreamer’s psychology; they also
reflect social relationships and function as cultural representations analogous to myths and
rituals (1987, p.314). For the latter, I have first reviewed the basic conceptions in the
cosmology of the people that have already been studied (see Introduction), followed by a
closer analysis of the perceived relation of the cosmology and nocturnal dreams of both
coastal Surinamese indigenous people and Australian Aborigines (ch.2 and 5).
Each night people enter different dream worlds, taking with them their personal emotions
and anxieties. However it is their religious and cultural background that makes the difference
when we compare the dreams and their effects on the dreamers and their surroundings. Hence,
I consider the manifest content of the dreams as the guiding principle in both the
interpretation and experience of the dreamer. Yet the major concern is the question as to
whether dreams have a facilitating and maturational function. In this respect, it is my
contention that if dreams ease certain transitions, they obviously function as transitional
phenomena. For giving evidence on this point, I have studied and compared dreams of people
who live under different circumstances in very different parts of the world and examined the
probability of the alleged function of dreams. The tentative results indeed seem to give
evidence that this particular thesis even may turn out to be universally valid.2
                                                
1 Cf. Tedlock 1987.
2 During my research many people from all over the world started telling me their dreams, happy to have found a
listening ear. Their dream narratives (which will be collected in a forthcoming publication Dream Encounters),
indicate that many of these dreams relate to birth (particularly gender of the unborn, both Europeans and Asians),
death, solving problems and dreams experienced as spiritually important without explicit explanations. Many
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6.2  THE SPIRITUAL CONNECTION: ‘DISTINCT YET NOT SEPARATE’
In the Cariban (such as Kari’na and Trio) tradition the origin of dreams is clear: it is believed
to be a gift of the mythical Ancestors from the time when they still dwelled on earth. The
power of authorisation through dreams is drawn directly from this belief of the origin of
dreams; dreams should not be neglected on that account. This theme returns time and again,
particularly in ritual and healing practices. From the Arawak point of view it is difficult or
even impossible to retrace the notion of the origin of dreams. However, the Arawak
mythology, dream symbolism, sharing of dreams and acting upon dreams (presently) show
close similarities with that of the Cariban people. One may thus conclude that at least in the
case of Suriname, the basic idea about the origin of dreams is that dreams come from the
mythical Ancestors. In the Australian mythology such a clear myth is not retraceable;
nevertheless dreams seem to play an even stronger role in the transmission of knowledge and
for revelation. Here is a strong belief that in dreams the spirit travels apart from the body and
has encounters with Ancestral figures from the Dreaming, through which special knowledge
is obtained.3 The Warlpiri, for example, value these ‘spirit journeys’ and dreams so highly that
they adjust their sleeping attitudes and even make sleeping arrangements. The process of
dreaming is thus considered by the Australian Aborigines as a way to access the Dreaming,
similar to the idea of the Surinamese Amerindians’ cultures that in the dream a person can
meet ancestors, or anyone from the spirit world. Hence, dreaming is one of the multiple ways
of experiencing the world (see p. 5) of which the spirit world is a ‘distinct yet not separate’
part.
The soul travels between these distinct worlds in dreams (and other forms of altered states
of consciousness). In accordance with this belief, in Aboriginal Australia there is a common
belief that the soul (of all living beings) can travel during sleep. Therefore it is considered
dangerous to awaken somebody suddenly, for the soul might not have enough time to return
to the body, which might even lead to death.4 Dreaming is also believed to be beset with
dangers because of the apparent resemblance between a dead person and one who is asleep.
The Kari’na and Arawak are somewhat cautious in taking a clear position on this subject; they
rather claim not to be sure about this matter, although most of the elderly admit that they have
heard of this phenomenon, especially in connection with the practice of the piyai.
                                                                                                                                                        
individuals were grateful for their dreams as they were adamant about the comfort and strength they found in
their dream experiences.
3 Cf. Dussart 2000, p. 140. See examples in chapter 5, particularly the case of Topsy. See further Róheim (1933,
p. 221) and Tonkinson (2003, p. 94, 95).
4 Many researchers have reported on this custom. For example Petchokovsky & Cawte report that according to
the Yolngu (North Arnhem Land), in a dream a person’s mali (literally ‘shadow’) leaves the body on excursions
to the spirit world, where it may engage with other people’s mali. Sleeping persons are invariably awakened
softly and slowly in order to give their mali time to return to the body (1986, pp. 359; cf. Dussart 2000, p. 141 on
the Warlpiri).
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Nevertheless, they too will hesitate to wake up a sleeping person so easily, and will only do so
when necessary and with utmost care because you never know what could happen to that
person. Although pragmatically, as with most Amerindians, they will avoid answers to these
questions by stating that most people react in a somewhat bewildered way when awaking
suddenly, and that can never be good. For them the issue whether a soul really travels outside
the body is less important than the question of whom one meets during the dreams.
The importance of the spiritual connection becomes particularly visible in its transitional
function of the dreams (i.e. the dream as a transitional phenomenon). On the one hand, it
comforts people in their experiences or they feel that they have been warned, implying that
events were unavoidable (no difference whether the dreams occurred before or after the
events); on the other hand, dreams authorise new rituals. Dreams not only introduce new
elements into ritual and ceremonial life but also play a role in revival of rituals as we have
seen in Suriname, such as the village feast of Bigi Poika (p. 62), or religious specialists, e.g.
the piyai of the dream of Cassipora (p.71), or the dreams accompanying the Kari’na Josien in
her journey to becoming a religious specialist (p.60) and supporting a business woman in
becoming a spiritual leader such as the Australian Judy (p.119).
Notwithstanding the spiritual encounter, the Amerindians and the Aborigines do not
always welcome dreams, as they can bring bad news5 or unwanted or unexpected encounters
with malevolent spirits or powerful sorcerers.6
6.3  NARRATION: WHEN AND WHAT
Dream sharing is part of an ongoing Amerindian and Aboriginal tradition, but when and why
do people narrate their dreams? It is up to individuals to tell their dreams.
The contents of the dream determines the time and audience of sharing. In Suriname the
right moment is not necessarily the next morning; the dreamer awaits the right moment or the
right person to confide in. But mostly dreams are narrated the next day with elders, peers or
occasionally the religious specialist. In Aboriginal Australia dreams are confided to people
from their own kin, preferably business people, usually the next morning (Myers 1986, p. 51;
Dussart 2000, p. 141). In the morning the Aborigines, as the Amerindians, do not inquire
about one another’s dreams and do not systematically report their dreams (Poirier 2003, p.
114), but occasionally tell their shadow dreams in the early morning, in which case just the
narrative is appreciated (Poirier 2003, p. 116). However, even in these cases dreams are not so
easily shared with outsiders.7
                                                
5 Amerindians were usually reluctant to admit their reservations as nobody wants to appear ungrateful for the
dreams. However, in the Maroon village Santigron, one of the elders, Augusto Pinas, frankly told me that he did
not like to have dreams that bring bad news; he stated that he then has to suffer twice: in the dream and when the
event really happens. However, most of the other people present there did not agree with him.
6 Cf. Poirier 2003, p. 112.
7 Exceptions may be found in e.g. the psychological studies of Cawte 1984.
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Both societies appreciate story telling that includes narration of dreams, which is a feature
of oral tradition in small-scale societies. According to the indigenous people of Suriname
many dreams are like reruns of the activities and events of the past day(s). These dreams are
experienced as too insignificant to report, and can be categorised as shadow dreams, not
worth remembering. Thus it seems that only dreams regarded as carrying some importance
are shared, but dream images that are experienced as very lively can be recounted just for the
enjoyment of storytelling. Especially in Suriname, during holiday seasons when relatives
from other parts of the country or the Netherlands are visiting, dream sharing in the early
morning is appreciated as a social act, though questions about remembering or telling dreams
are not posed. This early-morning dream telling does not necessarily lead to attempts to
interpret or explain the dream. Although dream sharing invites commentary on dreams,
interpretation of a dream is mostly on request. Generally speaking, listeners do not take the
initiative to open a discussion on meaning and interpretation. An exception is the reaction to
children’s and adolescents’ dreams; when they tell dreams that are regarded as inappropriate,
their (grand) parents will tell them to stop dreaming like that. Nevertheless, discussions on the
content and interpretation of dreams may sometimes enter the gossip circuit. The ability and
practice of explaining dreams is constantly under scrutiny, though only indirectly (for instance
the former-mentioned ‘piyai of the dream’ of Cassipora), usually through speculative
gossiping. Notably, this element is not attested to in the literature on dreams in Aboriginal
Australia: the spiritual significance and the narrative content of dream are not argued.8
Even though in indigenous Suriname dreams are easily discarded as reworking the daily
routine, they may also be classified in a separate group of prediction dreams for rain (with a
direct impact on local agriculture), fishing and hunting. Notable are also the cases of women’s
dreams predicting the gender of the child she is carrying (see table 1, p. 77).9 Most women
confessed that they share these dreams only with their husbands, or not at all, since the gender
of a new born is not considered of much importance as long as ‘the boat is in balance’,
meaning to have an equal number of daughters and sons. Nevertheless, I noticed a slight
preference for girls, as they remain in their native village in this matrilocal culture (though
this too is rapidly changing these days, see p. 9).
In these cases, the interpretation or application of the dreams narrated indeed seems to be
quite pragmatic. The elderly in particular are very convinced of the predictive value of
dreams; they seem to react or respond almost automatically to these nightly messages.
The most important and remarkable difference in the two cultures is found in dream
sharing. In comparison with the Arawak and Kari’na, the Aborigines are more secretive about
                                                
8 Not even in the case of Topsy where one would have expected a lot of talking behind her and her sisters’ back.
Confirmed by email communication with Dussart.
9There is an overwhelming amount of evidence proving that both women and men have this kind of dreams over
the whole world, including the Western world. Personal conversations with women and men of different ages
and different nationalities confirm the general claim that some women and men know the gender of their child
before delivery.
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sharing their dreams, both ordinary and sacred. A striking contrast notable among the
Amerindians of Suriname is that we do not find this taboo on dream sharing, with the
exception of the realm of the religious specialist.10 Their relative readiness and openness to
share their dreams, as well as their pragmatic attitude towards the contents of the dream
makes dreams, their sharing and application, part of the daily routine. This is in contrast with
Aboriginal society where it seems that only dreams of great spiritual and/or ceremonial
importance matter. This notion places dreams immediately in the ‘secret/sacred’ area and thus
only to be shared with the appropriate persons. It implies that these dreams are never
experienced as private property; they are handed over to the kin and become communal ritual
property as we have seen in Topsy’s case (p.123). In the Amazonian case, on the other hand,
we only find this taboo on dream sharing in the realm of the religious specialist. If no real
social or communal matters are concerned, the dreams regarding his immediate practice in his
contacts with the spirit world will not leave his or her tokai, i.e. will not be shared at all. Thus
generally his or her dreams have an even more secretive nature than those of the Australian
Aborigines. Notwithstanding this difference, both cultures have a clear notion of which
dreams should be considered as mere re-working or acting-out of minor events of waking life.
The Arawak and Kari’na are very clear in discarding most of these dreams as the reworking
of impressions, very much the same way as do the Aborigines of Australia.
Through the narration and interpretation the genre of the dream becomes clear. In the
Arawak and Kari’na dreaming I found four main genres in dream life. First, the reruns of the
former day(s); secondly, the dreams that provide information on hunting, fishing and
agricultural matters; thirdly, dreams that predict birth, illness and death; and fourthly, dreams
concerning ritual and spiritual life. In short, dreams seem to permeate every aspect of life. In
all the genres the spiritual connection is present but only in the latter two genres is it
discussed. The Australian Aboriginal dreams that are discussed in the literature are mainly
directly related to cosmology and mythology. Therefore it seems that only dreams connected
immediately to the cosmology carry importance: ‘[…]they are at the very heart of cosmology,
innovation, and social reproduction, and the prominence of their status as generative and
integrative force is undeniable’ (Tonkinson 2003, p. 88). In Australia, dreams not connected
with the Dreaming are almost felt as if they are not worthy of comment, hence most dreams
are dismissed as ‘rubbish’ (Dussart 2000, p. 142). In the literature on Australian Aborigines,
there is hardly any evidence of dreams referring to the daily routine, which on the other hand
are so common in Amerindian society that they are almost taken for granted in the way these
dreams are applied in daily life. However, for any conclusions on this subject further research
is required. The interpretation of dreams can also be intertextually by comparing previous
dreams, myths, stories, recent events or dreams of other relatives or friends.11
                                                
10 Cf. Van Kempen’s remark on the taboo on sharing stories concerning the knowledge of the piyai (2002, p.
151).
11 Cf. Tedlock 1999, p. 91.
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The need for telling dreams is also found in the idea that dreams (and sudden mysterious
illnesses) often bring warnings. This notion is deeply rooted in the Surinamese indigenous
societies and found among many other Amerindian people such as the Navaho (Morgan 1932,
p. 391), as well as the Aborigines of Australia. It involves general warnings, or warnings of
death, accidents, sickness, witchcraft and quarrels (Venbrux 1995). For instance, for the Tiwi
(in Australia), dreaming a lot is a sign of being in trouble (Venbrux 1995). In Suriname in
particular, some people claim to have had dreams before and during the domestic war. For
instance, an elderly resident of the Arawak village Alfonsdorp mentioned how he had several
dreams at the beginning of the domestic war, which made him decide to flee the village. It
turned out that one day after he left, the village was attacked. Thus in times of crisis,
especially during illness or distress, people feel a greater urge to recount their dreams, and
interpret these in relationship with these events.12
6.4  PORTENTOUS DREAMS
In chapter 3 and 4 we have observed that dreams of a predictive nature are very common in
Amerindian society. These dreams are experienced as particularly valuable. Dreams around
death are especially of great importance, while as mentioned above, the Aborigines attach a
lot of significance to dreams connected with the Dreaming.
The Arawak and Kari’na freely share dreams which have portentous elements, with
relatives, the elderly and others considered knowledgeable and trustworthy, as in the instance
of Reinout of Powakka and aunt Wiesje’s of Pikin Powakka. This relative openness provides
an opportunity to study the dreams and to check the contents against later events. Dussart and
Poirier present the opposite situation concerning Australian Aborigines, namely that people
come forward with their dream only after the dream events have turned into reality (e.g.
Poirier 2003, p. 118). In Suriname the former type is evidently much more frequent than the
latter.13
6.4.1 Death
In the literature on Australian Aborigines, much has been written about unnatural death. The
term unnatural has two connotations; firstly the idea that people do not have to die, since
death is not natural to life; and secondly that death through witchcraft or murder is not natural.
Berndt (1970, pp. 123,124), for instance, describes the origin of death in the myth of
Gunwinggu and concludes that ‘death is inevitable, but need not have been’. Certainly all
                                                
12 Cf. Tedlock 1999, p. 91.
13 I found very strong examples of this procedure in the former-mentioned Maroon village Santigron. For
example, a young man, whose wife was pregnant, dreamt of deformed little (baby) turtles;, this dream kept
repeating. Eventually, he told his wife about his dream and both were convinced that there was something wrong
with the baby. Indeed, after some months the pregnancy ended in a miscarriage.
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people have to die, but in cases of untimely death questions are raised, except when this is
expected as with old age. After death, public quarrelling and accusations start about the
causes and circumstances leading to the tragedy. Here, dreams can play a prominent role:
‘Dream messages from the spirit during the initial mourning period are likely to be of a more
urgent nature, relating especially to the circumstances of the death, and the problem of “who
is to blame” (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 458). Berndt (1970, p. 176) describes this as
part of the process of dealing with death.14 In the case of accusations, ‘evidence’ may come
from a religious specialist, or the ‘information is disclosed in a dream, still without
mentioning any name’ (Berndt 1970, p. 176; cf. Venbrux 1995).
In the Amerindian world, death is also not believed to be natural. In Cariban mythology the
idea that ‘death need not have been’ is found in the Trio story of Akaram, the bird-child and
‘The Loss of Eternal Life’, showing a strong element of free will in taking decisions
(Koelewijn 1987, pp.45,46). The story tells of a couple who cannot have children. They
kidnap a king vulture’s child and raise it as their own, and thus it changes slowly into a
human being. When the bird-
child is grown, his real father, the
king vulture, wants to provide the
Trio with eternal life. But first
the foster father has to undergo a
test. However, he fails; he gets a
second chance but fails again due
to carelessness. Now death is
inevitable, but did not need to be.
Under Christian missionary
influence, death has become
more and more accepted as
natural and part of life.
The dream described by uncle
Antonius in chapter 4 is an
example of how after an
unexpected, hence unnatural
death the dream plays an
important role in venting suspicion. No names are mentioned, no references are made but the
tone is set; there is a malicious person in the village of whom the dreamer say that he is after
him (or after his son). As in Aboriginal cases, accusations are vented without mentioning any
names.
In both cultures, the ideas around death and the role dreams play in expressing suspicion
                                                
14 Cf. Venbrux 1995.
Akaram the bird-child
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correspond with one another. Especially in dealing with sudden death, these dreams are part
of the process of emotionally coming to terms with death.
In the case of dreams that preface death among the Arawak and Kari’na, the difference in
the moment of sharing dreams makes it possible to draw more definite conclusions about their
function. The dreams are generally shared before death, and as has been shown in chapter 4 as
the cases of Aunt Wiesje and Reinhout, in most cases the dreamer takes the dream as a
preparation for the actual loss. Death is unavoidable, the other world has called, and ancestral
spirits are already welcoming. People admit that they feel reassured and comforted by the idea
of this welcome. The belief in being prepared by the ancestral world, can be seen in
expressions such as ‘emotions are prepared’, meaning that one is prepared for emotions such
as grief and sorrow; ‘this is fate, it is useless to fight it’. A number of elderly women also
recounted how they lost one of their children: deaths that were predicted in a dream in which
they lost an incisor. Despite the grief of losing a young child, they all felt that when you have
had such a dream you cannot escape fate, using it as a kind of comforter.
In Aboriginal communities dreams that foretell death are shared only after death. Poirier
reports (2003, p. 118):
‘After hearing the news of the death of one of her male relatives from another community, a
[Wirrimanu] woman recalled a dream she had had a few weeks before. In her dream, she had
seen a spinning stick, and though she felt that such a vivid image was certainly a sign of
something, she remained unaware of its meaning, until she heard of the death’.
In Aboriginal communities, one believes that such dreams are sent by already deceased
relatives (Poirier 2003, p. 118). Hence, here too we find the idea of deceased relatives
preparing some of their living relatives for a loss in the near future. In the Aboriginal cases
the dream that had no meaning before, but was felt important or disturbing enough to
remember, only gets its meaning after the death of a relative. Nonetheless, it will bring about
the – comforting – thought that this death too was unavoidable.
6.4.2 Conception
In Aboriginal Australia the spirit-conception dreams are on the one hand portentous, as they
‘predict’ pregnancy and the gender of the child, and on the other hand, they reveal the most
important ritual knowledge for the child to be born. In these dreams the confirmation of the
bond between the human and the Ancestral world transcends the announcement of pregnancy.
This makes the dream spiritually significant. These dreams also carry social significance,
since they can be open to questioning as in the case of manipulation. The manipulation
usually reveals something about the relationship between husband and wife, and has an
impact on the kinship group as well. But generally, it confirms paternity and it plays a
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significant role in the husband and wife relationship: it creates room for a man to deny
fatherhood, to accuse his wife of adultery, or conversely to claim a child that might not be his
own, as illustrated in the example of the husband leaving for Darwin in chapter 5. Because of
the importance attached to these kinds of dreams and their prominent presence in the
literature, the possibility is offered to study their structure and how they are shared. The
elements of revelation, secrecy and the tripartite structure with its three layers of meaning are
present.
The term ‘conception dreaming’ can be rather confusing. Bell (1983, p. 143), for instance,
explains it as ‘the place near which one’s mother first noted her pregnancy’. This ‘dreaming’
results in certain rights in rituals of that site, which are not inheritable, but in actual practice
the rights flow through the father or mother. Bell is very clear on the notion of manipulation:
‘the place of conception may be within the mother’s or father’s country and it may be
manipulated’.
In the Amazonian context Reichel-Dolmatoff (1997, p. 62) introduces the term ‘woman-
dreaming’ in the context of conception. It has a double meaning; one referring to ‘the woman
seeing the moving mass of red dots (“vital blood”)’, and the other to ‘a bundle or package,
such as the leaf-wrapped fish that are put into hot embers to roast, or rather, to steam.’ This
practice is frowned upon because it is believed that couples eating this kind of food are likely
to have many children. This connects to the food taboos found among the Arawak and
Kari’na for pregnant and menstruating women.15 Besides these taboos, if individuals have any
food taboos they are mostly initiated after having particular dreams which they conceive as
related to their food habits. Food taboos are also spread in Aboriginal Australia. Goodale
(1971, p. 144) for instance refers to prohibitions among the Tiwi on carpet snakes, hawksbill
turtle, crocodile- and snake eggs, and yams. during menstruation.
In the Amazon, the word ‘woman-dreaming’ refers to the imagery of the man placing a
‘bundle’ of semen into her womb (Reichel Dolmatoff 1997, p. 62). Conception is thus
believed to be a form of transformation, whereas menstruation is conceived as the death of a
child. Thus according to Reichel-Dolmatoff ‘dreaming’ has the meaning of imagination. The
notion of transformation in connection to conception plays an important role in Amazonian
and Australian indigenous cultures. In Aboriginal society, the transformation is spiritual
because a particle of the essence of an Ancestor transforms into the spirit of a human being,
whereas in Amerindian society it was16 the physical transformation of blood and semen that
brought about a human being.
                                                
15 For instance, a young girl should not have too much sugar, otherwise she will lose too much blood. After the
menarche she eats only fish and poultry, no meat. Of course, after some time she can do so again, but she should
be very careful. Pregnant (and menstruating) women should not eat deer and monkey. No deer because it has too
much fat; it will cause a painful delivery because of fat accumulation. No monkey because this can stem the
afterbirth: the monkey’s tail is like a hand that can hold back something. For the same reason pregnant women
should not eat the tail of a fish, otherwise ‘the afterbirth cannot drop easily’ (Cf. Kloos 1969, p. 901; Ahlbrinck
1947).
16 Nowadays people are of course well aware of the biological processes of conception.
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Notable is that in both cultures ‘fish’ plays an important symbolic role. While the image of
a fish coming out of a waterhole is common in many Aboriginal conception dreams, in
Arawak and Kari’na symbolism, however, the appearance of a fish in a dream is limited to
predicting the gender of a foetus. Nonetheless, in both cultures it is doubtful whether ‘fish’ is
a fertility symbol or not. Reichel-Dolmatoff (1968) follows Kunike (1912) in the idea that
‘fish’ indeed is a fertility symbol in the Amazon, however at the time disputed by Tastevin
(1914, pp. 406f). It is indeed true that ‘fish’ may symbolise the foetus, however not taken as a
general notion of symbolising fertility.
6.5  OBTAINING KNOWLEDGE
6.5.1 Ritual
As a rule dreams have always been experienced as an inexhaustible source of religious
knowledge by indigenous people.17 As described in the preceding chapters, dreams of ritual
importance are not someone’s personal property. The process of handing over and/or losing
rights and knowledge of ownership has different forms and is not always connected with
dreams. Bell (1983, p. 143), for instance, describes a case of Warrabiri women (Central region
Northern Territory, Australia), who were known as prolific dreamers but who had suffered
severe losses and bad health. They passed on some of their knowledge to an impoverished
group who possessed traditional knowledge belonging to a shared dreaming track. These
songs and rituals were not completely unknown to them; they (as the new owners) could now
demonstrate their right over them by using that knowledge and elaborating on it.
Dreams are believed to make a definite contribution to knowledge on cosmology, ritual
and ritual songs as they are connected to the notion that in sleep the spirit leaves the body and
during this journey it can accumulate ritual knowledge. In sleep the spirit can be visited by
other spirits of relatives or friends, but also by the Ancestors who are actual transmitters of all
forms of knowledge.
In chapter 4 we observed how, in the Kari’na case, aunt Dora of Bigi Poika found
inspiration for her ritual songs in dreams. She sang during the village feast and ceremonies
which also had their origin in a dream. Aunt Dora has learned the songs from her father, who
was the former drum player at the ritual. She is a respected elderly lady, whose position as
lead singer is well established though she is in the process of passing her songs and
knowledge (and thus her position) to her daughter Ida. Although the position of lead singing
or drum playing is not hereditary, it is a step ahead in acquiring knowledge. Besides the
inspiration for her songs, Dora’s dreams seem to enhance her personal confidence and at the
                                                
17 Cf. Harrod 2002, p. 238. In all religions dreams play an important role in communicating with the spiritual
world, or God: for instance the dreams mentioned in the Old and New Testament. Doniger (1984) also points at
this importance in the Hindu scriptures.
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same time show the elders that she is connected with the spirit world and thus indeed is
authorised to sing and play the sambura during the feast. The personal benefits of the dream
(i.e. authorising and enhancing confidence) exceed the ritual meaning.
The notion of dreams inspiring ritual songs is also observed by Berndt and Berndt (1964
[1988], p. 127, 384) on Aboriginal songs: ‘through dreams they are elaborated and altered,
and the dreamers’ names may be added to the songs’. Besides songs, dance steps may also be
revealed in dreams.
In comparison with the Aboriginal woman Topsy, there is a big difference. In her case,
new ritual songs were created and added into ritual. The songs were revealed in a dream, an
accepted means of transferring ritual elements, either new or adjusted. The interesting part of
Topsy’s dream is that she is neither a ritual leader nor a businesswomen, as one would not
expect such dreams from a woman who is not ritually active and even neglectful in her ritual
duties. Also the ‘timing’ of her dreams is of interest. In this particular case, one could say that
the personal benefit of the dream is the diversion of the negative attention of her kinship
group, giving her time to reconsider her behaviour and position. On the other hand, this
‘diversion’ exceeds any personal benefit as her dreams are of great ritual and ceremonial
importance. The similarity is found in the authorising features of these dreams in obtaining
ritual knowledge. Hence, both dreamers personally benefited from the dreams, although their
positions are very different. In Australian Aboriginal context the situation is very different.
Women are alleged to have less access to the ritual world as well as less knowledge. Their
official ritual position is less qualified than for men and only after menopause do they have
more access to the ritual domain.
6.5.2 Initiation
The period preceding puberty rites or initiation and the event itself are important for
youngsters to obtain knowledge on different fields, but mostly ritual. Contrary to Arawak and
Kari’na society, Aboriginal society emphasises male initiation, though girls are also subjected
to a form of initiation. Berndt and Berndt ([1988], pp.180-187) describe several forms of a
girl’s initiation:
‘Speaking very generally, at the first signs of puberty a girl leaves the main camp, and
spends several days in a little seclusion hut or shelter some distance away from it. She may
have to observe certain food taboos at this time. An older woman or two will be with her,
teaching her songs, telling her myths, or instructing her as to how she should behave when
she marries. At the end of the seclusion period, depending on the area, she may be led into
the main camp nicely decorated and painted.
Bos (1982, p. 136) mentions on girl’s initiation: ‘Girls are not put through such rigorous
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rituals, but they must observe a period of seclusion at the onset of menstruation. The
ceremonies associated with this time are in the hands of older women. Again, it is a rite of
passage to a new level of maturity’. His last remark is also valid for the girls in Suriname.
Girls’ initiation in Aboriginal society resembles that of the Arawak and Kari’na societies,
who also have a seclusion of about one week, severe food restrictions and the instruction by
an older woman. However, the Aborigines do not have the physically painful tests. The older
women should preferably be the maternal grandmother, who teaches the initiates about
tradition and cosmology, and also provides an intellectual basis for dream interpretation and
dream symbolism. The festive part of the initiation (the re-integration) is both a social and
ritual event. A striking difference is the weight the initiation carries: the ant-test as a major
component of girls’ initiation, and the relative absence of boys’ initiation. In fact, there was
hardly ever any boys’ initiation and if so, it has now disappeared completely.18 For the girls it
is a major event in life; probably the most important transition in their life and often
experienced as such; see for example aunt Wiesje’s case, as discussed in chapter 5. This rite
of passage marks the transition to womanhood and prepares the girl for bearing all the
responsibilities that come her way. The role of dreams for the initiates is not clear in the
Amerindian and the Australian Aboriginal puberty rites. Thus it seems that initiation is a
period (including the years preceding the actual rite) of acquiring knowledge, also on the
meaning of dreams but not through dreams.
6.5.3 Starting young?
Besides the psychological and sociological implications, sharing dreams also means the
sharing and acquisition of knowledge. For children, dreaming - and dream sharing in
particular - is a very valuable source and way to acquire some traditional knowledge. In
Aboriginal society, children are not encouraged to ask questions as this can be interpreted as a
form of criticising the elders for not telling enough or not in the right way. However, when a
child narrates a dream with strong images of the Dreaming, most elders will refer to it as a
nightmare, not giving the child the opportunity to pose questions. In Kari’na society children
may also cease sharing their dreams when they receive negative feedback, such as ‘this is a
dangerous dream, or a wrong dream, you should not dream like this’. For instance, an
adolescent girl living near a big river or in the proximity of the ocean may start dreaming of
meeting an attractive male on the bank of the river. This image refers to myths in which
spirits of the river, in the disguise of a young man or a dolphin, seduce girls to elope with
them to the bottom of the river or sea. These dreams and their dreaming in such a case, are
labelled as a nightmare, or a ‘bad’ dream and that they should ‘stop having them’. It leads to
                                                
18 The situation is somewhat different from the southern indigenous people of Suriname where a wasp-test for
boys is still prevalent. It is on the one hand, a puberty rite, on the other hand also a test for strength, since adult
men occasionally submit to the test at will.
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the effect that girls stop reporting these dreams, as they generally experience them as pleasant
(and erotic). These dreams generally cease when they get married. In Aboriginal society a
similar phenomenon is found; when an uninitiated person reports a dream that could be
spiritually significant, the older kin will discard it as a nightmare (Dussart 2000, p. 143).
Regardless of the reaction to the dream, telling a dream invites some response, whether in
the form of an explanation or a refusal to comment. Both forms entail an exchange of
knowledge either directly or indirectly. As in Australia, in Suriname the situation used to be
fairly similar in the refusal of serious discussions on dreams; however, this has changed with
the last generation. In most societies, as in the Surinamese and Australian ones, parents and
grandparents in particular complain that the younger generation lack any interest in cultural
matters.19 Nowadays, in Suriname children are taken seriously in their dreams and where
possible receive appropriate answers, if the elders judge that the child can apprehend the
meaning. Nevertheless, the probing nature of children is sometimes conceived as offensive as
it implies or suggests that the parents or elders fail in their duties one way or another. Instead
of being educated by the community, children attend school and consequently spend less time
within the traditional community.20 Furthermore, away from their community they learn to
question the traditional values and ‘the traditional way’ of learning life. But along with the
Amerindian revival in traditional culture and cosmology, I have seen some youngsters who
silently sat aside when I spoke with elder family members, and when asked, some were
willing, though very shyly, to pose questions on their own dreams.
6.6 MIDLIFE: CHANGE OF LIFE, CHANGE OF STATUS
6.6.1 Secular offices
In many small-scale societies elderly people, both men and women, are regarded as wise, and
in a position to advise others. In Aboriginal society any middle-aged man may become a
camp boss or headman (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 208). This situation is similar in
Suriname, although becoming a chieftain depends on lineage as well. Only men and these
days also women belonging to a family living in the village for several generations, have a
chance of becoming a chief. Until the beginning of the 20th century the position of chieftain
and religious specialist was mostly vested in one person. Under influence of the Catholic
missionaries this tradition of combined office disappeared.21 Presently chieftains are
democratically chosen which means that candidates who for instance left the village for a
longer period of time to work in Paramaribo, or even the Netherlands, also have a chance if
                                                
19 Should we rather speak here of generation and culture clash instead of complete lack of interest?
20 Children who attend high school have to leave the village or community and live in a city far away from their
family, staying in a boarding school or with a non-indigenous family.
21 See 3.3.3 The Piyai, footnote 16, on the interference of the Roman Catholic mission trying to install a chieftain
to their own liking in Bigi Poika.
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they are considered a better candidate than others. For example the present chieftain of
Cassipora, Percy Martin, lived in the Netherlands for some years. The office of chieftain no
longer belongs exclusively to the male domain. There have been female basja’s, assistants of
the chief, but it was only in 2004 that the first female chieftain was appointed in Pikin Poika.
Outside Suriname, particularly in North America, this is no longer exceptional.
6.6.2 Religious offices and midlife-transitions
In both societies, older people enjoy certain privileges in the sphere of religious ritual. They
are often consulted by juniors on all kind of subjects, including dreams. In both societies
authority is based on the gradual acquisition of sacred and ritual knowledge. In Suriname I did
not notice any difference in this respect between men and women, though there are
indications that in the past the office of religious specialist had to be sought exclusively in the
male realm. In Aboriginal Australia this situation is clearer both in the past and the present.
The ultimate secrets are mainly in the hands of the older men (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988],
p. 211).
In Aboriginal Australia, ‘a man may become a native doctor when he goes through a
special initiation during this phase of life’ (Berndt and Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 208)22. In
Suriname becoming a religious specialist is also within reach of every elderly person, both
men and women. However, the element of the ‘reluctant shaman’ is not always but mostly
present, and also references to a ‘calling’ in early childhood,23 as for instance with Josien.
I have drawn special attention to the role of dreams in midlife transitions in women’s life
and examined how the dreams accompany this turning point in life from a secular material life
of childbearing and upbringing towards a more spiritually directed life, i.e. the cases of Josien
(pp. 52-62) and Judy (pp.114-120). In this context we can repeat Dussart’s(2000, p. 122)
dilemmas whether it is ‘Upgrading the female position or coming to terms with one’s status
quo? Maturation or childish power/spirit play? These questions can be posed versus the
accepted dreaming as an oft mentioned symptom of entry into ritual activity’. But what do
these notions mean?
What if we look at the experiences of the different individuals and the culture they are part
of? In these cultures, contrary to western society, people usually have no problems with
getting older; the respect one gets increases with the years and ‘grey’ hairs. In other words, it
seems that the female (and male) position in the ritual sense improves with the years and thus
also one’s status quo in general.24
                                                
22 Cf. Reid, 1979, pp. 96-109; Akerman 1979, pp. 23-30; Stephen 1979, pp. 3-22; Cawte 1996.
23 See 3.3.3 The Piyai, p. 54.
24 This reminds one of the ‘four stages of life’ (ashramas) in Hindu culture and philosophy. This system tries to
order the aims and aspirations of life in a pragmatic way by dividing the average span of life (say about a
hundred years) into four successive stages, viz. that of the student, the householder, the wanderer and the
renouncer. Notable are the last two stages in which one gradually withdraws from society, and finally renounces
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When children grow up, women appear to be expected to assume a different role; their
body makes that clear and their dreams follow suit. In these societies there is no reverence for
or adherence to eternal youth, whereas elderly people are appreciated and respected for the
knowledge they have accumulated during their lives. In this respect, the solution that presents
itself to Dussart’s dilemma of ‘upgrading the female position or coming to terms with one’s
status quo’, seems to be the latter option. For a number of people, I observed a change in life-
style at the time their children became independent. In the cases discussed, it is a ‘spiritual
turn’ which is also acted out in the nocturnal dreams of both the Australian Aboriginal and the
Amerindian ladies.
Nevertheless, both options seem to be applicable to the case of Josien’s dilemma of
becoming a piyai (pp. 52ff), or upgrading her female position. Her social position is well
established but she appears to have more ambitions than just being the wife of a civil servant,
which is already demonstrated in her recent acceptance of the position in the COICA. She
also wants to express her concern for her own traditions in a practical manner, on the one
hand by collecting songs and stories on tape in her native village Christiaankondre, Galibi,
and on the other hand by considering taking up the office of religious specialist. The latter is
more and more strongly taking shape.
Aunt Dora (p. 62ff) and Judy ( p.114ff) are already well established, and their dreaming
and ritual activity appears more as a confirmation of the status quo. Judy is a recognised
business woman who started having dreams ritually more significantly after her son’s
initiation, hence directing her even more into ritual life. Her dreaming confirms the idea that
the boy’s puberty rites in Aboriginal Australia appear to be a rite of passage or initiation for
the mother as well (Dussart 2000, p.119). However, none of the participants reported any
dreams on this subject, nor in relation to the aforementioned girl’s initiation. In this regard, a
closer study of the ant test, which is rarely performed these days25, could perhaps shed some
light on this issue because in a way both mother and child are put to a test.
 From Judy and Josien we know that both had a keen interest in ritual/spiritual life from a
young age. A sine qua non for those who want to become an ‘Aboriginal doctor’, is that ‘from
earliest childhood, he or she must have shown particular leanings toward the “profession”. He
or she also must have been in close association with a reputable practitioner, during a
probationary period in which he receives special instruction and is taken in spirit on his
teacher’s nocturnal wanderings’ (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 308). This is in contrast
with the recurring theme of the ‘reluctant shaman’, as described in chapter 3. The idea of ‘the
reluctant shaman’ indeed seems superficial, when we have a closer look at most candidates,
Josien was known from childhood as someone with a special interest in religious matters and
                                                                                                                                                        
it completely. The third phase is characterised by detachment from the material world as one prepares oneself for
a more spiritual life.
25 The ‘international day of indigenous people’ in August 2004 showed a renewed interest in the ant test as
inhabitants of Bigi Poika came to the festivities in the capital to perform it.
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was closely connected to her grandfather, a well-known piyai. The ‘reluctance’ is more
applicable to the timing than to the office; social environment also plays an important role.
Hence it could be more appropriate to speak in terms of insecurity, modesty and immaturity.
Nowadays the lack of knowledgeable religious specialists to educate the candidates also
influences the willingness or reluctance to accept this office.
In the cases discussed thus far, that of granny Nora as a widow and woman of mixed ethnic
origin (indigenous-maroon), and to a lesser extent Topsy, show clear signs of social
upgrading. In Topsy’s case, the features of social upgrading seem initially strong. Her social
and ritual misbehaviour had made her an outcast. Ultimately she manages to solve her
problems with the help of her dreams. The dreams somehow diverted the attention of the
community to her sisters who ‘took over’ the dreams in putting them in ritual practice. This
situation created a window for her to recover and return into her kin group, via a detour of the
authorising aspects of the dream. As her sister took over processing the dreams into ritual
practice, for Topsy the dreams did not really upgrade Topsy’s position in the end. However,
her sister’s ritual place was again confirmed through her ritual actions, and as it concerned
new rituals, there is a certain extent of upgrading the  ritual (and thus social) position.
However, Granny Nora had portentous dreams and dreams of medicinal plants since early
childhood, and she felt connected to the spirit world dreams. These dreams gave her the
confidence to start her healing practice as healer (both physical and mental, as she also casts
off bad spells). It is her practice which ultimately improved her position both socially and
religiously. However, without her dreams, which she keeps for herself, she would have had
neither the knowledge nor strength to practise. Hence the dreams are important in accepting
her role and coming to terms with her status quo, i.e. being a healer, which called to her from
early childhood.
In the societies discussed there is a difference. The Amerindian society is matrilineal as
well as matrilocal. Women have access to the ritual realm, though most of them are not
religious practitioners before their children are grown up. Moreover, there are hardly any
restrictions to practising before that period as long they abstain from practising during their
menstruation. The Australian Aboriginal society is predominantly patrilineal but, as Keen
(2004, pp. 174-210) pointed out more complex to determine as patrilineal or matrilineal.
The most significant similarity is the turn in age when women don’t get children anymore,
that is when their children are getting more and more independent and may start a family of
their own. In this respect the similarities of the Amerindian ladies to Judy are obvious. This is
the real transition and it seems that the physique (factual menopause) is playing a less
important role. Nurturing the physique, i.e. children, gradually changes into nurturing the
spirit, i.e. ritual life.
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6.7  POWER PLAY AND AUTHORISATION
In societies where the secular and the spiritual are interwoven, there is a close relationship
between religious experience and social status. When the religious and ritual position
improves, the social position improves almost simultaneously.
Dreams (and visions) play an important role in religious experience as these not only
accompany, but also prepare Australian and Surinamese indigenous people on their spiritual
path of life. When sharing these kinds of dreams, the dreamer at the same time makes clear
that he or she is in contact with the spirit world. This is a contact necessary for any ritual
position. Hence, dreams may indeed be the subject of power play as spiritual dreams upgrade
someone’s position for example. This effect seems to be inherent to the phenomenon of
dreaming in these societies regardless of whether this can be subject of power play or genuine
experience.
Dreams cannot be discussed in the open as they may entail knowledge only meant for a
particular group of persons. These limitations in sharing are the first characteristics of a
certain form of power-play. Myers (1986, p. 51, 52, 67) argues that dreams belong to the ‘not
real area’, and only in exceptional occasions is obtained new knowledge on songs or rituals
for example. Therefore the significance of dream material is negotiable, and subject to power
play. In the end, he argues that knowledge is handed down for the greatest deal socially. Thus
not only the sincerity of the dream but also its contents are subject to negotiation, in his
observations.
 Discussing the social element of obtaining power through dreams, Dussart (2000, p. 143)
observes that ‘it is not dreaming per se that grants power, rather, it is the ability to integrate
the dream’s spiritual content into ritual that is a mark of a business leader’. This means that
social and ritual intelligence play a major role in the process of whether a dream contributes
to power, knowledge and change or not. ‘In the right context, then,’ as Jedrej and Shaw (1992,
p. 10) observe, ‘dream narratives can acquire a strongly performative force: when authorised
they themselves become means of authorisation’. Not everyone can judge the value of a
dream: older persons who are religiously or ritually qualified usually become the gatekeepers
in interpreting and giving meaning to dreams.26 Those who are in control can use their ritual
power to limit the upcoming powers of the younger generation, or conversely, improve the
transference of knowledge.
Thus sharing and giving meaning to dreams may serve a range of different purposes,
including the employment of dreams to conserve and strengthen the existing order or to
authorise innovation and change. The element of negotiation, and the doubt on the sincerity of
the dream as well, is quite apparent in the ‘gossip-circuit’ of the Amerindian villages. Hence
the above-mentioned element of the ability ‘to integrate the dream’s spiritual content into
                                                
26 Harrod 2002, p. 238
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ritual that is a mark of a business leader’ plays an important role in convincing others of the
sincerity of the dreams. In particular, when it comes to religious matters such as piyai affairs,
people talk among each other about whether a certain person has powers or not, and if so,
whether they behave in the correct way. There always are strong pros and cons in all shades.
Take for instance the case of the self-proclaimed piyai uncle Bert of Cassipora. It usually
takes much time before such a revelation is accepted, even more in case of full-hearted
acceptance. Since these considerations about someone’s capabilities and the reliability of their
claims of dreams carry much social importance, it is surprising that Dussart writes in Topsy’s
case (paragraph 5.6.3, p.121) that no remarks on her situation and her dreams were made.
It has been mentioned above that the Aboriginal ‘spirit conception’ dreams are potentially
subject to power-play (paragraph 5.4.4). In the sensitive relationship between husband and
wife, they can be used to deny fatherhood, and accuse a wife of adultery. In the ritual field
they can be used to claim certain ritual rights in particular areas of ritual importance. Thus a
husband may know about his wife’s infidelity; however, he may tolerate it, but then retains
the right to discover it officially when it suits him, or when he feels it is time to intervene, by
‘dreaming’ about her activities (Berndt & Berndt 1964 [1988], p. 342). Even with complete
fidelity, a husband may use his dreams against his wife. This latent threat of ‘dreaming’ may
cast a shadow over a pregnancy until the husband has revealed his dreams on the subject.
Among the Kari’na I have found certain dream symbols that refer to adultery. For instance,
when a woman dreams of a banana she is convinced that her husband commits adultery. If a
wife wants to show her husband that she is aware of his infidelity, she just mentions such a
dream. These dreams have no consequences in the ritual field.
6.8  DREAMS AND TRANSFORMATION
I have dealt here with some dreams that seem to differ from the majority of dreams. They all
contain an element of ‘transformation’, which refers to both the changing of one’s status and
the involvement of the creation or affirmation of a binding relationship with the spirit world
(cf. p. 124), often playing an important role in transitions in the life cycle. In a certain way,
many of these dreams belong to Jung’s ‘big dreams’, i.e. dreams people do not easily forget.
However, this seems a paradox, as the pre-eminent criterion to determine the transitional
character of these dreams is whether communication about the experience is possible and
whether it belongs to a shared reality, so that other people can – to a certain extent – relate to,
understand and get in touch with the experience. But dreams do not have to be completely
understood as long as they make sense to a certain extent within the cultural and religious
framework.
The notion of transformation is not always discernible, particularly when dealing with
death. In cases such as becoming a religious specialist the transformation is very visible. Also
the dreams discussed on spirit conception show a visible transformation: man and woman
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becoming a parent, a child is born.
In the idea of transformation there are again three layers of meaning: the individual
(psychological), the social and spiritual. To start with the last one, we have noted that the
transformation, or as Poirier calls it, metamorphosis, is most clearly present in the Aboriginal
spirit conception dreams, where the Ancestral spirit transforms into a human form. Poirier
(2003, p. 118) refers in this case to ‘the role of the dream as mediator in the process of human
conception by validating the passage from the ancestral realm to the human one’. Thus, she
emphasises the socialisation of the child to be born. I have also pointed out the individual
function of dreams, as dreams contribute to the facilitation of new events in life. The events
that bring about transformation are acted out in dreams; the dreams help the individual to
acknowledge and validate the transformation, but only if the dreamer has genuinely adapted
this ‘form’. In other words the dream, transformation and behaviour have to follow one
another in the course of time.
With dreams announcing birth, the course of events is inevitable: a child will be born.
Thus, the process of (ritual) socialisation that has already started before birth continues after
birth. With death, the process is different as the acting out of grief often starts with
accusations, in which case not only the loss has to be dealt with but also quarrels and mistrust.
The latter can be explained as denial of the actual loss, and the actual handling starts with this
kind of projection.
Dreams of spiritual growth such as Judy’s (p.114ff) and Josien’s (p.52ff), present a
completely different picture. Dreaming is not enough to have a transformation validated;
dreams have to be put into practice. The ritual behaviour of women is of great importance, i.e.
the discernible change. In Josien’s case, her ritual behaviour was different from other people
and her relatives already noticed this at a very young age. Her interest in and knowledge of
the indigenous traditions was one of her husband’s reasons for marrying her. Her occasional
work with herbs, including ‘wassies’, are known by many people. Judy is already known as a
‘business woman’; both women eventually need their dreams not only for socialising their
change into a more ritually directed life, but even more for themselves, to grow and feel
confident in this change in lifestyle. The relation dreams and transformation in the cases
discussed on becoming a religious specialist seem similar in both societies. The dreams
stimulate and accompany the transformation.

7
CONCLUSION
‘Sleep is a doorway, and dreams are roads and destinations.’(Lohmann 2003, p. 1)
The main objective of this study has been to determine the function of dreams, occurring
during major transitions in the life cycle, of the indigenous people of Suriname and Australia.
I have collected ethnographic material on the dreams of the Arawak and Kari’na of Suriname,
and compared this with literary references on the dreams of the Australian Aborigines.
For understanding the function of dreams I have used Donald Winnicott’s notions of
transitional phenomenon and transitional space as developed from the object relations theory
and Masud Khan’s idea of the dream-space. These concepts proved very useful in formulating
the notion of rêve de passage, the dream of passage, as a specific genre of dreams which
accompany and facilitate major transitions in the life cycle.
In chapter two I have shown that the object relations theory teaches how the capacity to
imagine – or in theory, to use the transitional space – has to be developed for understanding
dreams. This is because to use of the dreams and the maturational or even healing experiences
of one’s dream life requires a ‘good enough’ developed transitional space. The imagination is
not the illusion Freud mentions, but according to the object relations theory, a manner to get
in touch with the subconscious to stimulate mental health. Imagination and creativity are
important for understanding and working with dreams. Hence, I applied the relational
approach in a practical way, viz. to detect whether dreams have a direct function. I have
demonstrated how dreams can function as transitional phenomena, i.e. facilitate crises and
support the (never-ending) maturational process. The facilitating element may be epitomised
by the Surinamese Amerindian (and Maroon) notion that ‘dreams prepare your emotions’.
With these words I started this study, posing the question of how Amerindians (and Maroons)
came to this conclusion. Their explanation was that dreams show you what is going to
happen, it is fate and therefore cannot be changed. One has to accept life as it comes, using
what is offered by the environment, cosmology and nature, to deal with life in its ups and
downs. For the majority of the participants of my research this thought is comforting, as it
offers them time to get used to the idea of what will happen. I have described this as a
transitional phenomenon that comforts them and supports the maturational process. Therefore,
it is appropriate to qualify dreams as ‘preparing the emotions’. The transformative,
comforting and facilitating aspects of the dream are thus evident among the Amerindians. In
this regard my study adds to the understanding of how the indigenous people of Suriname
conceive of their dreams.
The ability to accept comforting elements from the socio-cultural and cosmological
environment is a sign of maturation. Hence we may conclude that by accepting the comfort of
the dream and being able to carry on with life is a sign of maturation and basic psychic health.
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Here we also detect the creative elements of the transitional space, including the dream-space:
in order to carry on with life, one must have the sensation of ‘existing’ as a person and being
in ones own surroundings; a sensation that life is worth living and a desire to live a good life.
In all transitions and transformations we may recognise culturally determined meanings
and symbols. These are accepted and can therefore be discussed; they give way to discussion
or to diversion as we have seen in Topsy’s case (120ff). The instances of the shift from a
secular life to a life more dedicated to cosmological business illustrates how individuals use
the beliefs and symbols to make themselves and their intentions clear to their kinship group.
We have seen that the cultures discussed above offer different means to cope with loss,
suffering and change. Dreams belong to these means, as they can help in coping with
suffering, change and transformation. Whether these dreams are beneficial for an individual
depends on several factors, both nurture and nature. The cultural notions on the value of
dreams play an important role, but more important are the individual circumstances, character
and the psychological question of whether someone’s object relations have been ‘good
enough’ to build a strong self to cope with crises. The content of the dreams and the
individual’s interpretations offer an insight into one’s ‘psychic health’. Is it ‘good enough’ to
overcome suffering, to overcome trauma?
In my research, I noticed that the importance of dreams reaches far beyond the personal
realm. When communicated they may leave the personal realm and even ‘change of owners’
thus showing their social importance. Hence, knowledge and power acquired in dreams can be
used to benefit the entire community’s relationship with the spirit world which is apparent
especially in the Aboriginal communities. On a social level, dreams can be employed to
conserve and strengthen the existing order or to authorise innovation and change. This may
concern innovation and change in personal life or social life, although it must be stressed that
these realms are inseparable. With major transitions, the social environment is always
involved and time is a vital element to have these changes accepted. Thus the relational
approach has proved useful in the analysis of dreams as it not only demonstrates the use of
dreams of and for the individual as transitional phenomena, but also shows how people relate
to each other through dream sharing. The process of dream sharing indicates the social and
religious hierarchy in the communities.
The result of a dream can be practical and can relate to the social group and group
interrelationships. Ultimately symbolic images only make sense if they are translatable into a
number of meaningful individual, social and cultural spheres (such as the different layers of
meaning and the tripartite structure of dreams as discussed in chapters 3-5). This demonstrates
that besides being a psychoanalytical theory the object relations theory is also a real ‘social
theory of mind’. The guides on this road towards understanding are the elders and religious
specialist of a community, who carefully distribute their knowledge at the appropriate
timings. Through dreams, individuals are liable to acquire knowledge and power. Hence,
dreams constitute an important source of knowledge. As I have shown, this can be
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experienced directly or indirectly: directly as messages from the spirit world, indirectly as a
starting point for discussions or explanations which generate knowledge. In this regard,
sharing dreams serves different purposes as well. Through the narrative it becomes a social
event. Dreams can be employed to conserve and strengthen the existing order or induce
innovation and change within both the social and religious context, using the authorising
capacities of dreams.
For the Australian Aborigines, the dream content (of transitional dreams) and their
interpretation do not thrive in a vacuum. In a lively tradition, dream images are connected
with this tradition – the shared reality – and only in that context do the dreams make sense.
The surrounding culture (as part of the relational field) usually provides a means to
understanding, and this changes with cultural values and world views. Dreams connect
individuals to each other and also to their environment. For the Australian Aborigines the
latter constitutes their sacred grounds and the mythic Ancestors, whereas for Amerindians it is
the spirits, for example those of the bush, the water and that of the deceased. Therefore I have
drawn attention to cosmology as an important factor in studying dreams because the
cosmology sanctions their influence. I have described the dreams of the Arawak and Kari’na
of Suriname and the Aborigines of Australia in their cultural and cosmological context and
analysed their implications as well. In these societies dreams mediate and connect the human,
the animate, environmental objects with the Ancestral world. Both the cosmology and the
dreaming boundaries between these worlds have disappeared or are permeable and negotiable.
Since dreams are considered as connecting vessels between these worlds, dreaming is central
to religious practice. I have argued that dreams therefore authorise and cannot be ignored.
Furthermore, we have seen how sleep opens the way to dreams. In sleep when there is no
protection of the conscious, the doorway to the transitional space opens widely and emotions
can act out freely in the dream-space. Dreams belong to the real, everyday world since
‘everybody has dreams during sleep’. However, they also belong to the world of the
imagination because they can be dismissed as being unreal and not important. This study has
shown that this last is a cultural construct as in the Surinamese and Australian indigenous
worldview dreams are real, and belong to daily reality on a ‘distinct yet not separate level’. As
such, my study contributes to recognising the notion of ‘polyphasic consciousness’, which
plays an important role in many societies. All experience is meaningful, regardless of the
phase of consciousness, and is hence recognised as ‘distinct yet not separated’ from waking
reality . I have shown that certain dreams influence waking reality in the same way as
experiences and activities of waking reality.
What struck me during this research, is the weight dreams carry in the preservation of
culture and traditions. At first, only a few people appeared to value their dream in the ‘old-
fashioned’ way, but when people opened up I learned that many inhabitants of the indigenous
villages value their dreams. In all religions dreams are known and acknowledged as vessels of
communication with the spirit world. Particularly, in Amerindian culture it seems that the role
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of dreams is interwoven into every aspect of life. Dreams not only facilitate personal
transitions but also social and cultural transitions, of which the village feast of Bigi Poika is
an outstanding example where Amerindian and Creole traditions have blended into a new
tradition to cope with the past and future. The Arawak and Kari’na of Suriname have dealt
with major changes during the past decades. A majority, especially the Arawak, adopts to the
mainstream way of life and integrates more and more into the Creole way of life at the
expense of their own culture and traditions. However, under the Amerindians I have observed
some form of ‘revival’ or increasing awareness of their own history and the will to survive.
Revivalists among the Arawak and Kari’na strongly object to the changes and try to preserve
or even revive their culture and traditions as well as possible. Youngsters stand up for
themselves, proud to belong to one of the indigenous groups, following lessons in their own
language and ritual dances. The growing revival changes not only the attitude towards the
traditional culture positively, but also towards observing dreams. This research has shown that
dream life also plays an important role in the cultural heritage, since many indigenous people
of Suriname and Australia direct their life according to their dreams, both in the past and the
present. In Australia it is known that when people ‘do not sing the land’ anymore, it means
the end of the [Aboriginal] world. I would add that when people stop sharing their dreams,
this means the end of the preservation and transition, and thus survival, of their culture and
very existence. Thus dreams are not only the royal road into the unconscious, but even more
the road to cultural survival into the future.
There are several reasons why the present study adopts a comparative approach. Dreaming
is universal, since every individual dreams. Even though the possibilities of comparing
dreams are limited, there are a few common grounds, such as the structural similarities of the
environmental cosmologies. Also the way different peoples value and integrate dreams into
their lives is a reason for comparison. The comparison of the results of the Surinamese
fieldwork with the Australian dream material contributes to the understanding of the function
of dreams among the Australian Aborigines. Hence my study shows that in at least two
different cultures on different continents the transitional and maturational function of dreams
has strong similarities. Although it might be early to conclude that this function could be
universal, it is worth studying whether ‘dreams prepare your emotions’ in such a way that
they contribute to a consolation and facilitation or not.
The Amerindian and Aboriginal societies approach dreams differently. While the
Amerindians prove to be more pragmatic, the Aborigines tend to explain their dreams in a
more religious way. Notwithstanding this different attitude, in both societies dreams derive
their power and authorisation capacities from their spiritual origin and the perception of
dreams as vessel for communication with the spirit world.
If no relevance is found in dreams, they will be forgotten. This is made clear by several of
the Surinamese respondents with statements such as ‘I remember the images of this dream as
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vividly as if I dreamt them last night’ and ‘I will never forget this dream as it was that
powerful’. The narrative of the dreams of these people is strikingly similar when repeated
after a period of time, even after three years.
In the case studies I have demonstrated how the degree of significance of dreams is also
related to the different layers of meaning, as dreams are communicated along these related
lines: reflection on the private situation, consultation with peers and knowledgeable ‘business’
people, and faith in the spirit world. None of these worlds exists independently; they find and
confirm their meaning in one another. However, some dreams do not need to be
communicated: their meaning is intrinsic. Besides that, dreams can belong to the secret-sacred
realm of the religious specialist, for instance, who will profit from the dreams without
sharing. Thus we may conclude that meaning is not provided a priori, but derives from the
complete relational field which is constitutive of individual experience.
Dreams stimulate the imagination as there is space for creative individual interpretation. At
the same time the external world imposes certain limitations, such as an existing body of
dream symbols and corrective directions by elders. Subjectivity and objectivity, the internal
and external world are connected through the narrative and interpretation of the audience,
who place the dream in the daily life routine. Dreams and their narrative then lead to
transitional experiences, stimulate the maturational process and eventually lead to giving
meaning, making life meaningful again as they have ‘prepared the emotions’ that come up
during the difficulties we meet in our life.
Altogether, dreams of passage - as true rêves de passage – provide means to engage
socially, culturally and cosmologically. Thus for the dreamers dreams prepare emotions and
facilitate crises. For the researchers dreams are guides on the road to understanding
indigenous societies.
For the indigenous people of both Suriname and Australia, sleep is a doorway, and dreams
show the roads and destinations in the lives of indigenous people. The dreams show the way
to handle the different obstacles one meets in life. The destination in life is equal for every
person in the end, and in general dreams facilitate the acceptance of the final destination of
death. To end with the words I have heard so many times, ‘Dreams prepare your emotions.
Because you have dreamt it you know it is your fate.’
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Approximate geographical distribution of indigenous peoples
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SAMENVATTING
‘Dromen bereiden je emoties voor.’ Dit zinnetje heb ik vele malen gehoord tijdens mijn
veldonderzoek in Suriname. Deze uitspraak raakt de kern van mijn onderzoek naar de functie
van dromen rond belangrijke veranderingen in het leven zoals dood en geboorte onder de
inheemse bevolking van Suriname en Australië. In 2001 en 2004 heb ik hiervoor onderzoek
gedaan onder de Arawak en Kari'na in het kustgebied van Suriname. Voor het droommateriaal
van de Australische Aborigines heb ik literatuuronderzoek gedaan, waarvan een deel in het
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Studies (AIATSIS) en Australian
National University (ANU) in Canberra in 2000.
Mijn studie richt zich op de vraag of dromen belangrijke veranderingen in het leven
kunnen vergemakkelijken en eventueel kunnen leiden tot persoonlijke groei binnen het -
levenslange - volwassenwordingsproces. Om te laten zien dat het idee van de faciliterende
droom wijder toepasbaar is dan alleen binnen één samenleving heb ik dezelfde methodologie
gevolgd in het analyseren van de dromen verkregen uit veldonderzoek en literatuuronderzoek.
In hoofdstuk 1 laat ik zien dat dit mogelijk is op grond van de overeenkomsten in de structuur
van de kosmologie van deze volkeren en hun ideeën over verschillende fasen van bewustzijn.
Hierbij valt vooral op de overeenkomst van het idee van ‘creatie uit het iets’ (tegenover
‘creatie uit het niets’ bekend uit Judaïsme, Christendom en Islam). Een belangrijke
consequentie hiervan is dat het onderscheid tussen de materiële en geestelijke wereld niet
absoluut wordt ervaren, ‘ze zijn verschillend maar niet geheel van elkaar afgescheiden’. Dit
betekent ook dat alle ervaringen betekenisvol zijn onafhankelijk van de fase van bewustzijn
(zoals wakend, dromend, trance). Uiteindelijk kan de relatieve werkelijkheid, ervaren op de
diverse niveaus, worden ‘geverifieerd’ door ervaring in andere fasen van bewustzijn. Dromen
blijken hierbij een belangrijke rol te spelen in de onderzochte samenlevingen.
Hoofdstuk 2 is gewijd aan de theoretische onderbouwing van de hypothese van dit
onderzoek, namelijk dat bepaalde dromen niet alleen tijdens sociaal-culturele veranderingen
voorkomen maar deze gebeurtenissen ook vergemakkelijken. Ze dragen bij tot het
volwassenwordingsproces in de traditioneel georiënteerde inheemse samenlevingen van
Suriname en Australië. Dit soort dromen heb ik rêves de passage, ofwel transitionele dromen,
genoemd. Deze term verwijst enerzijds naar bepaalde raakvlakken met begrippen als rites de
passage van Arnold van Gennep en mythe de passage van Geza Róheim. Anderzijds verwijst
de term naar de object relatie theorie en met name de term transitioneel fenomeen zoals
ontwikkeld door de Engelse kinderarts Donald Winnicott, en de ideeën van Masud M. Khan
over de droom-ruimte. Centraal in de object relatie theorie staat de relatie tussen object en
subject, het ‘ik’ en het ‘niet-ik’, de innerlijke wereld en buitenwereld respectievelijk.
Transitionele fenomenen helpen bij de overbrugging van de interne wereld naar de externe
wereld voor een individu. Ook dromen kunnen hierin een belangrijke rol spelen, namelijk in
geval van crisis kunnen ze het verwerkingsproces ondersteunen. Rêve de passage, de
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transitionele droom, bij uitstek representeert daarom een genre dromen dat tijdens belangrijke
transities voorkomt en het individu hierin ondersteunt. In dit genre worden sociale en
religieuze betekenissen uit de culturele omgeving creatief gebruikt. Dit genre wordt daarom
ook getypeerd door de drie lagen van betekenis die het kan hebben. De eerste laag is de
individuele betekenis en dus altijd aanwezig, de tweede de religieuze betekenis en de derde de
sociale betekenis.
In de hierop volgende hoofdstukken wordt de theorie getoetst op een aantal van de
verzamelde dromen. De hoofdstukken 3 en 4 richten zich op Suriname, terwijl hoofdstuk 5
over de situatie in Australië handelt. Om een idee te krijgen welke plaats dromen in een
samenleving innemen opent hoofdstuk 3 met het Trio onstaansverhaal van dromen, getiteld
‘het voorzien van een ziel’, waarin de oorsprong van dromen als geschenk van de mythische
voorouders wordt verklaard. Dit is van betekenis voor de wijze waarop men met dromen
omgaat; ze kunnen niet genegeerd worden en alleen al op grond van hun ontstaan onlenen ze
hun autoriteit.
Hierna volgen een aantal case studies die laten zien hoe belangrijk dromen zijn voor o.a. de
religieus specialist en rituelen. Zo gaat § 3.2 over de dromen van een vrouw die worstelt met
het idee zich al dan niet te laten initiëren tot piyai, religieus specialist. De religieus specialist
heeft tot voor kort een belangrijke rol gespeeld in de Surinaams inheemse samenleving, een
rol die de laatste jaren meer en meer is gemarginaliseerd o.a. door kerstening, westerse
gezondheidszorg en onderwijs. Desalniettemin is er nog steeds interesse in de praktijk van de
religieus specialist hoewel er vele inheemse stemmen, vooral van ouderen, opgaan die zeggen
dat er geen echte piyai meer zijn of tenminste niet zo krachtig als vroeger. Dromen hebben
altijd een belangrijke rol gespeeld in het leven en de praktijk van de religieus specialist, o.a. in
zijn of haar roeping tot de praktijk en het contact met de geestenwereld. Dit contact met de
geestenwereld staat centraal: de vrouw in kwestie heeft van een tante stekjes van
geneeskrachtige planten gekregen met de bedoeling dat ze deze ook voor geneeskrachtige
doeleinden zal gebruiken. Echter, de vrouw plant de stekjes in haar tuin en vervolgens
verwaarloost ze de planten. Dan krijgt ze nachtmerries: de geesten van de planten bezoeken
haar in de droom. Uiteindelijk spreekt ze de planten toe met de woorden ‘ik vind jullie heel
mooi maar kan jullie nog niet gebruiken.’ Hiermee stoppen de nachtmerries. Deze droom
blijkt dan een onderdeel te zijn van een reeks dromen die de droomster steeds weer terugvoert
tot het voornemen om zich tot piyai te laten initiëren. In de andere dromen herkent ze mensen
als haar overleden grootvader, ooit een krachtig piyai, en andere familieleden. De reeks
dromen laat zien wat de gevolgen zijn wanneer de geestenwereld wordt genegeerd, maar ook
hoe dromen steun geven in het nemen van een beslissing die het leven drastisch zal wijzigen.
De besproken dromen gaan gepaard met de overgang naar een meer spiritueel gerichte
levensstijl tijdens de menopausale leeftijd. Er is dus sprake van zowel een spirituele als een
fysieke transitie. Hoewel de droomster de uiteindelijke beslissing van het al dan niet overgaan
tot religieus specialist heeft genomen, ervaart zij de dromen wel als hulp en steun in deze
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overgangsperiode.
De volgende paragraaf handelt over de dromen van de vrouw die voorzingt tijdens het
dorpsfeest in het Kari’na dorp Bigi Poika. Het feest is vooral een reinigingsfeest voor het dorp
en wordt gehouden als de Plejaden zichtbaar aan de hemel staan. De dromen geven de
zangeres inspiratie en zelfvertrouwen om te zingen tijdens ritueel en feest. Daarna wordt een
droom beschreven van een vrouw, die bekendstaat als religieus specialist. Deze droom valt
onder de categorie die Jung een ‘grote droom’ noemt: een droom die je nooit helemaal zult
begrijpen maar altijd bij je blijft als een mijlpaal in je leven’. Tenslotte een voorbeeld uit de
praktijk van een religieus specialist, die zich voornamelijk bezig houdt met de uitleg van
dromen. Het voorbeeld handelt over een afgewezen, verliefd tienermeisje en hoe de piyai haar
met behulp van haar dromen weer in het gareel krijgt en zo ook de rust in het dorp doet
weerkeren. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met een tabel met veelvoorkomende droomsymbolen en hun
algemene betekenis. Echter, de betekenis mag niet te rigide worden opgevat, want zoals de
inheemse mensen zelf zeggen, zijn dromen toch ook voor andere interpretaties vatbaar.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt ingegaan op dromen rond de dood. De ideeën die de Arawakken en
Kari'na hebben over de dood zijn sterk beïnvloed door het Christendom, toch ziet een
meerderheid de dood vooral als een ziele-reis waarbij het van belang is de doods- en
rouwrituelen goed uit te voeren om te zorgen dat de overledene de reis naar het dodenrijk
veilig aflegt. De eerste droom handelt over een man wiens zoon, die kapitein van het dorp
was, na een auto ongeluk is overleden. De wijze waarop hij met zijn droom omgaat, laat zien
hoe hij de dood van zijn zoon niet kan accepteren. Dit laat zien dat dromen niet altijd
transities vergemakkelijken: wanneer het basis-vertrouwen ontbreekt, zal zoals in dit geval, de
verwerking niet of veel langzamer plaatsvinden. Daarna volgen dromen van mensen die hun
(bejaarde) ouders hebben verloren (§ 4.4). In beide gevallen waren de dromen voorspellend
van aard: zij wisten hierdoor dat een van hun ouders binnen afzienbare tijd zou komen te
overlijden. Hierdoor hebben zij de dromen als voorbereidend en troostend ervaren. De
gebeurtenissen worden als onafwendbaar gezien. Zoals de informanten zelf verklaarden:
‘dromen bereiden je emoties voor’. In deze dromen speelt de relatie met de geesten of
voorouderlijke wereld een belangrijke rol. De geesten van overledenen maken zich tijdelijk
los uit hun eigen wereld om een boodschap aan een familielid in de wereld van de levenden te
brengen, namelijk dat er iemand gaat sterven, maar dat die persoon niet naar een onbekende
wereld gaat; hij of zij zal worden verwelkomd door degene die hem of haar voorgingen. Ook
dit hoofdstuk sluit af met een tabel met droomsymbolen rond de dood, ook hier geldt dat de
relatie symbolen en betekenis niet absoluut is, interpretatie blijft een persoonlijke zaak.
In hoofdstuk 5 komen dromen van Australische Aborigines aan de orde, zoals beschreven
in de literatuur, voorafgegaan door een korte uiteenzetting over de kosmologie van de
Aborigines (§ 5.2), en de relatie daarvan met dromen (§ 5.3). Dromen worden gezien als
boodschappen van en direct contact met de Voorouders. Dit betekent dat dromen niet
genegeerd mogen worden zonder tekort te doen aan de Voorouders. Dit geeft de dromen een
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sterk autoriserend aspect. In de literatuur worden dromen rond het fenomeen ‘ziele kinderen’
(§ 5.4) het meest genoemd. De zogeheten ‘ziele-kinderen’ zijn deeltjes van de mythische
voorouders die de mens na de conceptie leven geven, d.i. voorzien van een ziel. Dit soort
dromen laat heel duidelijk de verschillende lagen, namelijk de individuele, de sociale en de
spirituele laag, van dromen zien. Dit gebeuren wordt vaak door de vader op symbolische
wijze in een droom gezien. De dromen helpen zo de vader bij het proces van vader worden,
immers reeds voor zijn kind geboren wordt maakt hij er kennis mee. Ook worden belangrijke
religieuze zaken door deze droom duidelijk, zoals de geheime, religieuze naam van het kind,
diens totem en rituele verantwoordelijkheden. Zo heeft de droom niet alleen een
ondersteunende functie voor de vader maar ook voor het kind: omdat de vader van zijn droom
verteld wordt het kind zo reeds voor de geboorte aan een deel van de gemeenschap
voorgesteld en hierin opgenomen. Vooral de relatie met de geestenwereld wordt in dit soort
dromen duidelijk: ‘iets’ uit de geestenwereld maakt zich los en wordt deel van nieuw
menselijk leven. Dit losmaken komt ook tot uiting in de droom: de geestenwereld verplaatst
zich naar de droomwereld van de mens om zijn boodschap te brengen en zich vervolgens
weer terug te trekken in de eigen wereld die nooit geheel afgescheiden is van de wereld van
de mensen.
In  § 5.5 en § 5.6 worden dromen besproken die behoren tot het rituele gebied van
vrouwen. De eerste handelt over de wijze en tijd waarop een vrouw tot de religieuze
specialisten kan gaan behoren. Dit gebeuren wordt verbonden aan de initiatie van de oudste
zoon. Zo laat de droom een dubbele betekenis van de initiatie zien. Enerzijds wordt de zoon
geïnitieerd, anderzijds is het ook een teken voor de moeder dat hiermee een deel van haar
leven, namelijk van zorgende ouder, langzaam maar zeker zal worden afgesloten en zij haar
tijd aan iets anders, d.i. religieuze zaken, kan gaan wijden. De dromen spelen hierin een
ondersteunende en autoriserende rol op zowel het individuele als sociale vlak. Immers de
geestenwereld laat zien dat de vrouw gereed wordt gemaakt om zich meer op het religieuze en
rituele vlak te gaan begeven. Zij zal overgaan van het verzorgen van het fysieke, haar
kinderen, naar het verzorgen van het geestelijke. De tweede casus laat zien hoe dromen naast
een individuele en sociale functie vooral ook een rituele functie kunnen hebben. Interessant in
deze casus is dat de dromen door de rituele gemeenschap direct in het rituele vlak worden
geplaatst en daarmee niet alleen in rituele praktijk worden gebracht, maar tegelijkertijd tot
gemeenschappelijk ritueel eigendom worden gemaakt. Hierdoor behoren deze dromen niet
meer tot de eigendom van de droomster.
Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de overeenkomsten en verschillen van de wijze waarop de
Surinaamse en Australische inheemse volken omgaan met hun dromen. Hierbij worden een
aantal onderwerpen uitgelicht: de verhouding tussen de materiële en spirituele wereld die in
beide culturen als ‘verschillend maar toch niet afgescheiden’ wordt gezien. Ook de wijze
waarop dromen worden verteld laat zien dat daarin verschillen en overeenkomsten iets over
de betekenis van dromen zegt. Beide volken maken onderscheid tussen verschillende soorten
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dromen. Dromen die worden gezien als verwerking van onbelangrijke gebeurtenissen van de
vorige dag, worden als onbelangrijk afgedaan en alleen verteld als het een onderhoudend
verhaal is. Daarentegen worden dromen met betrekking tot ritueel worden wel met elkaar
gedeeld. Er is echter een opmerkelijk verschil. In Suriname kent men geen geheime of heilige
dromen die om die reden niet besproken zouden kunnen worden behalve de dromen omtrent
de praktijk van de piyai. In Australië is dit onderscheid juist heel sterk, dromen die te maken
hebben met ritueel of anderszins religieuze zaken mogen alleen verteld worden aan personen
die geïnitieerd zijn en op ritueel gebied met elkaar verbonden zijn.
De besproken onderwerpen zoals geboorte, dood, het verkrijgen van kennis en de relatie
droom - ritueel specialist, laten zien dat ondanks de verschillen, er overeenkomsten zijn die
vooral liggen in de vergemakkelijkende en autoriserende functie van dromen, namelijk dat
dromen kunnen ondersteunen bij grote (en kleine) veranderingen in het leven. Dit is vooral
duidelijk geworden bij zowel Amerindiaanse als Australische inheemse vrouwen in de
menopausale leeftijd waar dromen hen richting geven in te nemen stappen om een meer
spiritueel of ritueel gericht leven te gaan leiden. Dit moet gezien worden als een proces dat
enkele jaren in beslag neemt waarbij de dromen een leidraad vormen die zowel individueel
ondersteunend werken als sociaal autoriserend. Dit laatste aspect geeft aan dat dromen een
onderdeel kunnen vormen van machtspel vooral omdat uiteindelijk het waarheidsgehalte niet
is te controleren en we af moeten gaan op de droom zoals die wordt verteld. Tenslotte wordt
dat ook duidelijk in de daden van de dromers: alleen dromen en dit vertellen is niet voldoende
om verandering tot stand te brengen, de ‘instructies’ in droom moeten nageleefd worden.
Aldus laat deze studie zien dat dromen tijdens belangrijke transities in de levenscyclus een
bevorderende functie kunnen hebben. Echter, ook moet worden vastgesteld dat dat niet altijd
zo is. De object relatie theorie is hierbij nuttig geweest in het formuleren van het concept rêve
de passage als een specifiek droomgenre dat transities in de levenscyclus begeleidt en
vergemakkelijkt. De verschillende lagen van dit genre toont de invloed van dromen op
individueel, sociaal en spiritueel vlak. Alle drie de lagen van betekenis beïnvloeden het
volwassen wordingsproces bij de traditioneel georiënteerde volkeren van Suriname en
Australië. De uitspraak ‘dromen bereiden je emoties voor’ zoals ik die vele malen heb
gehoord in Suriname bij zowel de Amerindianen als de Maroons ondersteunt de conclusie. De
capaciteit om ondersteunende elementen uit de sociale en kosmologische omgeving te
accepteren is een teken van volwassenheid, acceptatie van de bevorderende functie van
dromen kan een teken zijn van volwassenheid en een basis van psychische gezondheid. Het
belang van dromen gaat verder dan alleen het individuele belang; deze studie laat zien dat
dromen ook op verschillende manieren van belang kunnen zijn voor de gemeenschap. De
studie van dromen biedt zo ook een venster op de onderlinge verhoudingen binnen een
gemeenschap en de rol die religie binnen een gemeenschap speelt. De waarde en betekenis
van dromen is bij de Surinaams en Australisch inheemse volkeren verankert in de
kosmologie. Freud noemde dromen de koninklijke weg naar het onderbewustzijn, maarbij dit
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onderzoek vormen dromen een koninklijke weg die leidt tot inzicht in de kosmologie en
levenswijze van traditioneel georiënteerde Surinaams en Australisch inheemse volkeren. Rêve
de passage verschaft hierin een middel om zowel de dromen en de droom narratief, alsook
relaties in sociaal, cultureel en religieus opzicht te onderzoeken en te begrijpen.
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